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"ASPECTS OP LITERARY CRITICISM A8i> TEEIR 
ISPLOEHCE OH THE EARLY ABQASZD POETS"
Three aspects of literary oritlelom are here treated, They 
are language, contents and prosody. The first chapter seeks to 
show that In the early days literary studies were undertaken not 
for their cam sake hut as an adjunct to the study of the Kor'an. 
The language of poetry received the particular attention of 
philologists whose object was to furnish material for the
Interpretation of the Kor'an. These philologists held the old■ .  ^ ,IMC ,. .
poets In high esteem and conversely regarded later poets as
inferior in language.
The poets who came after al-Parasdak strove to liberate them­
selves from the limitations Imposed upon them by the philologists. 
Many unsuccessful attempts to do this took place up to the time 
of Bashahar. With this poet a new type of poetry appeared.
In chapter two four poets are studied, they are) Bashahar 
b.Burd, Al-Sayyld al-Klmyarl» Abul-Atahiya, and Abu-Tanoaa.
It la the object of this chapter to illustrate the long struggle 
which finally culminated in the emancipation of poetry from the 
restriction of the classical conception.
In chapters three and four we shall set forth the requirement 
of the critics with regard to the several poetic forms such as 
panegyric, satire, elegy, and love poetry. It will be pointed out
that whila tho orltloa eucaaedad in eld&rly specifying the nature 
and requirements of these four aspects of poetry, a full under* 
standing of desorlptlve poetry escaped then# They were, moreover, 
unable to impose their authority upon the poets. The latter were 
not only independent of the erltiea but were In fact able to direct 
the literary movement according to their own desired and conceptions. 
Various poets are studied in order to Illustrate this view.
In chapter five the connect Ion between prosody and singing Is 
illustrated and the theory of the perfection of al»Khabil's prosody 
is refuted.
Chapter six traces the transition which occurred in singing and 
points to a similar transition In poetry. Now metres consequently 
appeared and Abul-Ataltlya and HasIn the metrician are considered as 
having been Instrumental in bringing about a fundamental change In 
prosody. Abul-Atahiya developed two new metres which were classified 
by the critloa while Has in produced a further metre, as yet un­
classified. Zf this metre can be aoeopted as entirely new, the total 
number of Arabic metres stand at seventeen and not sixteen as 
foraerly held.
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Introduction
The object of this thesis is to give an account of the 
oritleal canons which prevailed froa the third to the 
first half of the fifth oentury of the flight. ,
f ' i ' / ; •• ' -'. *
Particular attention la paid to the influence of these 
oanons on the early poets of this era.
The research, exeept os rare oooasions, sill he 
confined to the particular and factual.
We shall not deal with what the poets or orltlos ought 
respectively to have written or adaired, hut we shall 
deal with what they in faot did write and adalre.
Thus we shall be oonoerned with the works of the poets 
and the orltlos themselves and shall hut seldom have 
recourse to the opinions of later orltlos.
She title of the thesis suggests that it is mainly
oonoerned to illustrate the influence of the oritios
* m**JtwWpSWtl»f SbXbk w m m
on the poets. Inevitably, however, the influenoe
Agfc (f jt al<-Agna«i sx'wilBT fu«Uit#
of the poets on the orltlos beoomes apparent and
& m w J k t AshsSir rn j pfe
must therefore receive due oonsideration.
finally, this researoh was oarrled out under
1 M |  a**-' Ikd ul~y&vie * Jin sin p.OTwHB#
the supervision of Prof. A. S. Srltton, to whom I
$«#»#>*»**H JfS.itswurtpPw ae-s SsWtwl asrg. w i e *
am deeply indebted for adviee and guidance most
e, a ,y,i** 4 fGiufUft* df * m  Antrlt'EhAe«i*.al ood*ety*
generously given. So him X would like to express 
my elnoere thanks and gratitude.
•: Ftdlolr Key to references ,;e A
Arabs toward
SfcJjj 1»#gfrfetr»fr '"‘'i,!Mlte»- flT,-t, £t*| rA'-pji & 1 4.»aw « ft j-.^. * ji
Aghi al-Aghanij Abul ParaJ al-Iafakani, Bulak edition.
: — «■- mat.
Agh (K)t al-Aghani; Dar al-Rutub edition.
^fcdarwtfcn^Sit .
Ashshir; Aehshir Sashshu’ra’; Ibn Kotaiba.
X'jast I’jaz al-Kor'an - al-Bakillani. *y 1
Ikdl al.-Xkd ftl-Farld - » »  rtdSttMkl.
Z.D.M.G.i Zeiteehrift der Eeutch £org. Gee. 41 w®
: >• <v #  3 i" & T  5T $ &  *» h  U if V £ f  11 f <> *' tf * % * „
J.A.O.S.i Journal of the Amerioan Oriental Society, ,
vmm tMre* !*Gtd. faverdata* knrwleg* ef all -tfciiw) ;
a*!# -is'iee: 4* inti isnertaat quastieea, outrt&MAKg among 
be^nmetdow at' t ; »  natne* «f; the. Arabia language 
i l l  f«tokyftl« a. t * .  ;.' . 'man thm-.i*.:. a t, n ip *
i&PdfrtaMfc fsw ier on fcfelofc la ter: stfcfele#. were am plified. .■;*«
- -fitting ■f»»«aird a -d e ta il^ .**p e a itA e fe  fif egtaions
(S j ;• wm-l^ jy&tt&fi* tit $&«
of th® &t k r fsfbl tlM veratty.
a? ttdnfe If
■ 1
d earning tMft CHAPTER I •:■■ observe that
the idishr str-d aiyftodtfnfe^ one West will receive 'tipscl&X I
o 1- Philologistst Grammarians and the language*
'c lif'general Regarded ■Airahfid && being as
o "Bellgious impulses Impelled the ancient Arabs towards
the study of literature. r They considered literature and 
literary learning as a means, not an end - a means towards
~  ^ . r d 5  v .understanding of religion". r-.>iv p - v . - - v .
language In general and that of poetry In particular
f P 1 I
was from the earlieerth days studied not as a social * - . 
phenomenon nor as a human activity but because it was
neoessary to the study of the Koran* -ter
^  *  <2 )The verse "God gave Adam knowlege of all things" r
gave rise to some important questions, outstanding among
them the question of the nature of-the Arabic language
in general,ia topic which was the Initial and most -AXy
important factor on which later studies were amplified.
Before putting forward a detailed exposition of opinions
f ’W
(1) Al-Khull; "Al-balaghah wa-Ilm Annafs" In the 
Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Fuad University,
Cairo IT 1936
(2) 1 j 31
concerning this point, it is necessary to observe that 
the ideas and arguments of one sect will receive special
!• . 1 ■jAittkkijdk *Mr'■> d u  ■ -i k - W * *  • ■. y  *1 . -,Ll a  V» *4 -IA A?
consideration; I refer to the Sunnites*
The Sunnites in general regarded Arabic as being as 
old as Adam* God, they alleged, must have revealed 
Arabic to Adam, as the Koran clearly shows*
Ibn ^ Abbas held that "God certainly taught Adam these
CD *
words we use nowadays”. Ibn “Asakir pointed out that 
"Adam spoke Arabic when he was in parr adise". Another
• r (2 )
authority remarked that "God taught Adam e v e n ........
trivial things*1! W W *
Arabic moreover according to the Sunnites was, 
eternal and divine* They put many restrictions in the 
way of those who wished to study it, so that it might 
be preserved from ambiguity and misuse*
"It should be taken", Ibn Paris alleged, "orally
A _ rft*' ■ ' ft » j&ai $S» Y 't; ^  ^ ^ ‘I’ v '• P
from authoritative transmitters who are trustworthy. One
(1) Tabari; Jami*al-Bayan, 1/170
(2) Suyuti; al-Muzhir, 1/28
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"mast be on one's guard against those who deal in
(1)
suppositions*♦ > Al-Khalil said "some savants have
probably passed on to the people that which is not from
the epeeoh of the Arabs in order to create confusion*.
Ibn Faris says in this connection, "let him who wishes
to study language seleot men of confidence, honesty,
Justice and reliability"./ Al-Aftbari made it clear that
"it is strictly incumbent on the transmitters of language
whether mdn or women, slaves or free, to be honest as it
is alsotflneumbent upon those who transmit traditions".
These qualities were required because it is with language
that we can understand Interpretation whether literary
(2)
or allegorioal.
This attitude was applied by many philologists to the 
language of poetry as will subsequently be shown.
These Sunnites by introducing literary studies into the 
field of religion, became in faot the founders of a 
tradition which subsequently became common practice.
This tradition apparently had its origin in the assumption 
that the language of the Koran is not only divine, 
but also the purest and most perfect Arabic.
(1) Suyuti; al-MUZhir, 1/157
v
(2) Suyuti; al-Muzhir, 1/158
1 } ■ 81 fell ? ■' 3& t o T B
*» 4
They strove hard tp prove their assumption by 
erasing its words. She language of poetry was considered 
sufficiently purs and oorreot to serve as a good yard-
^ V V*'-' •' V  ' y y  I ' -£J ;• ; 'V; M  ' K .■
stick for the examination of the Koran, and thus the 
oolleation and memorizing of the works of the pre-Islamio 
poets beoaae necessary. ;v .- ■ .us& ■■nil ».e
Ihn Abbas was the first authority who used the old 
poetry as evidence in his interpretation. Xt is related 
that while Ibn Abbas was sitting in the court round 
the Ka'ba and the people were seated round him 
questioning him about the interpretation ef the Koran, 
Hafi* said to Kajdah "let us go to that man who dares to 
Interpret the Koran through a medium of which he has no * 
knowledge1'. They went to him and said "we wish to 
ask you about oertain things in the Book of Ood, Interpret 
to us and luring as confirmation from the speech of the 
Arabs, for indeed Bed only revealed the Koran in the 
olear tongue’of the Arabs. 'Ibn Abbas said "ask me 
about what oeours to you"* • Kafi'* said "tell me about 
the spew oh of Ood *^nil yamlni wa Anil shimali »lzln".
Xbn Abbas "’isin" means elreles of friends.
WMti* »£■•}.the Arabs know that"f M U  a/141 (A)
"Tea”, Ibn Abbas said, "have you not heard the verse
'«Kh/1w ' • *V‘-J■ M .Ip v, ■*. %,i i ■. v. ! vNJ. f . ' ; ■ * . : . • *  • .V. • • T ' * - '
 ----- mm.....  -m■.. —  mo----------------
(1) See* 01 bb? Arable literature; 28
(1)
of Abid Ibn al-Abras j . Until 4* that OtiU
• J ^ o  ^V -**T ^  ^ ' o y ^ “ f  ^
This cam© to ho the method of interpretation among those
(r*)
who followed Ibn Abbas. . Men who proposed to undertake 
this task had to ehow a profound understanding of 
language and its preolse shades of meaning as well as 
many other qualities. Umar Ibn al-Khattab in a
tra4lu°° • * 1 4  • -  •»- ^ , , M h  “ • “ '“?4 r ,pt
those who have a good knowledge of language". *
It was for the study of the Koran that the pre- 
Islamic poetry was actually collected and subsequently 
many treatises were compiled concerning the poets 
themselves and their oharaoteristlos. as time went on 
those who studied poetry continued to regard it as a means 
to an end - namely that of Koranic interpretation.
Al-Jahidh asserted that the "scope of knowledge
A i««»e» ( p w u i r n y  swisTred sae
depends on evidenee and examples"* Al-Askari presonted 
his book "al-eina*aln" as an explanation of the particular 
knowledge by means of which the supernatural in the Koran 
is recognized and understood. , aloewhere he stated .
    — —       — ■
(1) flgaytktl; I than* 1/121 Mufiarrid, Kamil 2/141 (A)
(2) Kodamaf Wakd nl-Hathr, 69
(3) For other qualities, oeet Zadah, Miftah al-na*adah
(4) SuyutiihL-Muahir, 2/302 i/^2?
(5) Jahidh, Bayan, 1/150
clearly that the advantage of poetry le that evidence can
he taken from It to hear on the obscure words of the Koran,
(1)
and upon the history of the prophet. : Ihn Kotaihah
endeavoured to write "full biographies of the well known
( 2 )
poets whose poetry oould he used as evidence". A1-suyuti
stated that "language was one of the religious studies and 1
. _  _ ______________     (3)
was used in the interpretation of the Koran". 3
prom the anxiety of philologists to obtain a high standard
In the knowledge of language in order to Interpret the
Koran there emerged the neoeesity of classifying the poets
>in several ranks. By means of this classification men who
studied language oould distinguish the authoritative poets
from those who were lees reliable. Various classifications
a
were made hut the only one which was widely used, was that 
by which the poets were classified according to their era. 
This ohronolOgioal classification apparently satisfied the 
philologists Who employed it almost exclusively in their 
attempt to make the language of the old poets conform to
their pre-oonoeived ideas on the Koran
(1) Sina' atainj 104
(2) Ashshirj 2 - 3
(3) According to "Ha,) Khalifa”, the disciplines of Arabio 
are four, philology, grammar, rhetoric and literature. 
Every Muslim is oompelled to know them because without 
them he could not study religion. Kashf (intro.)> 55
(4) Bayani 4 - 3 .  Ashshirj 17
- 7 -
Poets were*held to fall into five groupB namely; pre- 
■ Ielamio, liukhadhrams, Ialamees, lCawallads, and Moderns. 
Philologists held that the language of the first three 
classes was the purest and most reliable* It is free
from curious words, grammatical faults and unusual
^  (2) dialects, qualities which are typioal of the Muwallads.
Their language in fact was-considered the best model of
eloquehoe, the sole source of grammatical evidence and
examples. In praotioe the language of the first class
was employed to show the purity of the Koranic language.
"If you ask me about the foreign words of the Koran", Ibn
M M .  W f  -i « M m m  m m  m
because it is the register of the Arabsn, u h u ,
Ibn Abbas apparently urged those who argued that the Koran 
is not absolutely pure, to compare It with the old poetry 
which was hitherto despised and neglected*
Ken of religion - religion which invoked evil upon poetsf 
and expelled them from the community found no other way 
of defending the integrity and proving the genuineness of 
the Koran than through the medium of the poets1 despised art
(1) Ibn Rashik; Al-Umdah 1/72
(2) -Baghdadi; a^-Khizanah 1/20— 25
(3) Evidence of rhetoric might be taken from any olass.
(4) Suyuti, Itkan, l/l20f. Al-Umdah, l/ll
- 8 -
Others, however, rejected this use of poetry on the ground 
that the Koran itself oondemned poetry and the poets, and 
thus commentators tried earnestly to advanoe a oonvinoing 
justification of their method in order to obviate a 
problem wherein lay the seeds of great dispute.’
Some of them said "we try to discover the foreign words 
of the Koran by examining the Jahili poetry beoause * the 
God said we made it an Arable Koran"• Another authority 
proclaimed that he trusted the Jahilees, although they 
were unbelievers, and that he depended on their poetry » 
because their language was pure.0? •-
Strange as it seems nearly all the philologists followed
the opinion of the commentators and put it in practice.
Abu Amir Ibn al-Ala4 considered nothing poetry except that
of the ancients. In reference to him &1-Asrasft said "I
was in his company for eight years, and I did not hear
(2 )
him adduce a single Islamic verse aa an argument".
This was the opinion of hie disciples and followers such 
as Al-Asma’i himself and Ibn al-Arabi. Every one of 
them held that belief about his contemporaries and thought
(1) 23 i 2 v / .
(2 ^ -Umdah; 1/57
highly of these who proceeded them.' fhere is no other 
reason for this inclination than their need of poetry to 
nee as evidence an«!their lack of confidence in what the 
Moderns produced.’* i'hey in faet exoeeded all normal and 
reasonable bounds in that they relied not only on the 
mature and reliable poets of the Jahiliya bat even on
tu a)
immature and unreliable youths■*/? -The lluwallacle; even the 
eminent poets among them, were rejected on*the ground that
 - ... . kf.:
they were unreliable* tba *a o i  ti *1?
later philologists who ventured to employ the Muwallads*
poetry as evidence faced severe!criticism. ^
Sibawaihi was reproached because he trusted Babhshar.
It was said that he^wao frightened by Bashshar and
acknowledged his poetry only to!protect himself from the
(2)
latter' a biting satire. Al-Zamakhshari was blamed when
(3)
he used verses of Abu-fammamias evidence. t-t ». -lees*
Bespeot for the old'language consequently encouraged the
Bawie to negleot in their turn the later poets and their s.
technique. "2o have been born after Islam wasnin itself
(4)
a proof of inferiority".' sithus preference brought them to
(1) Suyuti; al-Muzhir; - 1/140 * ....»
(2) AghjO 3/69.; Hisalat al-Ghufran; 228
(3) Baghdadi, Khisanah; 1/22 isr? 1/12
(4) Hioholson, literary History of the drabs: 285
1ft -
delight in the rough words and stark ideas and images of 
the Bedouins. f.Shey followed the tribes wherever they ; 
settled and lived among them in order to acquire the 
language - a language both virile and pure. , Many poets 
among the Muwallada made this excursion into the desert
in order to acquire a high degree of linguistic :t
' .. . _  (1) 
proficiency, 1 Outstanding among them were Bashahar who
lived a long time with Benu-Akll and Abu-Buwas who lived a
m)
year in the desert for the same purpose. In spite of that
1 ■ ”  • I / T  'V "* - ■ ’ 1 :
neither of them were regarded as authoritative and reliable 
simply because they ware both of too'late an era. >
Yet this was not in itself the major consideration which 
influenced the judgement of the philologists. ‘fhere was 
another faotor whioh seems to have affected them profoundly 
and to have given rise to a prejudice against the later 
poets, namely, the new civilisation and its consequences, 
Poets in general participated in the flourishing.*® 
civilization and adapted their poetry to its various aspects 
Benoe they produced a great quantity of poetry whioh bore, 
as we will see, little resemblance to that of the ancients 
either in language or ooatents, Shis movement did net appeal
—  — *  ........... ...I. . . .  . . . . I . . .  I. ■
(1) Agh (K)r 5/150 ' : '
(2) Ibn Mandhur, Akhbar Abi Huwas 1/12
to many of the grammarians and philologists who would not 
i admit the relevance of the hew civilization or even the 
primitive urban life in poetry. Por thia reason they 
oven neglected certain poets of the Jahiliya^ ' ‘ »■
lift Ihn Zaid and Abu-Bawuad al-Iy«di ceased to he 
considered as poets of the first rank because they were
townsmen and this raede their words and images of lessor
U )
value .,f * Abu Amr said "the Arabs did not recite Adi’s
(2)
poetry because he was a Christian". They, however, 
appreciated Bui huiraaah who wae much later than Adi and his
fellow. They delighted in hie archaic and tortuous style
\
and praise him above his merit. It was said "that
t , , . . />) (3)
poetry began with Imru’al Kaia and ended with Bul-Rumah"«'
A similar attitude wae shown towards the tribes themselves,
fhe philologists,land grammarians distrusted the language
of any tribe who lived near to or travelled to the settled
countries. lahhra and Judam were rejected because they
were neighbours of the Cnpte of Egypt, and Chassan, Iyad
and K0 dha*a<M beoause they were neighbours of the inhabitants
ill
of Bamaseus who were Christians, 1 " ' 1 *
— *»■«— <— i. M il I—  —  m m m m  m m m m a m  m »  1  nil III Swim  M l » 1  h i.»i— i —  I I  i . - i  tm , m u  mm m i n n—
(1) Agh; 2/18. Ashshirj 111. Wasatahj 4?. Agh; 15/95. 4tf 
Sncyolopaedia, I. 1/403. Ashshirj 111 - 115.
Shlkho, Shu’ara; 2/465
(2) Ashshirj 115.
(4) Al-Muzhirj’ 1/212.
j- •f* aai*. *  4
n hl.ii v;.
- 12 -
It is related of Abu-Z&id that he said "I do not say "the 
Arabs say" unless I have heard it (i.e. the words) from 
one of the following* Beehr Ibn Hawazin, and Benu Kilab 
and Benu Eilat, or from the people of higher portion of the
tiT
lower region or of the lower of the higher*. - This attitude 
had serious consequences in its praotioal application when 
both philologists and grammarians started to apply it to 
the task of oritioism. (They had to all intents, --Uigaag* 
established the foundations of praotioal oritioism upon 
whioh the later critios largely depended. (Their judgements 
were built on a chronological and grammatical basis rather 
than upon any sense^of aasthetio values.
(The oldest verses to them were invariably and of necessity 
the finest. One example may servo to show the basis of 
their approach and the obscurity of their rules.
i
Ibrahim of Mousil said: I recited these verses to al-Asraafi:
"Is there a way to get one glance at your face 
d  to quench the burning thirst of my desire?
\m f
• yc-.fhat. which means little to you means much to 
me, and the little about her whom you love
vi?fj • £ means much*. ■ . * * >  . \/.tf "••‘ly
He said *by God this is the Khisrawani silk, whose poem do 
you recite to me?" ;* t
• m w m — m * — m ~ m m m  m. —  —  — » » m m m m m m m m m m m m - m m  m m m m  . m m — m m — m m  m m  m.
(1) Lane; preface of his lexicon XI. Ibn Rashik stated 
that the inhabitants of the Higher portion . . . .  are 
t those of Ajz Hawazin. Umdah 1/55
13 ;*»
-■ "They were composed last night"•y* { v j #s/! . v.,e
"By God”, he said immediately, "there is no doubt that the
(i)
traooa of artifloiality are apparent in them’• ,v, v
. W» have/indioated that philologists and grammarians
were strict adherents of the ancients and their productions.
They scorned the Muwallads and rejeoted their works and
methods.:; . The poets soon came to realize the predileotion
of the grammarians and their liking for the harsh language
and peouliar Bedouin images. They consequently endeavoured
to acquire these qualities partly to show their capabilities
and partly to gain the favour of the grammarians. let.
they were rejected and failed in their desire merely
because they were born in too late an era. Dispute
■became inevitable especially when the philologists claimed
to be superior to the poets. It is stated that al-Khalil
said "You, all the poets, are a group who indeed follow me.
I am the rudder of the ohip. If I praise you and I am
satisfied with your composition you will be popular,
(2)
otherwise you will be unpopular”. ^ ;
The poet8 naturally aought^means to restore their dignity 
and re-establish their independence. (They quiokly came
x  J r m  . 1 T T  II n i l  I I |  | , „ |  T i r  u r n  i n  i i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -  —
.J I ti I ir»  ^o Wr- Cr ^ u U j  ( W
(1) Wasata, 47. For similar examples look
— ...(a) Bayan, 3/196 • ... -  ... ... . . . .
, (b) Sina'atain, 33
% / n \iTb a x—«?!,!! ear .■* j j?jk uj#ma -ai— a  .l i o * «* 4
(0 ) Muwazanah, 1 0
(2) Aght 17/16
to the conclusion that a counter rejection would he the 
most fruitful and successful retort#.
.The dispute appeared in its earlier form between al-Farazdak 
and the grammarians when these latter started to set forth
the rules of grammar# They tried to justify the
irregularities of the ancients which did not conform to 
their rulea^ggi|£le, on the other hand, they considered 
those of the Muvvallads unjustifiable# Abdullah Ibn Ishak 
used frequently to correct al-Farazdak and to check him 
in poetry# Al~F&razdak constantly satirized the 
grammarians and ridiculed their arguments, particularly 
those of Abdullah* He composed a verse whioh runsj
"If Abdullah was a client I would satirize 
him, but Abdullah is a client of clients"#
^  d  ^  I i^l| -*—
'Abdullah was not concerned about hia satire, he only said
to al-Farazdak "you have made a mistake, you should haveu . , a)
said: ,<-*
Ibn Aba Ishak once heard al-Farazdah reoitej , , t-!
"Time whioh jne.vs, oh Ibn Affan, destroyed 
ay worth and reduced it to nothing11.
< L k is C ? j\ Vlae— ^  _J| Jlil tr» oUi- 0-1 u U j o ^ J
(1) Ibn al-Anbari; Nuzhat al-Allbba; 24
Ibn Ishak said to him, "acoording to what grammatical* 
role do you put " " in ths nominative ease"?
i l - t ™  ” p U M - " ° ° T r to ,lrt * “ • *  ro"
are irritated and annoyed".’ ***»
-Less than half a oentury later a fieroe controversy 
developed *hen Bashahar, as we will see in the next chapter, 
condemned the philologists as pedantle. He made a 
division of the two fundamentally different things, namely, 
the art of poetry and the meohanieal task of collecting
and commenting on it. Thus he satirized the philologists
„ n  ,u ... U.) ..... ,c e t
who oritloized his poetry.
In so doing he set a precedent for those who followed him. 
-Abu-Huwas denounced Abu-frbaida'n  judgement on Jarir and 
al-Parazdak on the ground that Abu-Ubalda did not practise 
composition! ) * * * ' * *■ ».;«• i- '>va-c;-
--------- r - T1...................— - --   n          — -  — ---------
(1) Ibn al-Anbarls llusshat al-Alibba’; 25. Ashshirj 299
(%€>,& {‘XkStfflb 'tl’bll &Y‘&f*b tit Ptf b. m m -
(2) il-Marzubani j al-iiuwashshahj 247 r ' ,
(5) Al-Umdahj > 2/85 that is %eo. is ti.f, whies
-id. . . .'.to..the. h s m y s r ? *..-. )...  
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Ibn Munadir said to £halal al-Ahmur while they were at 4c
party " . #,♦ , . Al^haVighah,-Imrual Jg^ ie and Zuhair even
though they are dead their poetry became immortal# i-i . r ;
Compare my ^ poetry to theirs and judge between them withr-
justice"* ; rh,, pv. J; I-. gi<si,; ; - i - iv caver*!/.
In another story ;Ibn Munadix himself urged Abu-Ubaidah to
judge between his poetry and that of Adi Ibn Zaid. "ho
not Judge between the two times, judge between our poetry,
(2)
and do not oe fanatical"« fit* ai%’ & ^ r 7 V'% % i &
Al-Buht.uri was asked "who is better in poetry, Abu-Huwas or 
Muslim’'? . He replied "Abu-Huwas" • fihe viuestioner said to 
him "indeed ihe^lab does not agree with you in this 
judgement"• ;o Al-Buhturi said "this has nothing to do with 
Tha’lab and his colleagues who practise the 3tudy of poetry
the depth of poetry"*
Al-Hashi1 expressed his grief for that craft whioh had
suffered great damage as a result of uhe demands of the
philologists* to ;> Jta •*-» form* ,■%
"May God curse the craft of poetry, how we 
suffer as a result of the ignorance thereof* 
They prefer that whioh is strange to that whioi
 ^ • 7  (a. \
is easy and clear to the hearer"*' '
(1) Agh: 17/11. The story goes on that Hialaf was annoyed.
He took a plate full of sauce and threw it at the poet.
(2) Aghs 17/12 th* mjfgxt- a£ ltk&n I
(3)4i-Omdah 2/83. Bakillani, IJaz 156
(4^-itodah 2 / 9 1
She poeta after these efforts were able to regain their lost 
rights. Many critics proper became convinced that;there 
were qualities in the Muwallads which should be acknowledged 
and admired. fhey, on the other hand* disagreed with the 
approach of the philologists and criticized it severely# 
nI consider1’* al-J&hi&h says* ”that the purpose of the 
reciters and grammarians is only to oolleot old poetry which
a) i
contains strange words;whioh need explanation"« ttm 
"Shoes who hare chosen, the strange words", &1-Bakillani
stated, "have done so £or their own purpose, namely to
i nt i
Explain what was difficult to others in order to show their
own superiority in understanding it. iheir purpose was
(2)
not poetic excellence for its own sake”. trm
Al-Jurjani warned his colleagues and readers: to avoid
fanaticism and asserted that "justice is the proper means by
which to achieve a true judgement’1 # fanaticism makes
impure the pure nature, blunts the sharpness of mind and
clothes knowledge with doubt# . When it becomes established
it presents the thing to you not in its proper form* it
stands between,you and ooutampXatien of the thing* It ■
turns one aside from goodness which is apparent to the
(5)
obscure unknown", , . . ..... . . .
(1) Buyan; 3/1S&
(2) Ijaz; 157, on the margin of Itkan I
(3) Wasat&h; 309
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He went even farther and olaimed to show some errors l n ; 
the production of the anoiente whioh were held to he 
infallible. "Were it not for the fact that the people of 
Jahiliya were very ancient and that men believe them to 
be the pioneers, the leaders and the authorities, you 
would find much of their poetry defeotive and absurd, 
unworthy and unaooeptable. But this notion of their
(11
beauty and belief in it has diverted oritioiam from them". 
Al-Amidi held that "we know of noprtof the poets of the
Jahiliya or of Islam wh* has escaped from ‘.criticism or
(2)
from the fault; finding of <the Bawls". ; th­
in another plaoe he said "the Modern poets are not free 
from error and the poets of Islam are not safe from it.
Many faults of non-oonformity to the rules of prosody and
the other varieties of faults occurred, for which no
(3)
excuse can be made except by stretching a point".
Modern poetry found a proper and well deserved appreciation 
in Ibn Kotaiba*s masterpiece "ishahir washshu*ara". He
proclaimed their -efficiency, reliability and dexterity, 
and disregarded the criteria of the philologists. "Ood , 
did not restrict learning and poetry and rhetoric to a
---------------------------------- .rswn a r ,  j
(1) ~Wasatahj 12
• 1 |
(2) Al-tfuwazanah; 20
(3) Ibid} # 1 5
I
19
particular age nor appropriate them to a particular elaas, 
'but has always distributed them in common among his v 
servants, and has caused everything old to be new in its 
own day and every classic work to be an upstart at its
t e w *  lK  ( 1 ) : ................ ,  . i il.il f._: T   , r , , „
first appearance". He went on to emphasize his own ’ 
method of judging the modern poets wherein he revealed 
for the first time the aesthetic oriteria and urged the 
critics to avoid the ohronologioal and philological 
methods. Al-Jahidh. tacitly acknowledged the Ko&erns and 
subsequently gave them much consideration in his works.
That Ibn Kotaibah influenced the later oritloa is obvious.
■Al-Mibarrid, though a grammarian, appears to have admired 
his suggestions and endeavoured to employ them. 
nIt is not for his antiquity”, he said, "that the poet
' ,p„ o r  ; W  • a ~  * *  .. V
should be preferred nor should he be scorned for his
(2)
modernity. Every one should be given what he deserved". 
Some of the unfamiliar Huw&llads received considerable 
comment and appreciation because they produced, as he put
% ■■ 13) .     _
it, "excellent poetry".
Al-Jurjani made it clear that to acknowledge the Muwallade
did not mean in any way that the oritloa had turned aside
\
from the anoients. on the contrary, they tried to give
t
(1) Ashshir; 5 ^  n - i y
(2) Kamil; 1/18. Al-Utadah; 1/133. Ikd; 3/171
(3) Kamil; 1/6
• 20-
to every one his own due"merit and to indicate the beauty 
of his work and the excellence of hie contribution to 
literature. "It is not desirable that* *vhen you see me 
praising & modern or mentioning the good qualities of a 
town dweller you should consider that I have turned aside 
from what is ancient or that you should attribute to me 
dislike of the Bedouins, but it is desirable that you 
should consider .my purpose in having so acted and that you 
should investigate my object. 2hen you will be impartial
(i)
in your judgement"* , , a '.ui- < •;* tua<-
' .3%
' ■ ;-d outatanidisg
•It/.jr&s in the beginning of the t h l x &  ##ntury that a new 
direction was given to critical activities, a break with 
the past was made by the emergence of new conceptions in 
literature* Inspired as in the early days by religion, 
efforts were now m&ao by the critics proper to apply the 
problems arising out of the Xoran to literary purposes, 
with the result that a new approach to oritioism was 
Inaugurated* Ihis involved a heightened conception of the 
value of literature and was in fact a phase in the 
development of oritioal theory full of significance - a 
phase which, in spite of its religious limitations, marked 
an entry to a new sphere of thought* It was suooessful in
1
(1) Uaaatah; 1 9 * only after Ibn Kashik* s ora. were the 
critics oonvinoed of the superiority of the Mnwallada 
and announced it*
diverting oriticisti from the* shallows of philology Into a i 
direct aesthetic approval. Eiarlier impulses in this 
direction had “bean of c our he religions, that is to say, 
critics originally busied themselves in discussing the 
stylistic virtuosi of the Koran* They new endeavoured: to 
'prove that its cupernaturat qualities, once thought to be 
religious, could also bo regarded as literary. This point
of iHinn was maintain although it created a
•I ?
groat deal of controversy.
in an endeavour to expreca their paint of view the critics 
confined their activity to a few $U$sbioon, outstanding 
among %h&&i . "Khorein lies importance and beauty"?
1fIs it to bs eought in the word itself or in the ideas 
which are suggested by it"? i .• • , m :jx • ■ g frr
£ j}> } £ 3
"Uhich of these tv.T^  should be given the greater attention"? 
She discussion which arose out of those questions created 
a freer and more literary atmosphere, and, consequently I
there arose a body .-of i&aaa which were of a more 
progre^siye and g^mjlnaly critical nature. The poets of 
the new movement were oonsaauontly no longer shackled.
Their poetry .qame to be cultivated anew, as will be , j
illustrate 1. r TT' jritfllhrii"
fha first to concern himself with cuch questions as these
' It v'
He was one _oi those who took part in the arguments
fconoerning the or the miracle of the Koran. 1
Although he was a well-known Mu'tazillte, he did not adopt
the Idea of al-Nadhdham, his real master, who asserted
that there is nothing extradorinary- in the style of the
Koran, and that if the Arabs were left alone they could
  ;
hare composed pieces like it. They were, however, in
his view deterred by God from attempting to rival it and
in thlB lies the miracle. x'his is technically called
(1)
the argument of H£arfah" • *bxl£ * i. terfc ;o: - t/\ *
Al-Jahidh, however, emphasized in particular the point of
style and wrote a hook to prove his thesis*
Unfortunately, his hook was lost, and we are still unaware
of the arguments he advanced or of the suggestions whloh
he put forward to: support his theory, >; We understand from 
(2)
al-Suyuti that "al-Jahidh maintained that the miraole of 
the Koran lay in its style and not in its contents* This 
theory was extended to other compositions, both poetry and 
prose. In bo doing, al-Jahidh carried the question forth 
into the general field of literature and disouesed very 
interesting points -points which contributed greatly to 
later studies. Indeed,!'they became the basis upon which 
the whole structure of later:criticism was erected*
(1) Islamic Culture VII 1933. ”1* jaz al-Koran".
(2) Itkan, 2/117 - 118
In a discussion which seems to have been raised by one of 
his contemporaries he declared hie theory in support of 
"words*1, '-ti n T h e  master believed in the superiority oft 
ideas, but ideas are thrown in the street where every
Bedouin and Persian can pick them up. fhe important \
\
thing is the correctness of metre/ the choice of words,
9
the ease of pronunciation* the increase of oh am, health 
of nature and the dignity of the composition. Poetry is
(i)
a oraft, a kind of woven fabric or a sort of painting". 
Elsewhere he went on to state how men should choose "words". 
His ideas are of extreme purity and interest. "Just ae 
words should not he low, vulgarand commonplace so they 
should not»be strange and unusual, unless the speaker 
should happen to be a Bedouin. Only uncultured people 
understand uncultured language, and the jargon of the
(2)
market place is only to be understood by its inhabitants**. 
Al-Jahidh repeated this idea very?often to emphasize what 
was called "adaptation of speech to situation", a tenet 
which figures largely in his theory. r :
"It 1s a bad fault in a speaker to use the vocabulary of 
the theologians in speech or letter or in addressing the 
common people and merchants or in speaking to his family or
(1) Hsyawafi; 3/132
JJ .
(2) Bayan? 1/80 v
 _  (i;
his BlaT0 8 . For every situation there are special words’*. 
"If you use the Inflections demanded by grammar in .
conversation which is of a humorous and witty nature and 
belongs to the world of frivilous things, then the real 
slgnifleanoe of the conversation isrentirely altered, 
if there is vulgarity in thn words end if it is replneed
by seme thing dignified,e the conversation, which was - .
(2)
intended to amuse the people will make them sad”.
"hvery kind of ccnrersation has its own words and for $, 
every kind of idea there are special words, : common words
, :'y.
belong to vulgar ideas, light words to shallow and strong
(5)
words to deep'Ideas”» "Brery branch of literature hen
words which have been acquired by its writers after.au-.1
examination of others like them, ’ £hese words, however,j«
did not become suitable to their works until a relationship
had been established between the words and the work in
(4) _ _
question”. u  in another place he says "every people have
their favourite words and so also every branch of eh u-ey
... ,, , _ J _____ ,___ (5)
literature, every writer of prose and of poetry”* which
Al-jahidh endeavoured not only to popularize his theory to
but also to apply It in detail. Both his books m It;
(1) Hayawanj 3/368. Sina'atain, 19 - 20 
(2> iiayawanj 3/39
(3) Hayawanr 3/39, 6/8. Sakd al-Nathrj 80
(4) Eayawan; 3/368
(5) iiayawanj 3/366
"al-fiayawan*1, and "al-Bayan" give evidence of this*
He was therfirst and indeed the last critic who quoted the
stories and conversations of the common Peoj^® in their
own words, and he never disdained to use vulgar words
while joking or telling the jokes of others* One oould
indeed consider him the first realist ever know to the
Arabs* His method was almost unique, and was a natural
reflection of his capability and simplicity* ^
It is unfortunate that oritiossfter al-Jahidh oould not add
any improvement or details to his theory. T h e y  oame,
however! to adopt it thoroughly and even at times repeated
his words* Kudama seems to appreciate his suggestions
about the use of vulgar and common language in witticism
and to have acted accordingly# n$here is a special plaoe
for absurd words, where noneiother than they must be used*
It is in the tolling of jokes and witticism and in the
conversation of the common and vulgar people. If a man
recounts them in a manner different to that in which they
were spoken, they will be very wide of the meaning which
they were intended to convey and they will be *lifeless to
(2)
the hearer"* If he relates them as he heard them and in
(1) Bay an; 1/81
the words IB which they were spoken, they will fall into
their own place and will reach the goal for which they were
intended and the narrator will net he reproached, for the
(*)
use of these absurd words0*; *» *»* in twc "Ands m  *■»
■Al-Jurjani treated the Matter In his turn and inclined 
towards the finding of al-jahidh. lie made,thowever, one 
suggestion which is psychologically true,! tfSh* words of 
one beeome easy and the logic of another heoomes rough and 
the reason for th&t lies in the difficulties of nature and 
character. For Indeed simplicity of nerds follows 
simplicity of character and the charm of words is as nheh 
as that of the oharaoter . . . . . you rill find that/
'.jf 31 sjjft j:-t v'r'- fl.* - fi: • ?. -j  ^ ‘
• , • \*T- * 4' ■ n *  M  ' V SJf - -r ' •/., W  •*« ‘ '*.* '! *
apparent in the people of your time and you will see the
A /' "f V
coarse and uncultivated man using rough words, obscure 
speech and conversation until you might almost see hie 
words in his faoe, in the sound and timbre of his voice;
and the form of his manners. Zt is the Bedouin nature
l.l;'!vC cj.ily. " i-.f. U s p r r ' .-atce ..is nc - ( 2 ) m u  b*r,-auue
whioh oroatee some of these oharaeterletios"*
This statement reveals that al-JurJani realized the
relationship between the writer and his style, but he did
■ ■ - . . i«d .meanings and
not penetrate behind this primitive observation to a1 T&j- : 71”  % f W T O . f  wr j. Til- *x*idL
sufficient extent to enable him to enlarge upon and »'<!
.
, . 1  ........ ..............................
at In WOT-;?' Oilu- ' V ,
‘M l  to- thu* v-uei■ t ie s  -ascribed above”.
(2) Waeatahf 21
systematize M s  new and indeed vital theory. '
Al-Askari was unable to add anything to the theory of 
.al-Jahldh. Indeed, in many plaoes of his "sina*atain" 
hie suggestions shewed that he was in two minds as to 
whether he should emphasize the importanoe of words or 
of ideas. Both these alternatives received considerable 
attention, and the faot that they entered into his 
consideration at all illustrates his dependence on
;■* ■.» > U 'C’lii t it'- H • -i> *2^  hifc‘ £' t l i tX -t IX U"' Mj". 1 ' .
al-Jahidh. This dependence does not cease with ideas
U )
for he not infrequently quotes al-Jahidh^ words.
"Masters of style need accuracy in word3f because style
wtafc Ihi *5 i* 4k IK .i” y \ * A  ^ V ^ AS* fSUjfa* ^
depends upon the choioe of words, and upon the accuracy
1 i r: X 2 ■  rv r y v^L-at i  i  ini. "• h £ r e  '*.s - :
of ideas". "There is no virtue in words however well
(3)
chosen if ideas which they expressed are absurd”.
(1) See for instanoe Sina’atain (42) where he used the 
main statement of al-Jahidh to which he added a few 
lines only. "She importance is not in ideas^beoause 
they are known to any Arab, Persian, villager and 
Bedouin. It is only in the perfection of the speeoh 
and its clarity* its beauty and its hrllllanoe, its 
purity and correctness, its many shaded meanings and 
its vitality with the accuracy of its composition and 
its lack of fault in continuity. Nothing should he 
asked from meaning except that it should ho right, 
hut In words one should not he content with that only, 
hut should conform to the qualities described above".
(2) Sina1atain? 145
(3) Ibid, 42
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At this point, it should he noted how, ae time passed on, 
the theory of al-Jahidh progressively influenced the critics 
•until the time of al-Askari. It is also worthy of notice 
ithat the emphasis on "words" and their importance, though 
theoretical rather than practical, embodied certain vital 
conclusions, outstanding among them being the reoognition
(1) IThe last critio who faced the question was Ibn
Khaldun. His arguments showed his strlot conformity 
to the ideas of al-Jahidh as did the arguments of many 
others.
"Ideas are common knowledge to everyone and they are i
within the capability of every mind to take from them
& *ng,iy „  ^vrxvr& v * and Tsj%& to $ . th&
what it wants and what pleases it, and there is no
need for any effort. Uo express these ideas in
words, however, requires effort”. He went on to
suggest a procedure by which one oan acquire the
ability to write. "The writer who seeks the mastery
'• .itHif t ffl A  l i f t  W*. far  JH, ^  - l^lil ifiMl  m?-1 rWvtf ift- %  - a,-_ . J j  ^  ih>  ttn. iflt - >■■■■* •- ■£-•- . J L . A  '•
of speech in poetry or prose should only seek it in 
Swords, that is to say by commiting to memory words 
like them from the speeoh of the Arabs in order to*Ww 57 <* wlVW ifWwUwBL#>iP J T WB§»*+ ™ . *>»v US? 1 u
use them more freely and make them flow easily on his 
tongue, until he beoomes fully proficient in the 
tongue of Mudhax and gets rid of foreign influence”.
4^-Mukaddimah; 577id.re was moulded aserprdiagiy, yuTUMAKrly in Baghdad whore
See also! Ibn Sharaf al-Kairawani, a 'lam al-Kalam, 28 
where he clings to the,same opinions, and Ibn Jinni, 
al-Khasai's 1/225 and 317, where in a long statement 
“ he justified the preference of words.
aiFMarad* fifi9 auatoma a&d M r a l  standarda
■ n
1
2g *»
©f the every day language which was employed hy some poets. 
It tended, however, to occupy the minds of the orltios to 
the exclusion of the study of "ideas", and to bring about 
a weakening of interest in them. >■ 1 c > a r.’iJ lie- ,
a f  i i  A f t  ; f , 4 %  '* s *  . ; * ' t i  * » • * « - J f t l  4 * .  . *  i&'XV'i&imlr  - H l e r t f i *  « * * . « »  ■ > < * • *  a  JS 4,*** *,«r M p 3  9* e«»w rww vzte&M IE *
gheee new literary conceptlone were not merely accidental* 
In almost all spheres influences from abroad impinged upon 
the life of the Arabs* l<hese influences inevitably - 
moulded moral, religious and literary standards* Under 
'the Abbasids the Arabs were no longer considered superior 
to other races* Ihey concealed thoir arrogance, sometimes 
willingly, sometimes perforce, and had to admit that the 
aliens, hitherto neglected, possessed muoh which was of 
value. Great attention was given to Greek philosophy and 
consequently translations of many important works were made 
Persian influence prevailed in both administrative and 
social life*
fhe effect of the new culture and morals was obvious in 
that the Arabs, for the first time, came to admire them and 
to make a very great use of them*
Life was moulded accordingly, particularly in Baghdad where 
the new currents found appropriate ohannele*
Men, after a long period of fanaticism, came to be more 
tolerant. Many sects holding different religious views 
appeared* Hew customs and moral standards oame into
- 30 -
existence* 0?he drinking of wine, strictly prohibited by fl
Islam, became public, and a looseness of sexual morality 
accompanied the wholesale traneaotions in captive girls.
In fine, a formidable revolution took place in all spheres 
of life and it is natural to expect that new trends in” s wImS* XvH •
literature should flourish and that new ideas should 
undermine its previously accepted traditions*
v fc  1
It is convenient at this point to proceed to study the
sHtvL&J!!'* "■.f! * nt ly ©iqa&r vd ox niK raoo eme
new trends In poetry with which we are concerned and the
.
most influential poets who participated in the
y$j$ who «mi oamestly in  order to kn
emancipation of poetic language*
is e of tu& r $
m up s&ong the ox
(i
nf SLeraidh tbtsv•■r ;....... . 'U ^  , Ci.f *• ■ J>. Vi*.. V *
:
tetri’* Jtexttirer, he participated in more than cue,
r *
wgMahieift ^boo-t his activities and hi® religious/V ,<** '4 j*'i, j.'fj $  feft. 1*$i - K ?+ jL 2. sis*
£p fc.M& P0»t oatdflltp* ia s7cxy tapis «aft
rb.evihS tiv l& nt in  e l i  f ie ld s -  k&esw qua litie s !
wci-jMs #xjth€v£i9#i • kjf e 1 d h * ,:, Bawheh&x tNfP not a poe tg
. I :' *
J i&*, n w ..
nwir iiirir- wt n.i »ii|»i*)pi*M' ril i
fe ***t Aftfef 3/lSS (it)
(» ) *4» (*•:>; X5m x& alllkan, t?axajr*t* 1/255 (!«/»>
(3]f -Stesgntm 1/S9, aM M m vU  Safes*} i/15, feffe* 3/g4 ’
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O H A P m  u  fc . ,*r . -t
 ^ feSJKf ’£5.4 ; V1 %'jR ©fee i>0&46'i©!3. B&Ske^MT
' ; ! Poets and'the Language;'' “■':<v " ,J3C
'Efcrti'fiau" '■ T b n  ftkl:1' ' £ « « « ' " tk#a*ajj£■ pases tut u \ 9
Baohshar Ibn Buru.
’r'cL: £ ■ ' ' """"' '"' ' "" M n  d »  th* daya ■
«
'I*®
v>. A v m  -»4^ V, .i A #v4.ii ,*, •,*.;. ^ | | < <ls» ^ U & «*W <•' *
Bashshar the first poet of whom we need speak was a
ete f&wt ©Adftofe IfffljjMiry  vwtejy -MWfy- of'
Persian* He constantly boasted of his race and
■ 3 It ., £."■. ' .; ■-■ „
occasionally poured his contempt on the Arabs
i t  Td' th^reforrf ^ ^ e ^ a rs r' te  eittekl% the i
"Oh you who question m e aarnestly in order to know
fit rtfc'W e ' i * •« ,u *ri ■* It‘b isiv* y.
me, I an generosity itself (the nose of generosity).
nr# ’'iflfwfr WMftsn; in I'SS'p*
&y roots have grown up among the generous men of 
;n#% enly '"Sasfesltair/ '"but fM - &$ f  ‘win*
Bonu Amir and my ancestors were the counterparts
(1)
of Koraish among the Persians*.
|  a i t )  wS&<?£ • $ov&rfcd th& ^nwallaass fWfe t© TMk 1
Bashshar, though blind, studied the classical language and 
f* $.*' oil Xhjft
poetry. Koreover, lie participated in more than one
f  t«4 #jf Wf'ji op«nSwi w ith  saahshsr « a i miMm.
religious movement and argument In Basra. Abol-yaraJ give.
■
copious information about hio activities and his religioaa
(2)
ideas.
wwiMWfiwwpef *>!*»■■** *
He was a poet of genlne, excelling in every topio and
TySt*' i S/X4 4
shoring remarkable talent in all fields. ‘fhese qualitiea
(8) ptarjrt;. £2T v - : ■ • ; ■ ■ ■ -.i.fm
were emphasised by al-Jahidh. "Bashshar wae not a poet
(3)
only but alsc a ra^iz, a Cajia, a preacher . . . . . .  .".
(1) So the latter point sees Agh; 3/166 (K)
(2) Agh; 146 <K); Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat; 1/255 (fi.V.)
(3) Bayanj 1/29. Al-Easri; Zahr; 1/15* Agh; 3/24
a,
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According to many authorities he composed the greatest 
quantity of poetry ever known.J On one occasion Bashshar
himself declared that he had composed twelve thousand
• I-'- 41^ V I . *  —  ~  .1-1-. -    ............. . . .  ,
Easida. Ihn al-Hadim had seen one thousand pages of his 
ljnjf c (2) 
poetry, a total of twenty thousand lines. 1 , ^ .re’ t.
This great quantity was in general circulation in the days
(3)
of Ihn Khallikan. Unfortunately, very little of it has
oome to us — a fact which renders every study of him ' 
difficult and inadequate. I11 •«
A*y» ' f t . u  o  r» I*’ xiLf1,1 s jy-a at a, a  i -4 '’I t |W a »■
It is therefore necessary to oeneult the pronouncement of 
the old oritioe and to compare them with hie surviving 
poetry* WO are also unfortunate in that two works aew 
concerning not only Bashshar, hut the tiuwallade as a whole
t i f* ft IS. • *S 1 ft# : ^  V
have heen lost. They were: al-BariJ of Harun al-iSunaJJim
(288) which covered the Sluwallads from Bashshar to Ihn 
al-2aiyai,^and "Akhhar al-Shu* ara** of "Ihn al-MarzuBari” 
(284 or 287) whioh opened with Bashshar and closed with ni
Ihn al-Mutazz1 } ; 3 : • * *
W o t v r U a  ohayM M o g u l s  with'him. Baehehar trod
____________________________________________________
(1) Agh, 3/144 (E), ’ mc.e v t n a t i l e ,
(2 ) Pihrist, 2 2 7 U a  and *** “ swif ■**
(I) Wafayat (S. 7.) 1/255 ’ e V ' * r  i! m d " n::rP’?'
(4) Yakut, Irsahd, 7/234
(5) Pihristj 1 9 0 . Yakut, Irshad, 7/50
With Bashshar, we are told, new tendencies in poetry 
^merged and developed - tendencies which bore little 
resemblance to the traditional style. He willingly 
deserted the methods of the ancients and rejected the 
systems of the philologists, particularly with regard to 
the language of poetry. His discontent with their 
artificiality impelled him to develop a style of his own. 
Indeed, he possessed altthe qualities neoessary to ensure 
success and to achieve tangible results. ;
Critics acknowledged his originality and talent, and nearly 
all of them thought highly of his poetry. Certain of 
their opinions showed clearly their awareness of his new 
ideas and methods which make him, to quote al-Sha>a M b i , 
"Ihe father of the Muwallads".
Al-Asma'ir' was asked concerning Bashshar and Marwan, "which 
of them was the better poet"? He replied Bashshar . . • . 
because Marwan followed a way which many poets had followed 
and was unable to overtake those who had prooeeded him and 
his contemporaries shared largely with him. Bashshar trod 
a path which had never been trodden before and he excelled 
in it and remained unique. He was more versatile, 
composed in various styles and was master of a wide field 
of rhetoric. Marwan, on the other hand, never surpassed
-  34 *
(1)
the methods of the anoientB". fliB -ec-i panic** ■■ni . 
"Bashshar is the master of the Moderns, their moon, their
ir%\
leader and the wonder of the world".
"Bashshar was the most delionto of the Moderns in his style, 
Me was called "the father of the Moderns" because he was
^ T .  . ,   |
the first to initiate the growth of ideas and he opened for 
them the path of innovation which they followed"i*®T - 
"They said the first of the Moderns* to initiate the literarj 
form of al-Badle* was Baehshar. . . . . Re was the last 
great poet of the Arabs whose poetry could be used as (4J 
evidence. Then came those who followed and imitated him". 
"Bashshar was one of the natural poets who practised
"It was not fitting that hashahar should dispute with
neither artificiality nor fanaticism in his poetry'
Hammad about poetry because Hammed was in the low ground
(6)
while Baehshar was in the highest star (Capella)".
(2) Sha*alibi, Khas al-shas; 84 !': -1 ~4
(3) Al-ilarzubani, al-tfuwashshah| 250
(4) Bayan; i/30.1 al-U»
(5) Ashshirj 4?6
(6) Kayawanj 4/433 ' *   “
( 14^ -
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i
n • • * • • Then oame Bashshar and his companions who added
^  ^  . • f 4
ideas such as had never come to the mind of any poet/of
(i)
the Jahiliya........
/ i ^  }
These various Judgements hear witness to the originality 
and great merit of Bashshar among the Muwallads. > ;
On the subject of language, he opposed the philologists 
constantly and refuted their arguments* This he did, not 
accidently but as a deliberate policy. His knowledge of 
the classical language was doubtless equal to that of any 
philologist. r ' aiLtr*
» * '
It was once said to him nno single poet among the Arabs 
has composed anything in whioh there does not occur some­
thing which is objectionable to the Arabs from the point 
of view of words and which they regard as doubtful, but 
indeed there is nothing in your poetry which oould give 
rise to doubt". He said "from where oould the fault 
come"? "I was born here (in Basra) and I was brought up 
among eighty of the most eloquent of the Benu Akil.
There was not one among them who would use a single faulty
word".
Ukba Ibn Eu’ba al-AJJaJ once reoited an ode, to whioh 
Bashshar was listening with admiration. At the end he
(1) Al-Umdah; 2/185
(2) Agh (&); 3/149 - 150
addressed Bashshar in these words* s"ibis is a type of
T v
poetry . . . .which you oannot compose". us Bashshar 
replied, "do you dare say that to me"?1; "Indeed I am a -
•■’ V;..., (1)
better poet than you, your father and your grandfather".
He onoe composed an ode In whioh he.used archale words. 
Khalaf al—Ahmar and Khalaf Ibn Abl Amr ashed him, "thy hare 
you avoided your or.n style"? Bashshar replied, "I hare 
heard that Salman Ibn XotaibaB (to whom he:addressed the
ode) boasted of his knowledge of language;•and I used
' . ' . _  (2) unusual words to puzzle him".?•* p«-\ ,u be- erven ■ Mu
• ‘ (2) "
Bashshar showed a great simplicity of language, and this 
came naturally to him In mo3t of his poetry. It is not 
suggested of course that hlo language is fullyr «hieh i«s 
representative of the common speech of his age, but it k 
bears characteristics of Its own - characteristics whioh 
made his language unlike that of the Islaraio poets let
. -« . t. . . ^ , \ i i \ i  \ j y *■ •■■alonevthe Jahilijra' s. *
Indeed, he stuck the first nail in the coffin of the : 
olasBloal language.1- It was a aid to him "hew did you 
exoel^ your contemporaries and surpass the'■ people of your 
era in beauty of poetioal ideas and refinement of words"? 
 MM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(1) Bayant 1/29• Al-Baghdadi, Tarikh; 7/116
(2) Agh (K)l£ 3/190
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He replied, "because I did not accept everything that my
disposition brought to me and that my nature whispered to
me . . . • I looked to the souroe3 of talent, the mines of
faots and the beautiful similes, then I approaohed them
with good under standing and powerful instinct.
Hereafter I ohose the best of them and built them together
(1)
with a stronjstyle". This statement of Bashshar reflects
his earnest enthusiasm and genuine desire to tread new
paths in poetry. He never felt inferior to the c>:*.
philologists or grammarians who pointed to errors in his
(2)
poetry. He was the kind of man who possessed, besides
his talent, the strength of a mature mind, fortified by a
wonderful store of words and a retentive memory which he
was able to bring instantly to bear on the subject in hand
Indeed ' there is no better verse to illustrate the
(3)
simplicity of his words than his: /  >pt hi«
The language of the old poets was mainly conditioned by 
two factors. One of these was the range of experience 
of the poets who had evolved the language to express it.
(1) Al-Hasri; Zahr al-Adab; 1/150
(2) Agh (K); 3/210
(3) Agh; 3/23
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The other was the literary tradition which had moulded the 
taste of many generations and was jealously guarded by the 
philologists. These two factors made any attempt to 
produce new forms of language somewhat hazardous. It was 
Bashshar who, despite these obstacles, came to conceive 
new ideas which caused him to break away from the 
traditional language. Furthermore, he abandoned the 
traditional form of the Kasida and created a more appro­
priate one. The number of subjects treated in one ode, 
whioh in the classical pattern had been almost unlimited, 
was reduced sometimes even to one. Moot of his 
compositions treat of a single subject, whish runs through­
out the ode, whether it be long or short.
The argument of "ideas and words" emerged in its final 
form after Bashshar, but one can see its roots clearly in 
his poetry. He endeavoured on all occasions to adapt his 
words to his subject. To address Abaah, his slave girl, 
he employed some very primitive, if not absurd, ideas 
together with everyday language.
(1) look particularly, Agh; 3/28. 35. 4-1. 4-3.
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fi'h* reader ol* hie poetry can observe, without undue effort, 
thei originality of its harmony end ideas. M  ^
He ^substituted the gardens, flowers and other things whioh 
are part of the urban life for the desert with ito camels, 
gazelles, valleys and the like, - p--- 1 ' .had a
It is to be remarked here that; Bashshar aaa not:the first 
poet,, in the strict sense of the term, bo innovate in this 
way* indeed, a few UtoaygAtft jpbjgfrfi had done so to a certain 
limited extent. .But Bashshar differed from them in that 
theee qualities permeated most of his works, : ? 3
Baehshar'a moet attractive and genuine contributions to 
poetry are to be found in two spheres} his use of humour 
and al-Badis'. - * v:,v ■ ‘iu vv/..
r “ * * * f f i  ’ * * *  r , e a x “ 1 “  6  “ t0 l n
ho pretudel a .'b«»4 „••>**&
We hardly ever find this quality in classieal poetry, 
Seriousness was expected whatever the occasion.
Bashshar this quality made an appearance for the first 
time, • He vas a witty man who never abstained from & Joke
• m m m  II— p i III e o n *   ........................... ...................-  I*  ■ « » ■ > - » » ' .  m m m  — — H . . .  mrnrn  — w — ■ ■  . . .  ■  -  ■■
(1 j Kez; (The Hemiiseanoe (Xhe English. version): 256
neither did he oare If it happened to he vulgar. It is 
aaid that he heard a narrator in Baerah saying, "he who 
fasts the whole three months, namely* Bajab, Shaban, 
Ramadhan, God will huild a huge oastle in Paradise for bin, 
whose hall will he thousand square parsangs in area and a 
thousand parsangs in height. Baoh door of its rooms and 
reeeption obamhers will he ten square parsangs.
Bashshar looked round at his guide and said "what a shocking 
plaee this would be in January"• ,wdWSwf wpw m*VF e *IVdlP l.«X w W Ith "X cwT .‘k)JLm ’•*
Another story runs that some men who were walking very■' * - wP SHinl** w w  v'i.|rv'i<4i vft* tsrt, jfc I.' u
quickly passed by him carrying a bier on the way to the 
cemetery. Bashshar said, "why are they in suoh a hurry? 
Have they stolen him and: they are afraid that someone may 
ohase them to kidnap hlm"t
Certainly, he produoed a good quantity of humorous poetry -
* ‘ *«£?« wvizwTW%$ WJj)
a quantity whioh impressed Abu-Zaid, the philologist, who 
admired it above anything else. ,,,....
---- I., .If* . K O W ir, ...•Watt,*, , I. ■ ■
(1) Agh (E)t 3/160
(2) Agh) 3/25 ,'lgg
Similarly al-Aomsl acknowledge! the uncomparable humour 
(1)
of Bashshar. ' j
Unfortunately that sort of his poetry which Is still extant, 
shores hut little of his humour. The few humorous odes
■v f -  l i i i j  « ( i i i  I , .k.. W ili^ni I) 1  t i .  u M a . i  nlli -  - -  VL’f i ' j
which do exist suggest that the recovery of tho lost odes 
would he a great gain.
These few odes, however, show clearly hie ability to employ 
his humour in any sphere, political or social and with any 
class,l high or lew. Here are a few examples. Bashshar
asked a friend to sell him seme clothes on credit.
When his friend apologised for not having them, he composed
these lines* ^ }i*  i:“' a- * :  *as I
"Indeed, Abu-Zaid, committed adultry on 
the sacred night, and, as Sod almighty 
is ay Lord, he doee not observe the 
sacredness of the month".
,  ;-,ar ■■.;■ f>riA u v .u . .y.y. •'<■■.. ;■•■■■■.’V'::uJ
; ' v . jg '.u u  ' t f l b t f ,  ' *  ifta - i& -A jV ■■&.*; V '  f  5  ‘|Av
(1) Agh; 3/25. "Bashehar mastered both serious and
'r' gay poetry. ,r ! 1‘ 1
(2) Agh (K); 3/188 'r " 1 Ei; >:V ' ' ^ *!a«s
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Abu-2 aid aooms to be ao witty as sa3hsha». Sf. r.hen ihe . ;
CD
reooived the letter, so the story goes, he wrote on the
W U t t i o w  b* , ,fi.rti*ula*ly t,# the fcrabi# hearer,
t'. ■ t ov; "Abu~2aid has got an exoaoe for ae doing, i-m, - 
H ’ ■ aaaliflhar's Mother oaaa to Aim ’"hen she warn 
.P■!■;. on heat} he could not help making lore to 
'■•bi ■ n'.xti }■•:he? anl nerving her’’, v marv.Iloan wtylo v/v*
Auharamad Ibn al-Bajjaj said, "Bashahar once enae to us 
looking very sad. ! ",.hat is the matter"? I asked, t*
He replied, "Yob know that ay donkey died some time ago.
1 saw him last night in >a dream and I tasked hi* "why didrs < c. 
you die”? "^ere you not happy with me ?,< >«Hia answer was 
these linest '*3 -ii)v -• to t. vaster wj.o, wh >b he
"Oh, *y master take revenge, on ay behalf,! for 
an ass at the uoor of Al-ieb&hant.a'' is the 
’•ith her little finger she ~&de me love-slok, 
and with her oheek ahe grieved me. t . t sii
She made me love-eio*■with her beautiful
' ■ (2} -  • ' "'"v
teeth on the day when we walked together.
I ’• „  ^ * '$ ” “ * *’ | a I | • | * M t
> ■ ith coquetry and woman* s wiles she weakened 
body and emaciated mo (exhausted no;.
*• 1 “ Uha had. a smooth oheeJc like that of al~
~ Shaifaran on the aooount of that I died*— ‘~™*
cl-,;.- j.
tfie'etfe rii Abul-AbnhhhfcV' eh* e£ the caliph 
a ' . ■ :
(21 Yafcot * Jrekadj 77' . ,:4
*4 ; $S$ i. f* && • -7 * • '• « ,
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Had I lived long passion for her would have
(i)
endured”.
The story may he absurd, particularly to the Arabic hearer, 
but it reveals a new treatment and an entirely novel imgge 
in poetry. It is not the usual method but it Is Bashshar^ 
- the Persian. . .
This mixture of fictional stories and marvellous style was 
typically Persian. It was the greatest gift of Bashshar 
to poetry as an art. His humour coloured his satire and 
even at times his love. In satire particularly he 
exploited the x^hysioal and moral qualities of those against 
whom it was dirooted. Here are a few examples;
TT\7hy should I adhere to a weaver who, when he 
comes and when he goes, has a neck like that 
of the ostrich of the desert. What is the 
matter between us, that you declare men 
unbelievers because they allege that that man 
with the neck like the ostrich is an
\  *W ^  i A t r ** f T
(!}:,,Agh; 3/64. Al-Masudi in al-Muruj; 7/205, attributed 
the ode to Abul-Abannas, one of the Caliph 
Al-Mutawakkil bards. _ . , .miili .
(2) Yakut - Irshad? 7/224
X  *  X  A  A A
f
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f
Indeed, Baahshar has'.givea ao the modern sonoepticn-of •
Irony in an admirable tray. with his brevity and ‘
isharpness, never ceased pouring hie ridicule on the nobles 
and even on the dallph himself. she following lines in 
«©ckety of the Caliph lad to his ideath, w.d ■ ■ *••; i,i
an-i '3"-': '’Sons of Oacyyah, ariseU “ lour sleep has shr 
t®tr.:;efeOBf: o f been loggwe* i**Sr eapi*ysie&t abun -,&». ly
i* ■' In truth the Caliph is Y'akub son of aawud.
i Your Cialipk is missing, oh people, so look
ettdemaw for the CaM^h of Cod, twixt the strings and
X.*itlor, 3I.-1. the?;flute". . 1* y-.M. :J.• \iifc. put
. he Badi^ - thff v uner contribution of liaahahar - was 
■already employed by the. ancients. ’ttcamples of this 
style orevaet. with in the Koran as well as in the 1'r adit ion 
and in the Bedouin language. fhe difference is only that
i jf jk 1
in ancient ticeo people did not abuse these figures, that
they ccoured occasionally, nc more than once or twice, in :
a large poetical composition, but that nowadays this abuse
has begun to transgress all lituits, reaching its olimax in
(?)
the poem of Abu-bSEUMi". bar, as neve, Is
Rhetorical figures can be put under two headings; figures
of thought and figures of speech* m  the classical era,
poets seemed to employ the former which signifies the --i
various methods of constructing aentenoes so as to give 
    —    - -  -
(1) Al-Pakhri (the Biuglish version)f 180. Badala*
al-Badaih; 1/33
(2j Kitab al-^adia (Introduction)| 10
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the most effective expression to the thought of the poet.
She pre-Ielainie poeta regarded figures of thought more than 
figuree of epee oh. In other word a they avoided the ornate 
style in favour of a plain one. Metaphor, simile, and 
other figures of speech indicate luxury and richness of life‘ifr* *fr* $!k'4r & fVtt SL JpW*8* ™>^r tUr ™
and its complexity* It is, however, natural to expect the
emergence of those figures and their employment abundantly 
in Bashshar1® time, Ee himself was the first to use thorn 
excessively* His surviving poetry does not hear much 
evidence of this - the greater of his poetry is lost*
Critics classified those who employed al-Badia, and put
IV.•••* i f * - V h l i '?;£]■, J 4- Sa W  *tw«* v W r  * *'*" *'
them in three classes; , . *.» *f  ^ -
* ** ***- ’ fell I :B:xm wlltp t«wy ™  *V  W j  /PHftfh.PPP* .. T-V--T' ( V-
(a) Bashshar - Ibn ilarmah. ■- • n
(b) Kulthuta Xbn Xmr - Mansur al-Hunalri - Muslim -
Bill % W X m  Iwwl WWJ.W# W K V m  ^
Abu-Huwaa* . t , v* *»rrf l
(0) Abu-2ammam - al-Buhturl - Ibn al-Mutazz.
iKdrshWS Cllrd m M
2hia classification shows the superiority of Bashahar among
A  gs&'i?Afr'j* IU' I f'TSti1 V‘i t'« *■*■■'& <•“ ft*-* "Vli ^  ■•**•*** »
the Muwallads in the point at issue*
Jb ’ rfi M  ■ ii j t  w .  #  - i *  4 *  ,vk. '*•'.£*; «  Vvh-' I F J j k 1*a  T a j. i R j w  «fc> ' * # ► $  ^
«.**!»** th® *f to® »r*ph** •*«# g|
2be contribution of Bashshar, as stated above, is
incomparable, and his great merit is undeniable in that he
was the first to pave the way to modernity. s ; \a.
(1) Al-Umdah; 1/85 ........... **- —  -
Bay an; l/3u
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V
vhe l«ter poets ceem to have followed him and to have
i'A*.. & M 1 U L  |  ■*■ac-t. s m v J  w t n ’m *».« *
adopted his method rather than that of any critic* ^
- ’k it ‘Yr jf, aJ l f l Bmj*;aeh of hie eharaoter1sties onae to he developed by one of
trrfse.. M a * **• *.._,•.», fife ^ f-'i^ifi-; ' *
hie. adherents. Al- ayyid and Abul-ntnhiya took over
simplicity of >ordB, and Abu-2as«asa adopted al-'adia and
gave It its final form. ' v ^e‘: ‘ ' ‘ I. : ‘;c —
* $#4>‘. t$ fV&Wi h-fcX father* £
.
t *&"'*• *■■■&& .\ £ #Ct # Ai4.it. .1 iks- _;■ • 'in iMi-1- Aw**,* w 4 *
nl-ffayyld al-Hiuc/arl 
Although his parents wore tthadhiet al-.ayyid secretly
embraced nhi'iera. It is  related that hisptrente
.: jfoia v| AM jjr . My ■»!»■ -■ tf- 4 ,*•■ ^  ~
determined to kill him when they knew of hie religious
aliefcianoe. He, he-aver, went to "Hkha Ibn «*!**••'#f 
hasra and told hira about this* Ukba put him under hio
' ? ;%  Ml W j* *34  H  «* A **-.# a h * j* In .4. . u. %. .** -  . ^
protection and l&ve him a houde in which ha dwelt until
hS.e'$y tit u ie. (I)
his parents died,he then inherited from thorn.
the copious information which is 6iven by fbul-ParaJ •*
* W ^ * 16 %  ^ 1 ‘'S’ ^ 1' %• JT ~ j  A V ;m« v/
indicated that he aa» a fanatical bhi’i. go indulged in
,
violent satire against the companion© of the propheo and 
ueea even to insult them# * fdnt alone o&heea his
'* 'v } f^oShfe1. ic.t, ,;■ Aijt-ife.'?*'; I; vliftfr-tf** ■. -s jyi »•% • •-A fcewe^Wk «'! fb i * ^ n /-Ift e-(g
poetry to be negleuied'* ' "Al-Rayyid'e fame oied and men
r-. A^i*abi#r' - ft*/ - • ^ .deserted hie poetry only because he was exooe ive in hie 
vituperation ag&inet the aocipanlone of the propnet and
(1) Atsh| 7/3.
his'.wives". . .... -j. », .. .. r.v i/4feu ^daotrails a. Ibr,
Al-Asma'i said "were it not for hie vituperation against
the oorapanioae of the prophet X would never prefer any
(2)
poet to him". ,u . , / .iS., iVj-ev
He composed a great quantity of poetry. Ibn al-Hutazz
said that fal-Sayyid had four daughters eaoh of whom
l-i .
committed to memory four hundred ode3 from her father's
, (*> 
poetry in praise ef All and hie good deeds". He aided
that "his poetry was limited to one type, namely* the
praise of 'All and hisfamily. - He never avoided or
neglected a fact or an anecdote'about him but/included
(5)
them ell in his poetry". Exaggeration is apparent, but 
ho was a prolific poet. Ae;possess very little of it and 
this indeed does not show to any great extent hie
I
characteristics. Critioe admired hie method and thought
>, highly of him.
X M S
’•* " VI vb f 5 *A £.1A* w  V
(1) : Kutubi? Fawat; 1/24. a Aght. f/3 »t cW. it vv
(2) i Ighf i 7/4 l.-_ '.;!■/ |1 si:- ai-..*ut 4th th ola« si fit.)
(3) Favat* 1/24. faha Husain, Hadlth* 1/311 ~
(4) i’abakat al-Shu’ ara* b. A'yan al-Shiaf 1/374 
-- Huartf Arabic. 1>. 87
(5) fabakat al-8hu* araj 6 - 7
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Abu-Ubaidah used to roolte his poetry with admiration^ Ibn 
Burayd considered him the best poet among the Muwallada, 
Al4jtbi, in like manner, announced "there is no poet in our 
time whose style is better, or whose words are purer than
X D  ‘ n .
al-Sayyid". . . the il I
"Al-Sayyid has a style", said Abul-yaraj, "whioh oan hardly 
be approached or attained".
What attracted these authorities was in particular his 
simplicity of language. He possessed a natural disposition 
towards usual words, and devoted his talent to the praise 
of AJLi* and to making the latter1 s fame more widely and
generally known. pri!: . , d.U-iire of dririi:;inr.
As a propagandist, al-Sayyid could find no other way to 
achieve his purpose than the employment of everyday 
language. By its means he could convey to the people 
what they could easily under stand.and appreciate.
In this particular he differed from Bashshar. The latter 
aimed to establish a new school and to set out new canons.
The motive was solely his discontent with the classical« m m  jLWmW
method.. Yet in the simplicity of their language al- 
Sayyid and Bashshar are comparable.
(1) Agh; 7/10
(2) Agh; 7/3
\
V
K
It wai said to al~3ayyid "why do you. not employ in your 
poetry unusual words about -which you might he asked as i3 
the wont of the poets”? He replied, "to compose poetry 
near to the heart which delights the hearer is better than
(i)
composing something which leads the mind astray”•
This new conception of the use of words is that of-Bashshar 
put in the mouth of al-Sayyid. Thereiis another anecdote 
which shows his dislike of unusual words and his conception
of rhetoric* "erra to t:-y o,. »
"Abu-Bujair asked al-Sayyid who-had become pale,"how was hdP 
The latter replied, ”1 lack the drink to which I am 
accustomed because of the princes1 dislike of drinking." 
Bujair said, "drink and we will bear with you". Al-Sayyid( 
said, "X have not the wherewithal to drink". Bujair asked' 
his secretary to write a letter ordering al-Sayyid a 
hundred bottles of "Maibakjtaj"c- wine. xvi In
Al-Sayyid said, "this is no rhetoric". When Bujair asked, 
"what is rhetoric", al-Sayyid replied, "that you should 
bring to speech that which is necessary to it and leave out
(i) Agh | 7 / H
&&*■ * 1/
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(1)
what Is superfluous11.
He liberated his vocabulary and modelled his work on tha,t 
of Bashshar alone* Sinoe this was so, it is not
surprising that many of his poems have considerable 
appeal to the Moderns.
Al-Sayyid*s objects were not of the highest ethical order, 
but this is a fact which does not concern us here, for it 
is his language which we have to judge. 
fhree quotations may serve to convey not only his 
emancipation, but also the similarity of his language to 
that of a more modern era. '  ^. ..m, l
11A Zubairit woman, a daughter of him who made lawful in 
the Ka*ba that which was forbidden, comes towards us on a 
mule to be wed and above her saddle is a litter* She is 
to be married to a king of generosity; would that they
#« V iy  rw * f i a t iA  1l X£5 ‘O ’i Q SIB  3  SUDtiL
never meet while her heart beats”.
(a)
(1) Agh; 7/23
na o
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• c) ^-*s> u ^ J  ■w-i  t)*-f {*- t/'(h>
\ » » 1 
^--4) <l. *</* I </l -J
U ' ^  L j* — ■] J J  )
nHe was sitting among some men and began to recite to them 
poetry while they were inattentive and he saidi-
”Ihey do not listen to my poetry which I 
deliver, how should cattle listen to human 
beingsi 2
I say when they are quiet ”men” and when they 
talk I say "they^are frogs between the water
and the trees”.
J  I*
Vj> I y
IP
■’ - r n . . .  .  (t
Al-Sayyid saidj-
”1 swear by God and his pious ones, and indeed 
man shall be questioned about what he has said, 
that Ali Ibn Abi Ealib has a natural disposition 
towards piety and goodness”•
Al—Utbi commented ”he did well . . . .  this is poetry
(2)
against the assault of which the heart has no barrier”.
(1) Agh* 7/13
(2) Agh; 7/f0 - 11
Abul-Atahiya.
"Abul-Atahiyu w a s t h e  son of a sapper in lufa. r In hie 
early years he was Amoral and led an immoral life.
After that he sold crockery in iufa. Subsequently he 
oompoeed poetry and excelled in it* • » . He was a deep 
thinker and his ideas were pleasant, his words simple and 
his topioo of great variety with a minimum of artificiality. 
In spite of that, however, much of hie poetry was cheap". 
People whorvisited him in hie work-ahop used to write down
' ................. ^ . ... ( 2 ) '
on potsherds the poems he reelted. Els fon&neee for the 
common people influenced hie conduct and gave him a bed
(5J
name. But he mastered their language fully and admired it. 
Be was, however, a gifted man in the fullest sense of the 
word. : Poetry to him meant no more than 5ordinary speech
meant to ethers. 1 W
"Most men'1, he alleged, "speak poetry and they do not know 
it". "fhey oould be^od; poets if they developed the 3 s
habit of composition". . Be himself could produce nothing
(51 ' J
in his speech but poetry, «< iss »r d^Vwloi-'d to fell
(1 }  Ik t l j  3 /164* haA^hid iiXw*an st8 ; 1 /237*
Shada ra t;  2 /2 6 . H tta rtf A rab ic . I ,  ' 74
(2) Agh} 3/129. Encyclopaedia of Islam} 1/79
( 3 ) Diwan (introduction)} 6 . Agh (K); 4/7
(4 ) Agh (1 ); 4/39
(3) Bayant 1/64
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This natural ability to Identify poetry with everyday speeoh 
yielded abundantly and showed its reality throughout all hie
work. Yet other factors were also present of whleh three
****** faspeoially appear oonstantly throughout the poet's life 
and moulded the form of his poetry. • The first was his 
early life and oraftmanship. f':
Being a poor potter he naturally mixed with other poor of 
no social standing. 'Companions who must have struggled 
hard to obtain a livelihood and to secure the necessities
Cl)
of life in a community which despised every oraft.
It was not for the sake of their language alone that Abul- 
Atahlya maintained his Interest in his early eolleagues.
It was rather because he belonged to them and not to any
A  ‘t j L j L '^ a j r ,  |jL , ^  -jRt., : f i r  tf f a t *  4 k  Hl;" ’ t k  i t  M
other olass. Without exceptional gifts it would not have
-Ad • i 1 ML ’I M ' fa £■ af*5’ v ^  '-lif JSU ^  *»
been possible to obtain a position among the arlstooratio 
merchants or in any government body. He himself did ;»M-a<v- 
possess qualities which oould have led to that desirable 
eventuality, but in the early part of his life these 
qualities were insufficiently matured. The environment of
'a*iUfe > erf'* vs Mfe • ■■•y lr , ■ ■ •    • * ■
potters and others of a similar olaas was the formative
j'WiJV'V.- ‘ ' « m l' I Ju n, »«*,*• .. *_ • , . — i
influence upon qualities which later developed to full f 
maturity. ' ■ ; iv« Th
(1) Agh (K); d/8
1
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class of men were then, and indeed they are to-day, very 
poor. Shey enjoyed none of the oomforte of life. T she 
immense gap between them and the upper olaeses mad^them 
inferior and hopeless. • / *
II V
It if, natural under suoh circumstances to seek t or a 
remedy whatever It aiay be in order to forget the misery, 
and to seek some igs rape n sat ion for suoh an evil lot. Sheit?-Mti '}■;*3> M&iirXi\ w “  >feiHeFSSi j®» ';'V5 h r,^ ■vmTtw* - T . »r *Jr ,a /
two extremes of libertinism and asceticism made immediate 
appeal. Ihe motive in either instance is the same, 
though the means of expression are vastly different. - •  ^
jfiaoh is a revolt against life. (The one, however, is 
attended by extreme optimism, while the other is the 
outoome of a nature basically pessimistic.
Abul-ltahiujfa practised cash of these extremes and suffered 
in full from the consequences of. both. lack of 
moderation in conduct said undisciplined excess in behaviour 
were doubtless the characteristics of his colleagues who 
have been called "the immorals". ' . lev#* th
It appears likely that he ooaposed poetry to be read or 
cung by them in in such an environment it is
natural to expect the everyday language to be the medium 
of conversation auu composition#
Shey could not bear the harsh words of the classical poets
which were entirely unstated to the prevailing atmosphere* 
We posnesn nowadays little data concerning the early5 
oompoeitiens of the poet. Yet the surviving aneedotee of 
his early life indicate clearly hie predilection for a 
simple style! 1 m  11 C!°'; '•"* -loir t«- refcoa ■ ■u.-
She second factor which led to the simplioity of words was 
that of his passion for Otbah. * Historians and crltlos 
give copious information concerning his lore-affair, hut 
they seem to overlook its influence on his poetry.
It was in Baghdad that the poet met his sweetheart for thejfcJUB « ■ ' C; A SsUXTwXj Tl)
first time. A slave girl of the Caliph al-mahdi, crtbah 
was the only one who oaused him to suffer ..all of hio life 
and as a result of that he "put on wool". ,,eafl . ;l a,
So her he oomposed the best and moot slnoere port of hisT H p *  « 8 ‘>i to r  Is ia !? a , y  m 3 .  » , T t s w r n r  
poetry. Shis was the main reason for his having ueed nota a r  «**•» x  * a to  » x?u» *  sw r*
only the sub-standard language,but even slang* Ho matterf4f& w <#* JXw i a* mu 1 > t> j  4 X - wrr- m
what oonteoporarles might think of him. if btbah alone 
oould understand his deep grief and passionate love, thenf.SM ** «e-4» * we
he was content. our £ri#R4fcnii, f ad s
To those who constantly poured their blame upon him he A
addressed these lines*-TJX" 6% ■ v. 'w■XX**4 A*V'
1 1 W . . W —  HI! i.uiw w T — .I    I. ■— -p— —  e ......
Si A**
(1) Aghj 3/137 - 6. 20/88. ikd| 3/164 her, emaaoipstlcm"
r om-w #» < • ?*ms •»»•*- v»*- wwewww* » «t> *es
tod» <e * v kit- 'em* 4
"Oh, vile people, you blame me very much,
I have no patience with that, not even so 
muoh as the paring of a nail.
Yes, I loved greatly, has the day of judgement 
come? I will mount destruction to reach her 
whom I love".
£o Ptbah he devoted his poetry which embodied the warmest
passion and love. His language was that which could be
easily understood by his beloved.
"Ahmad asked me not knowing what I am suffering*
(-) j
"Do you really love Ptbah"?
I sighed and said, "indeed her love flows in 
all my veins". Would that I were dead, that 
I might rest, for indeed, I will grieve for 
her as long as I live. But I do not think
that I have long to live, for he who has
suffered as I have from the pangs of love, will
not live long*
Say farewell to our friendship and say "may 
Grod have meroy upon a friend of ours who died 
of a broken heart"*
I am her slave even though I cannot receive
(i)
from her, praise be to Sod for her, emancipation".
(1) Muruj; 7/83
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"Oh otbah what happens to mu and yon. 1 wish 
1 had not aeon you. Ton possessed mej1 
wound me as mnoh as you wish to wound. 1»;
\ * i
remain the whole night sleepless, and X 
A : contemplate the stare of the world.. 1 make
my bed the Tire of tamarlsh, and my blanket
(1) ^
- 6 le of thomo".
.• ■
1 •"'■'"T." w::> y"'r^ * • «w:e *| . fV A ffl?;’1 -i. ’.'*,•%?• ’ ?•.* • &**£ ■:{/ 1?~
a - "day to her who Is miserly with her loro, and 
Z ) ’ sears my heart with her neglect. v "Cod tries
cay heart through you with nothing but the
. e3M»e#i**TPe tP fif llw  **» • yoeeil -i»<bwt h e r. ■' 'Be fed
intensity of ay devotion". . Oh you who have
stolen ny wit, be net miserly but return it.
I have naught of my love for you except that
# - i f o h m h (2j
it takes me beyond its boundary".
d < «*
"Say to her whom Z will not name, "I redeem
n lriC ka itttra a ,
you with ay father and ay mother. , Tou whom
®: ) i a 1 redeem with ay father, you have beoaua the
greatest of a y sorrows . v^hen my flesh
pU<j£ roi^ - * + # "• ♦ SB#
melted with love, my people sought a doctor,
i f t
but my knowledge of my complaint io sufficient
*< .-eternal matt , .« 3*&t W *  *bul*»»
   —  ■ — s.— ■■■       we   .i.— ew — ewiwn. ■■     i l.. -    —  ■ -  ■   —  ' -  ■■■■■ ■ '■■■ -
m m m m  7»w Rwv
(1) nduruj; 7/84 * *i $.*•• no * to- va^
(2) Agh (T); 4/97
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■H,e. ill said .to them" say to »lra who. does not know
this coitvt I#what nee affected me "lore is my suffering"•
• 2i: »ti:-rii.ri--i Indeed, ay soul ia la.Baghdad but ..ay body is
ill ? * " '"f* psjst €Si's*xz'^ .^,3r
la kufa". 
Aoul-Atahiya »-ae his love for utban too obvioue^wita the 
result that be‘suffered ,,r*#tly at the band of her maeter 
I #
w w  I >W. m~-  —'■ ■ >. •***»*-—— —«• --«■»—- "-»yy
, n  f o s  &
(1) ZatarJ 2/44 sra
(a) Al-Maeudl in *uruj 6/234 rel ted that "btoafa onpe
oomplainod to &1- ahdi that Abul-Atahiya bad been
-•■ a- ' a » s .
excessive iri writing love poems about her, Vo he ’
had him severely flogged, •' he ooate out having been 
flognoa and UVbuh met him while he. was In that state
M ’ ▼r ' 7- ' ' . M* " ■ .•«. ■>'• !. f j !  V
and ha eaidi
" " '  - j..... • ■ ' *!« •- ' *i U * ■ , . • ,. , -V. !,
"Brar©, Sravo Qtbah# for /our sake al-^an&l 
slain a man".
,»o ‘At vieofluwei.ciii ■ suxr, yjif sywjijj hop-ole ■$© and that he»-;
Her eyes filled with tears and she went in seeking
al-Khaizuran, she was orying and her tears were welling
: 3 up. ahe met al«dtahdl in the chamber of a M Q u d n i m
e .and hersaid "what ia the matter with Otbah that she ia
orying"? fhey oaid to him "she saw Abul-Atahiya after
hie flog lug and she wept". • • * • She al-*;nhdi
ordered for Abul-stahiya fifty thousand dirhams which
v the latter scattered among tho*«a who were at the door.
Al-Wahdi waa informed of thi.s an* 3ent *°r 
Atahiya and aaked hi*, "what made you give away ay
P i  present"? . *f. • * he replied, "1 do not eat the
price of one whom 1 leve"*,
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He aspired to a legitimate marriage with Otbah and sought 
this consummation many times.-  ^ ,v
Historians stated, however, that she refused him entirely 
and preferea to live in the court than to be under a 
seller of earthen jars. After the death of al-Mahdi the 
poet resumed his quest with al-Rashid and; was lucky t ! . , 
enough to win his sympathy. : - •
Ihe Caliph/tried to make Otbah understand the sincerity
and good will of Abul-Atahuja. She, however, with the
tears running from her eyes begged tho Caliph to keep
her in his harem. When the caliph told Abul-Atahija the
whole story he, to quote his own words, "kept still a
(2)
. while and then decided to wear the wool". , • t:
If one is to believe the story it is not difficult to 
understand the poet’s subsequent behaviour. He came 
to the conclusion that. life was hopeless and that he j ; 
could no longer enjoy it. -It was a reaction against 
his own self and against his community; both were unable 
to fulfil his desire. i'hen another stage of the poet’s 
life and indeed a very important one emerged.
Henceforth he produced poetry in a mode whioh represented 
one aspect of Sufiism.
(1) MuruJ; 6/334 - 335
(2) Kamil; 2/11. MuruJ; 6/331
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Sufiis, as is known, have their "noble path" with manifold 
degrees and stations of perfection. The poet in fact 
adopted that way of life which was nothing more or less 
than the way of Sufiis; contempt of this life, and a 
devotion to the eternal.
Prof. Oestrup has assumed that Abul~Atahfc|a was "the first
philosophical poet in Arabic literature; he stands alone^
unfortunately, in the independence of the form he chose".
As far as philosophy is concerned, one may doubt this
statement. GroldziheyB1 s chapter entitled "asceticism and
Suffiism" proves the deep influence of Buddhism on the
Muslim ideas of life in the seoond century. In Abul- •
AtahijiUa* s poetry we find much which is similar to the
instructions of Budda. It is therefore more likely that
the poet who was rightly called "Zahid" was influenced by
the adherents of Bud^>and found great relief in following
(2)
their practice. It would, however, be too much to equate 
the poet with philosophers.
His adoption of Sufiism, at this stage of life, farther 
assisted him in the use of simple language. Here is a 
story which sets forth his views on this subject.
(1) Encyclopaedia of Islam; 1/79 
Huart; Arabic literature;
(2) Muhammad and Islam (English version); 171 - 172
"Ibn Abil-Abyadh said to Abul-Atuhiyai I compose on 
&eoetioiam ia v*hioh 1 have already produoe^uuch poetry.
It in a method of which I think well and l hope I do not 
make mistakes in it* I hare heard your poetry on this 
the*ae and I whiah to hear more of it, if you are willing 
to reoite to me some of your beat odes*.
Abul-At&hiya said, "i would like you to know that what 
I hare composed was bad. « . . .  because poetry should 
be as good as that of the old masters or as that of 
Bashshar • • # • * and if not the best way is to use 
werddwhioh are net obscure to tne general public, as it 
is my custom especially in reference to asceticism*.
!? Asceticism ia net "the way of kings nor of ;:ewie nor 
philologists*
It is, hoover, beloved of ascetics, traditionists, 
jurisconsults, and the common people, and that which they
(i)
admire moat is that which they understand”.
Abul-^tahiya once recited verse a in Mal-2iuhd" to saim 
al-KhEt#lr. "Death embitters all the joys of life".
(i) Aghf 3/1 6 1 .
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»->*/ pooyXd how 1  ^ u<jswh• •
Oh wonder# if a man dies, his beloved 
forget# him fend no^leove him#
Indeed, grey hair ia to the son of *4 a& the 
aanounoer of death# It appears upon his 
I n  :.i?* ei4  ;j - tempi*3and aaneueee hie -death* r{ he wh«-^ ar>. 
pb».sV § gv; doalroa andxie preoccupied with hie lei*gi?igt
aVerrfe fcia*. death will take hie-* ba, or# hoatt&ing hie
desire*#
rhea fee eaid to odlu ^ahat do you think or them*1? i< ^ alia 
said ’"the/ are exeellent hut their eoraenare thoeo of the
i • ' \
. " ■ \
suarfeut placow • 11 Afeul~*tahiy& replied *by ood1 1 that alone
m
makes me favour them ahiah ^haeee :y©e toidislile them*#J
a 1 \
rhle eajraf the peet lseeaa to have attafeted most of the {
• . ' i \
orltiee m o  admired hit ai^tlioiiy i a  ^arsioular# ^uoca,
-' , ■' : ;!' '••• ' H V ■ ' . /» ;i' ' :• ‘ ■ ;;■ .'• - ' . ) ■ ' > * \
I bn Abdullah maintained that wAbul-*Atahiy& 7.aa tho beet 1 ^  
poet ana he earned t&ie refutation bj the following lines 
from' '’al^lahd”# at a et$ei u
w. Vr fc<*re "l waa suopended In great hopes* ohwhatbopes#
I ead#}to the torlu full of seat, oh &hat rest# 
^edem* t oh eant " pro pave ''frouraelf teridepairt, f roa your 
;hte * e^ul't id people- and. jrour.f we al*h rr fe ? death isaall 
f, f■■r a ■ t ■ i navi table * f cote vhat ■ may’* #
liaafeb aail "thla ie timple speech and true#a   *hore lb
uothing out Of / plane in it n o t  anything lacking#c(2)
lln #d»> —  #— M  I# -and. the fool accept a It".
Cl) Agh; 3/173. (2) Agh; 3/130
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Abu-Tammam.
In his unique and indeed peouliar composition, Abu-Tammam, 
puzzled most of the old critics* They could not agree 
about him* Al-Ami&i (371/981) frequently criticized him 
but always with respect, and recognition of his high 
qualities* Al-Suli (335/94*6), on the other hand, devoted 
his work "Akhbar Abi Tammam" to maintaining and to proving 
his superior qualities - qualities which according to him# 
made the poet outstanding in his composition. Other 
critics differed, in like manner, in their opinions.
It is to be emphasized that in spite of the earnest attempt 
of the critics to judge the poet objectively their partiality 
is apparent* Some of them were unable to conceal their 
discontent and dissatisfaction*
We may here state some of these judgements on the poet* 
Al-Jurjani (309/1001) alleged that "Abu-Tammam tried among 
the Moderns to imitate the words of the anoients, and from 
this resulted the harshness of his words* He himself
boasted of this in many of his versest
"They are (words) demons in the ears and
(i)
stars to the heart".
(l) Diwan of Abu-^ammam; 2 9
64 “■
"He was artificial and exaggerated in the use of difficult
words as mu oh as he oould. n; He was, however, not • i 
satisfied with that hut, in addition, he made use of r 
al-Ba&if’. He introduced it from all sides and 
approached it by all means.. Not content with these two 
shortcomings ho brought in obscure ideas and sought j_>„ 
tortuous words. His poetry when it atruok the ear, only 
reached the^heart after tiring the mind, and fatiguing |
the soul". *t,,v , • J  m  ■> ' i - - -•• ' * * ■icrir»ifv.7 J® .*. V i t'.*' iJ. Ss J-f • £ i - X t % V L  A  I f  rf  Ve s. v h . l & S  * »• FT* dm V.« w* LJLAA-\Jt £3  I
Al~Amidi, on the contrary,"found no oonneotion between
his poetry and that of the anoiente. >v
"It did not resemble that of the ancients and was not in
their style because it contained far-fetohed allegories
and new ideas11. - **4; tf w tkt uptow n p ^ p r f ! * P ( i  ■+ w«R v *# sm* w  a - *  %<• v**•» j*- w^j « twi-?* .*> s» w  «s> fc* V
l‘his new style which al-Amidi maintained was praotisod
On the other hand, it was alien to the familiar methods
(2)
/
at first by Muslim Ibn al~&abid, was merely oorruption
(3)
of the Arabs
(1) Wasatahj 22 - 23
(2) al-Muwazanah? 2 - 3
(3) al-Muwazanat; £^9
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Ibn Rashit (456 - 1065) quoted the view of various
%  - . > .lA, ; ____  . . ± - * Jfc .
authorities all of which contained similar contradiction*
fir • - maV ; t!JLsAMji "in • itd^ MLlEien h 4 «Ibn al-Rumi, for instance, on one oooasion alleged that 
"al-Ta'i would seek the idea without regard to the word.
(1)
If an aranaie word oould oonvey his idea he would use it".
Another authority held that Habib (Abu-lammam) "was like
the just judge who utters every word in its fitting place
after long consideration, and rasearoh into evldenoe, or
he was like the jurisconsult who weighs his words and is
(2)
oiroumspeot out of oonslderation for his religion".
M ______ ....1. ■ ....... |M>* .„ ■ ■«. . ... m „ii i.'U ~ It U-. - h-a. .. , I
Ibn Rashlk himself seems to have followed al-Jurjani and 
to have been oonvinoed that "Habib turns, whether he will 
or not, to obscurities of speeoh, and that whloh troubles 
the ears together with artificiality. He arrives at 
ideas by devious routes, seeks them with effort, and takes
hold of them with strength (brings out the meaning forolb£
Et* M*#(1) al-Umdah; 1/86
(2) Ibid; 1/87 ife ^
(5) Ibid; 1/85 • ■ ;'V':
.<•„ m* muwmelwxiw#aswieweft •Mswwwp*'w'KWUfmwwui* ■ *n. w
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Chile the above mentioned authorities maintained that the 
obscurity of Abu-Sammem'a poetry was due mainly to his 
fondness for producing new ideas in addition to his 
research after unusual words, al-Bakillani (403/1012) h 
stressed al-Badi*’ and claimed it to be the major reason 
for the difficulties inherent in his style.I . i **. *5 JF ? V- -■ V  7'. taW v:*:*"' y v
Shis and the like (he means obeourity) occurs
through his excessive artificiality until it blinds him
to the right.way. He would exoeed the proper bounds
in employing antithesis, paranomasia, and other rhetorical
figures suoh as metaphor and the like, until his poetry
()
became tedious and his composition unhealthy".
Indeed, one could expect rather more controversy
regarding the poet simply because he had peculiarities :.t
of his own, and followed methods quite unlike the anoient3
and even some of his contemporaries. ... ^
Strange as it seems, Abu-fammara was the moet oelebrated
authority on Arabic poetry. He, we are told, memorised
about fourteen thousand "urjuaah" in addition to «... (2 ) 
innumerable odes. Although he is best known by his
(1) Ijaz, 53
(2) Khizanah; 1/323
anthology "al-flamaoaJi", ho also composed, In addition to 
his Divmn, other works which did not attain the same <>•"
_  U )  "
reputation.
/, " * 5 / / -I V
Al-Haaan Ihn Raja* said, "I have not seen any man who has
a sounder knowledge of good poetry both ancient and
(2) Cl
modern than II) 11 Tiiwuir i I '
A poet moat familiar with the old and new poetry, is 
expeoted at least unconsciously,- to he influenced by its 
style. But one might 1sry in vain to find euoh an 
inflnenee present in Abu-tammaai. He endeavoured to 
study the poetry of the Arabs with close sorutiny in 
order to prepare for a revolt against it.
Critios, as has been stated,, were unable-either to 
appreciate his poetry or to produoe adequate oritioism of it.
•_ ' * ' ’ * • v. - i *• . ,'". ?
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(1) ’ Al-Amidi mentioned the following works (tfuwazanah^ g f 23)
(a) Al-Ikhtiyar al-Kaha'ill al-Akbar.
(b) Ikhtiyar Shu»ara al-Puhul.
(o) Ikhtiyar al-Kukatta'at. •>' '' ^ - ;
(d) Ikhtiyar Ash'*ar al-iluhdathin.
(e) al-Hamasah. V
(2) Suit,' Akhbar; 118 X
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Some of the traditionalists contented themselves with
dismissing him completely. Ibn al-Arabi once said of
him "if this composition could be called poetry, then
(1)
what the Arabs have composed is altogether rubbish".
Ibn al-Ala*al-Sajistami found no originality in
(2)
Abu-Tammanr s poetry whatsoever.  ....
Al-Badi^ was held to be the main reason for his 
ambiguity and consequently the focus of the critics 
dissatisfaction.
H . '• . ^ . -m , it ^ jfi  ^1& A Vi 1$'l It1 t* ji ST IttSKltf V
This is, however, only partially true. It requires
... v -  •* mtofl nh >* ft a n  l A £ 2 i f  r c T 1 f u p:r
amplification if we are to avoid the same mistake as the
Itjjte ' • 'ta £• '6 . 4  si. 4- ~ * , A fo il lirrfF ifrffffitlli1*'
criticsvthemselves made. If we are to accept the critics1 
opinion regarding al-Badia* , then1’all poets who employed 
it are equally worthy of disapprobation. This is 
obviously not tenable. We meet with excellent odes and 
expressive figures of great appeal in the work of "Muslim" 
who was considered to be the first to employ al-Ba&ia* 
to excess. It is not merely the employment of al-Badi#^ 
which corrupted and consequently caused the ambiguities, 
as the critics would have us to believe, but it is the 
manner of employing it.
(1) al-Iluwazanah; 9
(2) Ibid; 55
. ... • \ V v . I ; • ’« '* r  •' '■■■"' i* - ' ” I\
' . \
With Abu-Tammam most of his rhetorical figures were used 
to suggest new conceptions of muoh complexity.
Indeed, with the exception of a few fragment0 , his
r ** W\t ■ 1§mp % Q y W W t r v 01 teoh$iAC2X
language is straightforward and intelligible* It is In' * i? iJk w *■.,/ * 1 wu» iTi X Jb 3t Q
fact no less simple than the language of Bashshar and his 
followers. But the ideas, the images and the mode of 
expression were shaped In a completely new form* Many 
of the poet’s figures reveal a deliberate attempt to oust 
the traditional usage and to Insertr others* . oritioa- 
failed to understand this fact and consequently attempted 
to apply rules2which were no longer relevant* They were 
so preoccupied with deciding whether or not Abu-Tammam 
conformed to their rules, that they quite failed tou of 
recognize the motiveB which prompted the poet’s reaction 
against them* Had they examined the intention of the 
poet, they might have arrived at more satisfactory 
conclusions*1 Indeed, had such been the case, it would 
have settled not only the question of Abu-Tammam but also 
that of the Muwallado. \ - -'vrj confonaeUt
She oontinnoas biting oritioiam might hav given way before\
1C | ^ |  fc fr ’f l.*  v %  Sri} , ... k , ' \ .  w t \
a growing ability to appreciate the beauty of the new \ 
methods.
your things seem to have oaused the whole trouble, and to
*♦*»$♦ e4 t he® to Aii? dr&mi. $fo matter to him who the
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have led to the ambiguity in Abu-TamDam,o poetry* - did 
They arei The personification of inanimate things;& the 
juxtaposition of opposites, the employment of technical 
terms which are alien to poetry, and in like manner, the 
use of the premises and conclusions of the logicians.
The personification of inanimate things.^
rife'1' U «**. 'if*;? *K-«A.dV'!;' *r fi... AJt 4 -e * **
Critics maintained that Abu-Tammam* s language was harsh 
and unusual - an assumption which is in no way acceptable.
It is a fact that one can understand every single word inu-ttnCu x r  v ■ .... o p a r c\ oupVHP* . s , ,
many of the odes and yet be quite unable to understand 
the meaning of the whole. Thus it is not the ohoice of
U'.xCnR * * u u f  <*n v; C . L u v .  S  ^ •» '* **?  ” i . : %■
individual words which is to blame, but rather the use
.wNHraii& Jtr V •! i V
of al-Badif* as the poet applied it. v .
«iC  v* If ,*.r 1 0 6  - IlXl *»i> ’J (•’ © v l  £ \ '■ ■ ;,£X
Rhetorical figures in the case of the ancients were
T ' . v W l U  1JO 0  w w * !  U S  f t S w i J i  .y D I* .  ' V ’
uniformly simple and intelligible. Simile, metaphor,
metonymy and the like were introduced sparingly and they
•-o pa itore * -# V' a r /* -uf:r t, &, ou ■< n# ✓
ocoured without artificiality. In this they conformed
' cl Jv 'H. If 0  JL JL iw lw  w  .
to the familiar taste of the Arabs.
With Abu-Tammam other forms came into existence.
Rhetorical figures were not used in the manner of the 
ancients. They simply sought to form pictures as Abu-
Tammam wanted them to be drawn. No matter to him whether
his picture happened to be clumsy or neat so long as he
5m *'
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himself was satisfied. Indeed, most of hio pictures did 
not appeal to the common taste, neither oould they he 
appreciated without a great deal of effort and comtemplation f 
He, unlike the ancients, came to personify inanimate things 
and consequently attributed to them qualities which 
seemed irrelevant and far-fetched to the older school. 
xO explain the invisible by means of the visible was a 
normal practice among the Arabs. But the addition of 
peculiar qualities to the invisible or inanimate was a 
new departure. Here are a few examples of Abu-Iammam1s 
method in this particular. ,v ' ; :y \ ■<
"He did not die until the blade of his sword 
died from the blows, and the spears were 
sad for him.
He put his feet in the pool of death and 
said to them "resurrection is under you/v- 
instep". He attacksd and security and 
hope were the web of his garment, but he 
did not come back until the the shroud 
was his reward. •
He wore the red clothes of death and before
the night darkened they became the green
( ^ )
silk of Paradise".
(1) Diwan Abu-rj)ami»afii; 368
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"(He la) like the rain which falls freely, and 
the barren land asked the help of it.
If a stretoh of land could strive to express 
Its gratitude for favour, then the barren land 
would turn towards the rain. 1
Its heavy downpour is pleasant^and fresh.
If hearts wars able to stand (If hearts were 
capable of independent aotion) they would 
surely embrace it*
It la water which flows and water follows it
and?water-oourseQ are made while others
\ * $
disappear* neglsejr.
She fertile land unveils its faoe (head) and
barrenness disappears from it as a orimlnal
(1)
disappears"* minted hie froo be;- aft-r
(*>
he had. se‘ is feet firmly in the stirrup".
"By my life you have brought his heart near 
II ■ , j , i to the rope of the spear that seeks the
■muni.-»wrr nTri~ir~' "TiT,n* ‘ -m*—■*ni.i'ine
water (of his life), 
i o bottom (of the well of his life) was
formerly deep to one who would draw its water
(1) Ibid; 57 - 58
354
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i i iup and now you ;have made it aooessible. Its
(1)
water may be drunk by handn • n(l, cUrw.itintm
Mitoiii ■«!f' *
*2 only acqutx^d an e ofiuil&tio n of pr&perty 
"Bat a new patience and drink it for you have'n-’7 «r "» wwVv, •
caused to rise the camel of tyranny which v*>
(2 )   ai"
was couobant" «* ^  r vf brtA. *-.3 aer>" * '
U  > '■r* ;Wju& - y  hL* j^jSws*
"She beautiful girls of the distriot have gone,
deserting you, oft are they clothed in
(3)
distance and neglect".
"Destiny dismounted him from her baok after
(4)
he had set his feet firmly in the stirrup".
.Jvjfj!  | V ^ , - .
She Juxtaposition of opposites.
fo produce contrasting words’in the versesiB;; called f 
technically "antithesis". Abu-Iammam made exoessiTevase
(1) -Diwan; 102
(2) Ibid; 224
(3) Ibid; 87
(4) Ibid; 354
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of this teohnique. He also introduced another oomplioated 
form of antithesis. His medium was not the direct 
contrast of words, but of images.
nI only acquired an accumulation of property 
v with which I was happy in my wandering state.
The days gave me no quiet sleep which I could
■ J v'   ’ (1)
enjoy except by means of broken sleep".
(2)
n
The technical terms.
These occur infrequently in the Diwan. nevertheless, 
they caused no little perplexity. The use of such terms
reflects the poetfs scholarship. Hewas indeed not the
(1) Diwan; 100
(2) rbid; 157
(3) IMd; 260
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first to introduce them into poetry. Aba-Muwas before
(1)
him used such technique sparingly* : -
Abu—Tammam differed in that he employed terms which need 
comprehensive background in order to be understood.
Two examples may be sufficient to illustrate this point,
(2 ) *
"It is Jahmiyah, that is to say it has no name 
r but nevertheless, it is called the essence
of things”.
"The origin of the idea” , al-Tibrizi said, nis that Jahm
■
refused to attach any name to God and he believed that a 
name only applied to essence and accident.
Abu-Tammam says "This wine is so delicate that it almost 
ceased to be either accident or essence or to have a name. 
But because of its great effect it is called the essence
of things. For it is named and unnamed at one and the
(3) , ‘i r . ,
same time”.
7 * ' 9
(4)
/
- -        — —  -— -— »—  — — -    — .
(1) Bayan; l/iO& 7 g>
(2) Diwan; 5
(3) ^ibrizi (MS); 2 / 2 6 8
(4*) Diwan; 208
\-£>
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"He is like Amr in the strength of his religion
and like Jahxn in his heresy. He rejects (the
doctrine of man's) free will and takes his
Ufa!fliTs ....ft 1 f f i W t . n aAJt irV*
stand upon obligation.
That is to say he is in his behaviour and his 
chastity like Amr and follows his way. In
1  f  ■ -"4^  t&  i  it v r  ^  ^  .• w j  »f 4  I *  y  «S v >  4  4  -r* A  *3 j L . \
his generosity and liberality he follows the
, (1) , ... 
way of Jahm". "
c o n o o n t r a t a d .  a s  d e f e n d i n g  t h e  K o r a n .  a n d  s>b  p r o v i n g  t h e
Ik '*#■*% ^ 4„ . . J&. JJ A. ’^4 k ' *•
The premises and conclusions of the logicians.
* I ^ d ~  n? ■ >f£ !!•!" i i, J r;.TV*i ' « . tb at it
This method, like the previous one* occured occasionally
in his poetry and was handled in a masterly fashion. . .
"Do not despise him for the wrinkles (of age),
(2)
for the 3Word is not scorned if it is soored".
iVi
"The vicissitude of time can give misfortune 
as a gift to those of noble birth. Thus the 
garden of the high hills, once green,^dries
up before the garden of the desert".
(1) Tihrizi (MS); 2/268
i/»» -■ ■ p’ ® ih k'-he jt§'*;■*c*.< -tit $<?* utuz c 0 •. the c
(2) Diwan; 15
(3) Ibid; 353
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Summary.
The period which elapsed between the beginning of the 
Koranio exegesis by Ibn Abbas and the appearance of 
Bashshar witnessed the development of conservatism in all 
its stages even to the beginnings of its decline.
The activities of the interpreters and philologists were
concentrated on defending the Koran and on proving the
■ P ^ H1 n  5:1 'm m m
absolute purity of its language. This desire led them
TBfjT JL»IB Brjp't y wFA* ”
to the study of the old poetry in order that it might be
tp* • i n  is» —
made to serve their purpose and uphold their theories. 
Poets were accordingly classified and two clasees gained 
particular favour. later poets were rejected on the
grounds that they could not attain that purity of language
n e o n & W  *
whioh the ancients had achieved. , f •„
iS lQ lV il ™ \jy. w ^ r'
Appreciation of poetry, according to the traditionalists,
„ •• •' x«- w - ■ V
is not admiration for the nobility, grandeur or beauty of
V
Imitation of the old language was demanded and highly
admired.
Later poets who conformed to this requirement gained the 
approval of the critics to a degree which was often out of 
all relation to their true merit. The domination of
, - .. v  Y j , , •- <V- "■ ' t" ry - v V  /v.V  ’ -• • 4 ' a •*: f ,  w  - • *
philologists in the realm of literature came, in the oourse
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of time, to be so absolute that they were able to dismiss 
out of hand all which conflicted with their pre-conoeived 
ideas# It was al-Farazdak who struck the first and most r 
courageous blow against the grammarians.:Indeed, his 
efforts initiated the movement which eventually led to the 
emancipation of poetry. The dispute reached its : 
culmination with Bashshar the Persian. It was he who 
first broke away from traditionism and introduced a new 
form of composition. His motto was modernity and liberty, 
a principle which:he strove to follow in spite of the 
obstacles put in his way# such behaviour aroused almost 
unsurmountable difficulties.  ^ It was not only necessary*, 
to avoid the conventional language and usages of poetry 
but also to ensure that his methods maintained thei M b  
hecessary literary standards, v Indeed, Bashshar in 
undertaking the task demonstrates both his moral courage 
and his progrefisiveness. It was these virtues which 
especially distinguished him from the rest of the Uuwallads. 
that is more striking, and lees often appreciated, is the 
fact that he drew his subjeot matter from many diverse  ^
walks of life, out of many and varied sensuous experiences. 
Bashshar discovered, and was always conscious, that poetry 
is an art and not a repository of obselete words and ideas. 
He began to be aware of words aesthetically, as ^ an artistic 
medium by means of which beauty of form ean be revealed to
the listener. i’his realization gave rise to the vivid 
'imagery, simple v;o. ..nd witticism, whiofejftNBe. to form the 
major element in the modern stylo. 1'his phenomenon was not 
a mere accident in Bashshar. ■ I t w a s , one may surmise, the 
result of the flourishing civilization of Baghdad, which had 
absorbed Greek philosophy together with muoh of the Persian 
manner of life.
' ' , * ■- ■■■' f/:' * /■ '<• A
Bashshar, like so many Muwallads , came into close contact 
with these new currents of life and tended to admire their 
results* All this, was in fact the intellectual and 3 
literary aspect of a large movement which strovetto l i m  
liberates life in all its aspects, from the trammels of the 
past, t Its exponents were mostly of non-Arab blood, and 
the result was an inevitable controversy between the Arabs 
and the non-Arabs. > 5)his dispute was less manifest in 
poetry than in theology and rhetoric. a of wavs
Many critios-proper oame to participate in the new not 
tendency and to find It worthy of admiration, the 
It was from the poets that this new movement first emanated. 
'Jhe influence which Bashshar and his colleagues had upon 
the critics was a powerful factor in bringing about their 
change of attitude. 1 3,;, v: ■>.%■ 'the of. ~: , ■ n
QThe question of words and opinions, for instance, though 
it originated among the theologians, found its way into 
literature. •* - u  ■ ..1 *iat t§ aeutfeee
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3?he whole controversy thou osme within the sphere of 
influence of Bashshar and others of his school,
Sheir revolutionary ideas impinging upon the minds of the 
critics, caused them to modify their attitude./:.: The 11 j 
argument now turned not upon the traditional standards, 
but upon}those produced by the new school. Al-Jahidh who 
made much in his writings of this particular question 
maintained that "poetry is not made with ideas but is made 
of words"•
It is obvious that words occupied, in his opinion, the 
first place —  a fact which should have led him to follow 
the line of the philologists who, as will be remembered, 
had insisted upon the necessity of imitating slavishly, 
the words and usages of classical models. This, al-Jahidh 
and other critics did not do. fhat they meant by the 
phrase "poetry is not de With ideas but is made of words" 
was that poetry is the art of verbal expression and not
□primarily a vehicle of thoughtrwhether or not the - $ 
vocabulary whioh formed the instrument of this "verbal VL. 
expression" was drawn from that of the pre-Islamio poets I-im , ■
■ . ,... v
did not concern them,
They were thus emphasizing.form at the expense of content. 
In practice, however, they were nor so rigid and came t o j 
emphasize the importance of contenta,/circumstances and 
potential audienoes* Al-Jahidh stressed that to address
•* 81
the Suka - common people - you have to use common words, 
and that tb address kind's you have to employ words of 
appropriate dignity. w  v,.. .
These opinions were employed by Bashshar who successfully 
adapted himself to his audience and environment*
Witticism and common language were no longer regarded as 
defects by the critics, and these were qualities which 
flourished in Bashshar*s school.
. The other point is that the Muwallads relied on the senses 
to enrich their competitions. Their awareness of 
sensuous experience and their aesthetic acuteness enabled 
them to seize on the essential characteristics of things 
and events. These qualities were the new raw material 
of their poetry.  ^ 1>V;V
Abul-Atahtija1 s love, al-Sayyid* s propoganda and Abu-Tammam*s 
desire to create a new ideal in al-Badi& were the major 
stimuli.
Critics, as we have seen, no longer made efforts to oppose 
what the poets produced. They nearly always like al-Jahidb 
and Kudama endeavoured to formulate their rules in 
accordance with the works of the poets. In the meantime, 
they criticised the methods and proved the partiality and 
prejudice of the old philologists.
Hence, the poets who had once followed the critics, now 
took the lead. Instead of being compelled to confine
their poetry within the limits of the- critics* standards, 
the poets became the arbiters of these standards. 1 -1 0 :• 
Critics lost the power to influence the Moderns. They 
confined themselves to reiterating their praise, tr to 
Al-'Jahidh once commented on this single verse of Abul- 
Atahi^a: r«at££ later
tTCh (vigorous) youth, joyous and coveted,
, : vn : the scent of paradise is dn youth”. >1.-ly
"Indeed,^ it conveys the idea of delight which nothing other
\
than the heart oan understand* tongues are only? able to 
express after long and continuous thought” . m.? ' t 
"The best ideas", he added "are those whioh theumind can
a )
accept more quickly than the tongue oan desoribe71.
(2)
Al-Asma'i acclaimed al-Sayyid as the best poet.
Many instances show the esteem in whioh Abul~Atahi)Ja and 
Abu-1aramam were held.
The new tendency spread rapidly. Hew poets became the 
ideal of their generation. Indeed, there is no better 
evidence to support this fact than this statement 
made by Abul-Faraj. "Hajm al-Nattah said "I recall my 
last time in 90&~Basra. There was neither lover nor 
mistress who did not recite the poetry of Bashshar, nor
(1) Agh (A); 4 / 3 6
(2) Ag&;
professional mourner, nor singing girl who did not earn 
a living It, nor waa ^nerQ any noble man who did not 
fear itnTT.
*'T}
It is to be emphasised that this era from Bashshar to
r/iA/ \
represented a genuine evolution;and progress 6f
poetry. A relapse came to destroy this movement later I
or at least to weaken it and lessen its ze3t. , Poets 1
1 tfo* *00 h s ©life * dx tifo O m w  ''W$m |
again began to look back to tho Islamees and frequentlyX \  
to the Jahilees.
to ent out li^ t? for ’«r v i:oT*rral ^  ’■ • V
-Thus, poetry entered once more a period of neo-olassieism
i. ’ 11 W f U f t o K  '.ft? "•< *■ A . I A  t *  S M S t ®  1* %rJ&, w  v »  t y J -  J* sMBi*-**, V f
which was for many centuries, to deprive it of any real
PPvpV XwiSvT wimrmmjf W  HmPwI "uiX $1 wb. *.? s^-J* f !pv ■■■*>-
spontaneity, and which put an end to the new-found glory 
of the Muwallads#
u n & f T A « f t a  k f  e n d  ' p a S o I b g i i t s  *
. ',i ' $$$«& m m  '
tr it■?& i r m  -----  --   * ■» u£. •:he outwnrd f ,
Ik ■
j t i  ’ t%r 'eth e . $6 f ' ' i f i i A  '■ i £ & i f 6  &  i t ; : T x e • ' • p u t  i t  % d
, ? ‘ ' .
* !\ . - •*• ' . . ’ ;,v. . ;.v- >£-. ? ' u nsi-* ' .•. * j .• . - - t    .. • *. :v i>V %
thif-ettfijsi thif s-vho’. i ■&£' vtefc &4$i|jf the • 1 t
wr. r?^ ■
u i t  ^fc '^ MroC'  bft: i#  e-aldb:
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(1) Agh U); 3/149 I £
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Critios and contents of poetry.
From al-Jahidh to Ibn Rashik the study of the ode was
comprehehsive indeed, and at one time showed an inclination
to set out laws for the several species. c s with**
Fortunately, this task unlike that of the study of languagef
was generally undertaken by men of a literary disposition
who attempted to lay down pxinoiples of their own largely
unaffected by those of the grammarians and philologists.
(1)
The "Kaslda" the standard type of the finished poem was 
treated from many points of view, suoh as the outward form, 
contents and "rhyme and metre"•
As for the outward form the Kasida as Krenkow put it is 
"a very artificial composition, the same rhyme has to run i
through the whole of the verses, however long the poem 
may he". There is no determinate number of lines,
i  •'ij.SfiJi 1 - -.4? .i- - .;^Li ■ iih •■•■■■to! ^  ^  -|f -■■. , ,, >
insomuch that it sometimes exceeds a hundred but is seldom
(1) For the original meaning of the word seet
Iiisan; 4/354
Encyclopaedia of Islam; 2/796
leas than ten. Xt la bound by a metre whioh. the poet - 
has to guard most scrupulously throughout the whole course. 
■■Vlff the poet alters, hie metre in a ainggl* ode* * •whs* w.ucfl 
al-Bakillani^stated, "his poetry will bet.adversely wg |
criticized".
Admiration for unity of rhyme and metre rendered the 1" >
prolongation of any one themes beyond ascertain point '*« 
practically impossible. jfoete*aooordingly showed a 
distinet<;tendeacy to deal with various' subjoots within 
on«relngle::Ode«. <Ll*t the jfeet -who .wiehww to
Zhe construction of the "Easida" is another factor which 
enables the poet to,deal with a great variety of subjects* 
every verse is a unity, independent in ita6lf-»an45f
frequently entirely independent<of what went before it and
.  .. I
what comes after it. It is a shortcoming in poetry if
the word3 of one verse are connected gramnatlcally with 
those of ct^e next and this shortcoming la known as '■ 
"Xadhmin"', nevertheless it was ooamoh. ;'T'K- ,v'u'?; 2 1
Ibn Hashik opposed men who do hot admit the importance of
1 ; V- Li  X m k
(1) "If the poesa counts seven verses it is called "o&o*
although some authorities prefer it to he tea and
onward"* Al-ttodah; 1/125 V
\
(2) fjaz; 94
V
(3) Abul-Ala' ; al-Fusul} 35• Ikd; 3/165 \
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this construction. "Some men prefer the different parts 
of the poem to be interdependent but I prefer that eaoh 
verse should stand alone not being dependent on what comes 
before or what comes after it and I oonsider any thing 
whioh does not conform to this rule to be faulty except in 
oertain well known instances such as stories and the like; 
in this case the dependence of one part on the other is
(i)
desirable from the point of view of narrative”. ■
It is not meant by this that every verse should take on 
a fresh idea but merely that the poet who wishes to e • 
switch from one idea to another should realise that the 
nature of poetry assists him greatly in so doing. 1‘he 
poet, on the other hand, should be on his guard against 
any tendency to make the connection between verses weak or 
loose, a defect whioh may easily occur in such a style. 
Al-Jahidh made it clear that "the most perfeot poetry is 
that which you reoognize as having continuity in its parts 
and whioh is easy to reoito, by whioh facts you know that 
it has been composed as one single whole and in one style". 
Al-Hatimi said* "a Kasida is like a man in the connection 
of one of his limbs to the other. lEhen one is separated
. , i i
( l ^ - U M a h ;  1/175 1 -
(2) Ibid; 1/171
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from the other and the harmony of the composition is
destroyed it leaves the body disfigured andyspoils its
beauty . . . * . I have found the masters of the anoients
and the experts in the craft from among the iluwallads
very much” on guard in circumstances such as ithese in order
to make the Kasida, in the harmony of,‘its first and last
hemistiches and the relationship of its amatory prelude
and ite panegyric like the eloquent epistle and the brief
(1)
speech* No part of it oan be separated from the other".
(Ehe several subjects of the ode generally follow one another! 
in a stable, aucoession, that is to say each part is fixed
i " * "^T‘ ~w r
in its familiar plaoe. £he erotio, for instance, should 
open the ode and panegyric should follow it* - f I:;
If there is to be conventional wisdom "Hikmah" it should* r r . * ............................
be at the end. ‘fhe fact of this succession does not mean
(3)
that this arrangement must perforce appear in each
individual ode, but it does emphasize the favourite way
of treating them* Erotio prelude nevertheless should 
f ‘ *2)
necessarily exist in the ode despite the fact that it has 
nothing to do with the real subject* mate grefct
(1) Zahr al-Adab; 3/17
(2) Ashshir; 14- - 15
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Tt There are some poets ;?ho do not begin with the erotic, 
prelude but they come to grips with what they wish, and 
deal with it hand to hand. This is known as "Batr”,
"Wathb", »Kat,Tt, "Iktidhab" (out).......... each of these
terms may be used. The ode if composed in this fashion 
was called ^Batra1" * . . curtailed, in the same way that
“ * * " •  * ■ * ap?ii,i *° rhetori“ i ,hi°h oo“ *"°ed 
without the formula "in the name of God the Beneficient,
a )
the Merciful" as ;was customary”* ' l/u xr; 1:1 ;vr rd
'Ibn Rashik goes further to state the reason which impelled
(2)
poets to choose the theme of love for the opening of their
odes. "Men have a special way of commencing odes with :
the erotic prelude the reason for which is to be found in
the sentiment of the heart, expression of approval and an
inclination towards diversion and women, all of which
(3)
ia in fact an introduction to what is to follow".
v'l. S M i r  f a l l ' l l  <P» ? n(1 >0f Umdah; 1/154 - 155 ‘
(2) Ibn Kotaiba in a casual allusion put forward a reason 
from whioh Ibn Rashik apparently made a great ,e of 
advantage. Aehshir; 14 - 15 
(3 )fti-Umdah; 1/150
f j • '$$$■<* 3Por 4v s h i d h * 6? i “  «  -
»
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It is demanded of the poet that he composes the several 
parts of hi3 ode carefully and exquisitely. Poetic shill 
is impossible without familiarity with the poetry of the 
anoients whioh is almost infallible and always effective. 
Al-Asmai said "the poet oannot be of the first rank until 
he recites the poetry of the Arabs and knows their history 
and he should be familiar with their ideas and the words
(i)
should revolve in hie mind".j> **. ' ~  .»A w fu lly  v.« :.
"To the poets", Ibn Rashik asserts, "belong familiar words
and we11 known examples in the same way as there belong to
writers of prose special expressions known as "Kitabiyah",
to the use of which.they confined themselves. It is not
befitting the poet to use words other than them excepting
when he wishes to be elegant in the use of non-Arabic
words, in which case he will use them sparingly and with
(2)
moderation".
"Skill with the tongue, can only be acquired in its entirety 
through work and practice (in the verses) of the old Arabs 
until something;Hke this skill is reached. Among the
arts of speaking poetry is difficult to acquire for one of 
the present generation who wishes to become proficient in
(l]fl-Umdah; 1/132. for al-Jahidh*s opinion, see
Bay an; 1/81
(2 )9i~Umdah; 1/83
the art. fhis Is because of the independence of each 
verse, an independence which exists because the speech is 
completely adequate to its purpose and is fit to stand 
alone. For that reason a kind of proficiency is 
necessary until the speech of poetry la poured into the
Wmould whioh is suited to it in this hind of Arabio poetry".
Shis opinion was strongly held ever sinoe al-Jahidh had
classified the poets aooording to their knowledge of old
(2) ^  
poetry,
, . T • , ... • ... ... w ,.. 1|>9 ! 
ibn Kaahik emphasized the importanoe of the beginning and
the end of the ode both of whioh in particular should be
polished and should reoelve much attention for the
"opening of the ode is that which first strikes the ear
and whioh indicates what the poet has to say in the first
instance". "(The poet", he goes on,‘."should aroid the use
of "Ala", "Kad", and "Khaliliaya", especially in the
beginning of the ode - for they are signs of weaknese and
lack of self reliance. a s  for the conclusion, it is the
I
foundation of the ode and the last thing whioh remains in 
the ear. It should be well constructed and it should not
(1) al-ttukaddimaht 570
be added to, and nothing whould come after it which is 
superior to it. If the first part of the poem is the key
< > ,< V y ' " *  Jr Ci) ...
then the last part should bd its lock” .
On digression or deviation "Khuruj" from one subject to 
another or especially from the erotic to praise two views 
may be stated. One maintained that subjects should be 
linked by certain terms as was the habit of the ancients 
who finished their erotic prelude by * •J i-** * and
n J&k n an(i started the praise by n o J  )
The others apparently prefered the poet not to be bound by
these terms but rather to switch from one hemistich to the
m
other without using them. 1V >■ .
Concerning the;content of poetry, deities began with two 
points neither of which were considered essential in the 
general canons of poetry, these two points are; 
exaggeration of ideas and to what extent the poet should
Itorn. & J"' Mmil " a ^  ..J &%. & ^ • jb * jk A- ^ &'• ■ II
observe the truth. x-'"no:.
The first point manifested itself^ih the pre-Islamio poetry 
but it was according to the critics, almost entirely natural, 
that is to say poets did not strive to exaggerate their
(1)* Umdah* 1/14 5 and 159
(2) Sina'ataih; 361 - 362 —  t / M
(3) Tha1lab; V  arte poetioa in the 8eme CongrSs 
international des Orientalists, 1889
ideas or exoeed the normal boundaries in expressing their
grief or admiration. i'hese qualities were expressed
1*1
naturally and not artificially. ,, In the ttuwalla&s a . 
ooneoious effort was made to-express these emotions with 
a consequent loss of ohara. ,t.
# *%
Al-Jahidh frequently condemned moderation which is neither*
(2)
exaggeration nor understatement. , ;,, ,(fc
Al-Mibarrid, his disoiple, in a oasual allusion opposed 
exaggeration. t-, h- *ar3y day*
The first oritio who admired this style and expressed 
. support for it was Kudana. "Exaggeration is the more
' .;*£V’ /5> i . #r "
excellent of the two schools, and to it adhered in former 
times those who had knowledge of poetry and poets.
I hare heard that one of them said "the best poetry is
(4)
'that whloh oontains most falsehood"".
Despite the emphasis whloh he laid on this point, on more 
than ene occasion, it seems that the succeeding critics 
did not follow him in popularising this style. , > r
................... ...............  ■■ . - i  -  i.i. i .1  .......... . .... . . mi .i— — ..........
(1) Sina’atainj' 283 ■' »“« <v i m  *;-h >-e me«j|’ ffcdt
(2) Bay an; ' 1/81 ■" c.'Si-.f^>ii*a*iou and coat i«
(3) Kamilj 2/44 *
(4) Hakd Ashshir; 19. Diwan al-Ma'anij 1/24 *-
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•Al-Aekari mentioned what he called "hyperbole" and ate* 
exaggeration to which Ibn Rashik later added one farther 
category called "Ighrak", but neither of them approved- i
-the application of these styles. Ibn Rashik strongly 
' critioized exaggeration on the grounds that it was far
(1)
-•removed from the moral and familiar life of the community.
As for the extent to which- the poet should observe the
* *
ntruth,*we would not expect that there would he much '
difference of opinion on this point in the early days. • j|
1
Islam already denounced poets and described them as
followed by misguided people, raving in every valley and
(2) ,
saying what they do not do. i
This idea held general sway up to the days of Kudama.
Al-Asmai said "poetry has a tendency to become strong and
:faoile in evil. When it concerns itself with what is ^
-good it beoomes weak". Hassan was of the first rank of
ni
the poets in the Jahiliya and when Islam came his‘poetry
became weak and deorepit• It was said to him, "your
poetry has become weak and out of place", he replied, K'
"Islam forbids me to lie", by which he-meant that
excellence in poetry lies in exaggeration and that is
(3)
lying whloh is forbidden in Islam.
     ..
{l)|. Umdah j 2/49
(2) 26 i 224
(3) Ibn al-Athir; Usd al-Ghabahj 2/5 - 6
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Kudama was the only eritie who repudiated.this assumption 
and found no room for it in poetry. Is, in so doing, 
liberated the poets and put poetry in its appropriate 
plaoe m  independent of religion.
"$he poet", he stated, "need not be truthful but it is only 
required of him that when he takes any particular idea he
should make it perfect at that particular time and it is
• *
not required of him to oontradiot " later what he
(i)
said at that time". Blsewhere he explained himself more
plainly. "If the poet oontradiots himself in two odes
or speeches, that is to say if he desoribos a thing
favourably and then afterwards criticized it with an
equally apt and olear description, this should not t--
regarded as a fault if his prai3e and his satire ares
equally well oempoeed". "Indeed that to me indicates the 
‘ ( 2 ) 
ability of the poet in hia art". Poetry, on the other
hand, can neither uphold nor destroy religious morals but
it deals with them from the point of view of the art.*~ ~ ~ ~
Poets in doing so are neither to be reproached nor blamed.
"Absurdity is not incompatible with good poetry as
carpentry cannot be reproached on the grounds that the
(3)
wood itself is bad".
(1) Nakd Ashshir; 6. Ikd; 3/147
(2) Nakd Ashshir; 4
(3) Nakd Ashshir; 5
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These unique, and indeed revolutionary, ideas were adopted 
in their entirety by some later critics.  ^ vil 
According to al-Amidi, ”it is not required of the poet to 
express the truth”. Al-ASkari repeated the same idea.
"Nothing is desired from the poet except beauty of words 
and perfection of ideas, and this it is which allows the 
use of lies and the like. -■■■■/. ■ « I '
It was said to a certain philosopher that "so and so lies
in his poetry”. He replied, "beauty of words is required
„ (2) 
from the poet, and the truth is required from the prophet".
There are two opinions on poetry; one stresses the subject-
matter, the other the state of mind of the poet. - -The - H
former opinion, held by the majority of critics confined all
subjects to: panegyric, love, elegy and satire to which a
(3)
al-Rummani added description. — i -£  ^ . 1 y ,,
(1) al-Muwazanah; 174 = -tate n.a :.
(2) Sina* atain; 105 S*
(5) See Diwan al-Ma’ani; 1/91 : 1 1 ' ^ Poet i n
Kudama classified poetry into two main parts: -
panegyric and satire. He, however, added other parts 
as subsiduaries. Al-Ibshihi raised the subjects of 
poetry to eighteen. See: al-Mustatraf; V ' i t
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The latter school put forward the emotions of the poet and 
the style whioh resulted from them. Critics failed, 
however, to attain a clear understanding of this, and did 
not abide by their conclusions with consistency. . They 
stated that the sources of poetry were: desire, fear,
l u l l\ r
'111
S i *
rapture, and anger whioh successively produced: panegyric,
apology, lyric and satire.. This formula was used merely
(2)
to compare one poet to another.
(3)
•Ibn Kotaibah was the first to eet out such a classification
(4) ’ ^  i
and he was followed by Ibn Bashik. r ; t r: \
It is apparent that neither of the two could olassify under 
these headings elegy and description whioh formed a 
considerable part of poetry.!* fir. . - w  i. n
(1) Tha1lab assigns to poetry a fourfold function: 
command, prohibition, giving and asking for information.
*
These sources branch into praise, polimio, satire, 
elegy, apology, love, comparision and narrative*
See: L*Arte Poetioa, Seme Congres International.
Grunebaum; Mediaeval Islam; 262 9 11, \
(2) Thus al-Asmai* said; Zuhair was the best poet in desire,' 
al-Nabighah in fear, al-A*sha in rapture and Antara
in anger. See: Agh; 8/77* l^d; 3/186 ,
(3) Ashshir; 8
(4)^i-Umdah; 1/78
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Classification of poetry therefore was derived rather
from the subject-matter itself than from the emotions
Jwhich gave rise to it It was description whioh alone
puzzled the critics. Consequently their attempt to
-formulate rules applicable to it or even to define it were
(1)
- a complete failure* u m
Eudama defined description as the "portrayal of a thing 
by means of the circumstances and features appertaining
V;
to it"* T h e n  he added a few points concerning its nature.
"Most of the descriptions of the poets refer to things V
» 1 V
j t 1 fa '• "it 5' j*  '*$'* f  "* ^  ' 'V& jV ' 'f ’i  ' ;'1k. " r «
whioh are composed of several ideas. therefore the best 
of them at description is he who includes in his poetry 
the greatest number of ideas whioh answer the true 
description of the thing described, then the most obvious
'thing concerning it and the things most relevant to it
V*' *
-until he has finally desoribed it and given it concrete
(2)
*form to the senses by means of this description". His 
definition is veiy vague.
(1) See* Jamil Sa*id; Al-Wasf fi Shir al-Irak; 9 — 11
(2) Nakd Ashshir; 41
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As it stands, it includes every subject of poetry,
Kudama himself states his position more clearly when he
confines the subjects of poetry to five, one of which is 
(1)
description. ; ^cgyrie occupied
Ibn Rashik, with the definition of Kudama in mind, regarded 
description as including every subject. *} He, however,
i-
distinguished description from simile. i tv r ; r ,> .1
"Poetry, with slight exceptions, belongs to description,
.
and it is* not possible to classify it and set it out logout
detail. It has resemblance to simile whioh is of it but
it is not its whole constituent, for simile frequently
occurs in description but the difference between them is
that the description gives the reality of a thing and the
simile is rhetorical”. "The beet description is that
which describes the thing until it-almost gives it concrete
(2)
form as if the eyes of the hearers behold itw. to
The other subjects were clearly explained and carefully 
set out. Here is a concise statement concerning each. ..-xc
* r. ^  ^  ^  j| , *  . ^  c, 4
’ S v**7 V %. M a i •" ^ Mwt'3.-• -S>jvv3s'X. 3* It* vw,,,
of \kh® *>o e V  • h « ,m $ 11 eh fei• ■ T|*9Mf und sctime bit .idt&s
\ \
iMHHmr' WWfcVf*
’  Av
(1) Hakd Ashshir; 17
(2)w»Umdah; 2/226. Sina’atain; 97
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iV i- ‘.rte 3fe tiil .’.ft. >1 l3*/i ^  ^  l>. >s i * \  f .  4  .«i * * * *  4  t t * l  / T O *
"" ':i -* • -1 ■ ■ • ' - ■ * ■ ■ A
From the early days of the Jahiliya, panegyric occupied the
most favourable place in comparison with the other subjects
of poetry. It was natural that the Arabs whose lives were
so subject to the influenoe of many tribal customs and
manners, should greatly admire "Ma&h". ) ' iv
Ihus, the Midhah - poems of praise - whether written about
the leader of the tribe or the tribe itself or even the
poet, gained a very wide circulation. It was, however*
«
part of a composite ode the whole of whioh should be a 
unity in language and style and should be ."capable of 
affecting the hearer deeply. : : * „ . » ♦ -h r
Umar Ibn al-Khattab said "among the beat creations of the. 
Arabs are the verses whioh a man recites in his need to
(1.
seek the favour of the generous and move the miser to pity". 
This statement shows the background of elegy - a background 
which is obviously dignified and;serious# It is required 
of the poet that he polish his works and refine his ideas
(1) Bayan; 2/50. 171
Ikd; 3/119
in order to adapt his work to his environment and, moreover,
to gain "both the reward of the man to whom he dedicatee
his ode, and also the appreciation of his audience*
"It was the fa&hion among some poet3 of tho first rank in
:the Jahlliya to produoo a single ode every year, to which
they gave the name "the yearly". In so doing they found
enough time to correct the ode and to make it perfect.
This method found general favour although Zuhair and his
colleagues who followed it, were called "the slaves of
(1)
poetry"". , r, . 1 ■ , ••■s. • m
Al~Jahidh put forward a justification of this practice and
defended it. "For tho30 who could make a living from
poetry and seek through it the presents of nobles and
leaders, and the rewards of kings and l ords.......... there
was no other method but that of Zuhair and those like him.
If they composed for other purposes they took whatever
 '    ''(2 )
words came to mind and ceased to strain £or efieot".  .
As it was eustoraary to open the ode with love, poets were
urged to express certain known points only and to strike
ik d wh’JLJ'e if n p m  t»*in vjiirse& 1
a balance between the length of the prelude and the eulogy
i;r :'-i3.r^lrTSSdi jPWI I P f
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(1)
whioh has to follow. "The poet should mention,,; la the 
opening of the ode, his crossing of the desert, the camels 
whloh he reduced to exhaustion, what he suffered from the 
terrors of the night, his sleeplessness* the heat and 
tedium of the day and the soarolty of water. 'Then he 
goes on to praise the one for whose sake he has undergone
these trials In order to put the latter under an obligation
(2)
to him that he may accord him the dues of praise". >
Ibn Eashik opposed his contemporaries and those who lived 
before, from among the Muwallads, who followed this 
procedure.v. ,j J.s# t w  th* ;;i;. , •, Bis
"They were in old times tent dwellers who moved from one 
place to another and for that reason the first thing that 
is manifest in their poems is talk of encampments, and 
these enoampments of theirs were not like the houses of 
the town dwellers. It is not befitting to the town *
(1) "A poet oamo to-Sasr Ibn Sayyar and praised him in an 
ode, the erotio prelude of whioh consisted of one 
hundred verses while its eulogy consisted of ten verses. 
Hasr said, "ly Cod, you have not left one beautiful 
, word, nor pleasant idea except you have taken it away 
from my praise to use in your prelude. If you desire
my praise, then shorten your prelude. Then he oame to
him and recited the following} "do you know the house 
of Um Amr? Leave it, and compose with care, praise 
to Hasr". Hasr said to him, "neither this nor that
but between the two".
(2) 'al-Utodah: 1/151
dwellers that they should talk about encampments except
metaphorically because towns could not be blown down by the
(1)
wind nor demolished by rain"*' Imt bn &.I -Cir-stab jh
Most of the Islamifcwpi and Umayyad* s poetry oonforma to the 
above pattern. It was admired by later critics such as 
al-Jahidh and Ibn Sallam but they did not set out definite 
rules by virtue of which they valued the "kidhah"# x; Their 
appreciation was mainly baaed on the general taste and 
preference of the Arabs* , Vvjt.~ : % .:. j. , ■ q
kudama was the pioneer who undertook this task and put w  
forward several rules for the writing of eulogy* Kis 
rules are unique and in some respects foreign to Arabic 
thought*, . p.? &<>;■ ■ ■, -Yo v . - Y- pr.si,
The Moderns suspect the originality *of his ideas* a faotr 
which does not concern us here* They cannot, however, 
deny his deep influence on buoccoding critics, who appear 
to have oopied his scheme* u %
Kudama set out a moral basis in accordance with whioh praise 
should be composed, and he discouraged the praise of wealth
(ljrtl. Umdah; 1/151 - tsurYY/ •.
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or physical attributes on the grounds that the "moral
qualities" are to men aa "physical attributes" are to ,*«,s
S S j T  ,. , '** i r ^ T e ’: ! i l l
beasts. "What a fine thing when TJmr Ibn al-Khattab-said
of Zuhair that "hs aid not praise a man except for those
.qualities which appertain to men". This speech if it is
understood an applied will be to the general advantage,
/ £ \
namely the knowledge that I t  l t  is necessary to praise m n  
only for manly characteristics whioh oolonj to them and“  W&Vr+iW* mWar •*• WA' , tt
arc* contained in them, it is also necessary to praise any 
thing only for the qualities which rightly belong to it 
.and are contained in it". . ..»H % •%**. Mfjsi U1 v (it. V * v W  TOR w-Mr* Afc-*f5| *
dualities which rightly oolong to man are: intelligence,
courage, justice, and honesty. "He who aspires to praisew m .w'wl ^ ww<atmWWmi^ *> * *►* m&r* iirw »ww T
raen fox those four qualities is following the right course,*-T V «** "S* -A» '*^ W •• fl* '.fcr Vw w 1M  ^ %  ^J . P ' W
while he who praises without them is in arror". "It may
f*Hv QVpfm iWES fm.4T.Ifc jFInF T v? 0* lijb.waww wrpi. wtr* -ms a,
happen that a poet praises oertain of these qualities and 
exaggerates and diversifies the ideas".
.Jf*f$uHSlf p3T * *  ii^ MT Wl" Tw* •WvT^ Zw 1 wl f  SS ww*
Kudama proceeds to put forward many details .concerning hisv T  WwfPWP® $p- WKr.-- Am 5 w *  ^ I w w w f c # . »  ssnt** . o b a w  w* -
thesis in order to make it ^jpjlioablef These details 
demonstrate his desire to establish definite rules for the 
praise of every class of m i x ,  a factor whioh distinguished
him from other critics.
(1) Nakd Ashshir; 20
(2) Ibid; 20
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"Poems la praise of men are la degrees according to the 
olass of men, high or low, who arepraised and their ahodes 
whether in town or in the desert". "Ministers and 
secretaries should he praised for the becoming qualities 
of intelligence, deliberation, ability to make up their
fo-fo '% V *¥ frf ’•* M ri * t 4 * \ f ■ ■' ki
' ■ - ■
minds quickly and statesmanship. If there is added to
(2)
these alacrity of resolution . • . . • that Indeed will be
.W, ad.it 1 n -i,
the best and most perfeot of praise".
y icv a-. *. £ «• . M
"She praise of the soldier should be for qualities like
'■ L \ + J : x  m  f, Q n  * * r .,rH>
heading of fortitude and daring”•
' ®  ■* & >&ri$ idtifltiltt. «■*>*"As for that of the common people "3ukan from among the
m-f. -thf PArkflt '
Bedouins or town dwellerst it is divided into two kinds
pw^aiifo !,vnd. -i
according to the divisions of "suka", namely, into those
who depend on various professions and orafts, and vagabonds,
,  ^5*.«*.•. $tf
outlaws, pickpookets and others like them.
Praise of the first group is for moral qualities and the
praise of the seoond group is for qualities suitable to the
. af wNhi 4© z if# he ? $ * b# •••.r#<xama>ondeA
(1) Nakd Ashshir; 26
(2) He repeats the idea twioe in different words.
(3) Nakd Ashshir; 27
(4) Nakd Ashshir; 27* al-Cmdah; 2/108
(
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mode of life, daring, high-handedness, readiness, alertness 
and endurance".
Most of the eminent critics followed kudama. Al-Askari
for instance, considered praise aa "faulty if the poet
negleots the virtues whioh appertain to the soul * , . . .
(2)
for what belongs to the descriptions of the body".X v ~J»5£w ,u«£C>. -'■.Lr7 . 9. y  WJmXrfaif
It was Ibn Bashik aloae wHo found no si&j&ifioa&ee ia this
% ' I  p - w *  # • "  * ••* . © . . * •  *..» i ‘: v w -*■ y p v J  v .  4. x m i  v i  « ? < . *
limitation* Ho, However, added a few details to those of
Kudama fpr the praise of various ol&ases of man*
Tr 'M w  a  &  w W  W w  i n » ®  ' ) o * t v  w j i < r v '  m ?  * + ■ * • < "  w  * *
"It is the manner of the poet when praising a king to t
follow the way of clarity and glorification . . . .  . and3u? • u M  *1*12 - ®viv^Tw'Jm •wl W  ■ .■.*<**»<«« wuywv
L
to make his ideas forceful and his words pure without the 
use of commonplace expressions and those of the market 
place and at the same time to avoid brevity, extr&vaganoe 
and verbosity", ......   . . • ■flttnfjr 50 mtUk J*vm  ■ ** ** w*.
"If the person praised is of lowly ..birth, beware of ; 
over stressing his merit for when you uo overstrass hie
: >■) cT ; '• Tf.; r, , - ▼ w  w /  A \  '•* *•’• * * ....
(4)
merit it is as if one detracted from it". As for tho: a ” T#ny ip TODUR*- V wjmv wawwii* : 77^ ’ ’ V,;. •' ./ \
praise of the seoretarioc, wezirs and others, he recommended 
Kudama'a suggestions and rules.
(1) .Uakd Ashshir; 28 - 29.
(2 ) Slna*atala; 73 ..'■•■.rT
(3 )9t.bmdah; 2/103
(4) Ibid; 2/103 •
fhlE - i p  t-vt % w  iii^ a m i  W W  £r^ft it, for $
It is thought that from the earliest time, elegy was an
4ea*l &a& ±» jto i^Tnserly nr&i»p& in hi#
aspeot of poetry whioh developed independently of the
lift * » ^ _• , , / * ■ ., , ,
conventional design of the Kasida.
It was demanded of the poet that he treat his subjeot
filU ^ .1JS tfit m  m'-Tkds '.v* {~>tf* ’E. Aufli <*' 1 SOU i ifit *1 ftiJtiSSnfe
directly without the usual preliminaries of love. "It
%  .*».• y g n M  &.*%. 1* #  ^ : l b i |  ’  1 4  tfi. « •  « r  » % i t  y *  t f i MtPlb  H f t f i  t f n * * * *  M m  a #
was not the custom of the poets to put the "Hasib" before
too iiv IMVfff I ?rfti;rafiiP
the elegy".
Critics up to Kudama only iaade a few remarks about elegy, 
all of which were directed towards the circumstances 
rather than to the principles according to which it should
At have w&ofli&i ii^ iv j»’v!'"itfteA;^fijflhJL aMd @L&t ir^ w-snd thsi h
be composed. M21ie Umayyadfe,* al-Jahi&h said, "would not
which thev tth offild the > tfiitd r Iukkji i
accept a reciter unless he Is a reciter of elegy. It was
iii'-vi *^*1 j^ hdty flnr# Inf 1 iltfrt in jsK&iM tturt
said, "why Is that"? and the answer was because they
■ *n j- . * vb- -■’'-'vfj’j-tr' (8"r*M>fi le jfekaiL •*** a as
pointed to the nobility of oharaeter". hlsewhere he
stated "It «r.a said to a' BSflbtifn, "Why c.re your c.lcgiea the
\ !***»?• l ShS f* dJJtffcrfite Aft
first of your poetry"? He replied,, "because we cbnpose 
while our hearts are on fire"".
(1)ft- Omdahj 2/123
(2) Bayan; 2/171
(3) It is literally "our livers burn".
Kudama regarded elegy as a kind of praise and pointed oat 
one slight difference between the two. "Shere Is no 
difference between elegy and praise of a living man except
UrMfflw ' “-v' ■ ’ 1 * '■ ■ r v '• s’; . I  P m . • * ’ '*•-+■ I m *’ ‘ W |
that the former refers to one who Is dead by means of the'JtTJii , Stw-. *7 " T
words "Kana", "lawalla", "Kadha Hahbahu" and the like.
Shis does not add to the Idea nor take away from It, for a 
dead man is only praised as he, was formerly praised in his 
life".
"Exactitude of idea, nevertheless, demands that the 
subject matter of the elegy should progress In the same
|
way as praise of the living man, resembling praise of 
the living in that It embraces all the virtues whioh we
'■v ' ..  (i F     ^  1 '
have mentioned previously". , a, . a,. tit::.. .
Al-Askari adopted these ideas without reference to Kudama. 
he only added a few details whloh are of little significance 
”1 have previously mentioned praise and satire and the use 
to whloh they should be put . . . . .  and I have left elegy 
and self-praise beoause they are included in praise, that 
le to say the term "Vakhr" means to praise one's self for 
innocence, honesty, knowledge, good bearing and the like,
Mir ^  'y: T T  . i s ? ^ * •; /f*! i \ _ . • *
and elegy is the praise of the dead. She difference
w OiimmepiemwsssmeisssiesssmeiwsmeswMsmeswswMmwe^amemmessMMMWMi n — w w w  — mm tm m mmmmtmmmm mmmmmmmmipmmmm m  mmmm tm m im  »
(1) Nakd Ashshir; 33
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between it and eulogy is that you say "he is so and so"
in the latter while in the former you say "he waa ao and 30*1
"One should seek in elegy swhat is usually sought in praise.
If it is desired to praise the dead for generosity and
fortitude, for instance, one should any "gonerosityLand !
fortitude have died” and not "he was generous and brave"
(1)
because it is not fitting in elegy".
"The poet should not say that the animals whioh the - 1
deceased had ridden to exhaustion ih his life, such as ; 
horses and oarnels, wept for him hut he should mention, on 
the other hand, their satisfaction at his death"•
Ibn Rashlk agreed in part with the opinions of Kudama and 
found them worthy of appreciation* He maintained that 
women oan compete with men in this subject. indeed 
"beoause of what God has created in thoir character of 
weakness and lack of daring” they axe more suitable to it
2 - •*  ^ m   ; Iv>" ' ■ ■"
than men. "Elegy", he added, "ic not comparable with
$ri$i$$&* w  lip& u
other subjects. There are occasions where,the poet faoee
an extreme difficulty in composing. One of these is in
■mi 8 »*•* ar ■***? **
-  — -
(f) 8ina a taint 9?,"* ,%§9-. elascy and satire ee ’1 1<
(2) al-Umdah; 2/123 _ v.,
. -
-   ■ . ., ..X . ■ - .... .Jt|
lamenting a child or a woman localise o£ the lack of 
material and the lack of d©• oripticn# ihe seoond is 
"to combine together 9gp©olstioii and congratulation in on©
■* •■  ^ $© ry 8<iii.dp]a i|iiit. i
place. .* That is if a king died and another one succeeded
«* P*3#S*®k *P|I‘ !&©]&$
and it is incumbent on tho pogt to combine congratulation 
to the new one and condolences lor the on© who is dead
at one and the same time51*
( D •• • 3f i
w w. wX $n aptiyt
As fo1* tho first remark one can hardly accept this for if
• ^  r^«Pg^p ' g^ ||EBj^ BJkvfc c* WA t fry ^ X'^ zy’Ey>| JP
the poet is genuinely affeoted he will iind the means of
'.y jr .. ?wfi ti STtli it
expressing, himself.
V
. VH
a , ,« love-poetry*
     • -o..i ; tb
•»*»#
h s r m  I
M&gii it ^
©erere
is a Kenerax oyxnxoii vu»o out* igiIt g l pinion that the love-odo had lost its 
original oh&raoter and had degenerated into something 
conventional and commonplaoe which was affixed to the^ 2  ^ III wwMfnK   in,, m, w ...............   wmmwmi
beginning of the Kasida. i'tiis idea is only an assunptlon
• —  r ii ' -T ’. V x &  • V . *■ £ Ji * ' ’. pj L< A i ,
and cannot be proved* It soeiae likely, however, that the
Jahilees who produced independent elegy and satire could 
have produced also independent love-poeras*
(1) al-Uadah} 2/124
(2) Encyclopaedia of Islam; 1/402
"Ghas&l", "Hasib", ana "Tashblb" arc Interchangeable with
»  , i  , V |  , v  , v . .yf ( l j  j j *  I#!..- t i s ’ . iB i ’ t» V f  c a r 1'.
slight technical difference*
She motive for oomposlng love-poetry very seldom appears
.• ■j.u.j i i : ^ „ / vv^ #»%n ; «*» . v { OUt c. %\\ 1 fih
to have been genuine passion or sentiment*
Foots expressed a deep grief and a true love for the
»»YyHr ttii.rti' • ■"/ 111"y‘fi ey  ,$t
deserted encampments rather than for their beloved*
ftttt' iji.'iC - '^‘4'" » * w'f " *. u «v
Love-poetry in partloular found no admiration at court.
neither in early Islam nor at the height of the Umayyad era
t2)
Umar the first urged poets to avoid love-poems* It was
also Said "do not teaoh your boys the poetry of Umar Ibn
(3)
Abi habla* because they might take to adultery* In .spite
 *— „ ipLo etmt.’tera1 vhiefc
of this opposition* erotic poetry survived and found a
t • - V;, ■ 4 -^1 • ■ ]'
plaoe in the olroles of the elngera during the whole 
Umayyad era. Before the end of their reign it found its 
way to oourt, where it was eagerly read even before the
1 it iit f w > f ■ -«*> & 8I* 1 < .-.1 t o  .
time of al-Walid who was himself a poet* and contributed
- • .a net 'irit- -T't #-<ri 4 ® “ th.«4sDr«| tims -
much to the struoture and diction of the love-ode*
(1) al-Umdahf 2/94
* ! ih, : ifti rrn * ■ W  —
(2) Yakut - Irshadj 4/154* Aghj 4/98
(3) Agh} 1/35.
.Critics, fro® Kudama onward, asserted that unity of motive 
and simplicity of structure should he the distinctive mark 
of the love-ode.
^ h e  perfect erotic poem11, Kudama pointed out, "in which 
the poet achieves his object is that in whioh there are 
many signs of extravagant love, and in which there appears 
excess of lovo-sickncss and inordinate desire* And there 
should he in it more of emotion and delioaoy than of . * 
roughness and endurance, and more of humility than of
t1 *pride and arroganoe" . . po- t.*? * rv * I • . n- • ■ sho-:
"Good love-poetry requires simplicity of words and ^
mastery; of straight-forward and simple structure whioh
only true feeling cun give, and whioh "coming from the
(2)
heart a;oea 60 “he heart”. ;j , - -i . o , v :1
SiBpliolty of atrnotnre should be accompanied by an ,
jfz)
instinctive awareneas of the appropriate metre*
Kudama put forward this viaw for the frrst time and : r
al-Aalfari followed him. «If you wish to compose poetry,
(1) Kakd Ashshir; 43. Sina’ataih; 97 - 59
(2 ) Hakd Ashshir j 75 - 76
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prepare the idea which you desire to express in your mind 
and bring it near to your heart and then aeek for it a 
metre which fits its composition and a rhyme which is&#*!#$ 
suitable to it”.
Al-Jurj&ni added few details about the M  of words.
*i do not ofder you to compose ail k i n d s  o f  poetry ( - 
according to one style nor do I oruer you to approach 
them all in the same manner in whioh you approach some,
K.y® fo), * *•'*, •$ ~J «».«! ^  4 •  ^ m .u . » 1 JL
hut it is my opinion that you should select words-• av yu..
according to the style of poetry* Tour love-odes should
not he like your threats, nor your satire like the poems
which you compose in begging (Istibta* - to hasten
beneficence) nor should that whioh you compose in
frivilous vein he of the same type as your serious poeme,
nor should your allusion he like your plain statement
(2)
but arrange everything ^ according to its class”. n u  
Ibn Hashik seems to approve the mention of .mere than one 
feminine name in the ode. "fhe poets have eortain names 
whioh are light on their tonguns and. *4ileh are sweet in
M.P«->—■-  —’w r •wit * wnj "HV" Wfct” F4f!>SS 13IT * 3.-/! CjT
(1) Lina'atain: 104
(2) . wanatah; a? . * 3r,t,, . . u • ?■ .,. w»» -'I-.?
v dir^eted stg&iJUBh an
■ W ***
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their mouths and very often these names are imagery (they 
use them falsely) such ad "Kind", "oalma", and "laila* • * . 
they introduce them for the sake of the metre and to decorate
(i)
the "Nasib". , .:...wv* w  -mnmr- w#p»•(,»*■ • • i *£wl ttWiT*
Tf'lhe poet'1, ho added, ”should show hie grief and*1 5* of *7 *. TevJJ *5t i lJ *  JL IX
suffering for his beloved and ho should portray her as 
arrogant and proud”. "It sas tho oustoai of the AraJjs
that the man should pursue and pretend to he djring of
lore, but the Peraiantmada tho woman the one who sought
and who desired”. , . .. ..•• • ' <***:*$£•* y  45“-1, *$i *. £1 wf.lt-- % j» v y  w“  #*WC is? 30. vUb ii 0®
*no 1*114 the ■ v#e finn mbr®
Uatire.
Prom the earliest times, there had been a close oonneotion 
between poetry and magic, and long aft*r this oonneotion 
ceased* there still survived a vague notion that the poets 
had supernatural powers oapable of easting their spell 
over the person to whom the right kind of speech or song 
was addressed. For this reason the art of the poet was 
not only valued as an adornment to life, but it was also 
feared as a dangerous weapon which* directed against an
(1) al-Umdah* 2/100 */ J?
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energy, was not only capable of putting him to shame by
. ■' , ..**/ . .(i)
ridicule, but ever* had the power of laming hie energy.
Satire was thus one of the earliest forms of poetry whioh
were in origin, a supplement to the mhteriul assault of
(2 )
euord and l&nce. Its style was alwaystli Dituple and 
intelligible. roots, however, rarely used vulgar or 
Obscene expressions. in the main they achieved their 
purpose by ridiculing their enemies, by exposing any of 
tneir habits which did not conform to conventions*
Btrange as it may sees, in the animosity between the poets 
who adhered uo Muhammad end the unbelievers we find more 
vulgarity and obscenity than formerly* 0 *v
Indeed, poetry in general and satire in particular was 
danouuotfd later by -lalaa* Poets, nevertheless, oontinued 
their careers despite severe punishments. Umar the first 
put al-Eutaya in prison for a long time because‘he satirized
^  } ' ral-librikan Ibn Badr. -
It is interesting, however, to listen to Umar advising himt 
after his release on how to practise satire*'' '• * $>>4*1
l&lfi fa
•mm $m* mm mm, M  mrnirnt un ml «
(1) 3eej Goldziher; Abhandlungen Zux Arabisohen
Philologie 1/ X  h - ^ 7  •— • -
(£) nncyclopaeaia of Islam (Shir); 4/373
(3) Ikd; 3/139 -
3UE$ 0
w': ” - s . hen the poet ' ed him
Wwh--:*t obscenity wan" t Uraar replied,” TM t  is obscenity If - 
yon nay that these people fire more virtuous* ithan these or 
more noblo, or if you compoae poetry In tho praise-' of 
certain ueople in order to satirize thoBotwho-are your** 
enemies". *•#* i ’'•'I,:•*&$'* ;
U'thman Ibn Affan also kept "nh-obia Ibn &l-4Iarlth* in-prison
<2>till he d j&oMMe he la&pooned the TTBanu IJahshal"•
I W # *  the tr.yyse. m  Mr..- tCSfcpeWU&ly dominated the whole
(3)
field of literature, Al-farrz&ak and hie opponents found 
no real obstacle to the rise of cheap and obscene " 
expressions^** fheir.style was often denounced by the  ^
critics, who, however, put forward as an alternative only
a few general ideas. & h.i
i - Amr Ibn aJbt-Ala* said "The heat kind of satire is that
Y/Jjioh: a mai&enkight rsoite in the seolhaion of her .own «
(♦)
chamber”# iChalaf al-Ahmar asserted that "the most 
powerful satire is that which is most chasten and most 
truthful"♦, Jfcany critics repeated theBe ideas: or suggested 
others similar to them but Kudama v/as tho pioneer who * *i.'A
formulated praotio&I ideas• —  -
(1) al-Uadahj 2/138
(2) Ibn Sallam, Tabakat; 40
(3) iunoyolopaadia of IslamJ. 1
(4) al-Umdah; 2/138 a i -w , ' * a i ; ** 2 m
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Re apparently applied the same basis and divisions of 
eulogy to satire. "Consider the divisions of eulogy and 
Its ideas. Satire may be composed along the same lines'
,, x k. t1 )
and degrees bat the ideas should be the opposite"* SjB*
"Whenever the opposites of praise are multiplied, these
(2) „ , 
become more aatirioal". 4  w i  sat
"When the satirist denies to the object of his satire
qualities whioh are not virtues, that is a fault in satire.
To describe him, for example, as ugly of faoe, small of
stature, insignificant of physique or miserly or poverty
strloken, or as coming from a tribe whioh is not noblo, if
hie deeds are of themselves good and his characteristics
(3)
are honourable and noble".
Later critics appear to have followed his lead without
adding anything of value.
(4)
Al-Askari said, "it is fitting that satire should detraot
from good qualities whioh appertain to the soul and
emphasise the bad qualities whioh also appertain to it*
It is fitting that the lampoonist should attribute to the
object of his lampoon meanness or parsimony or greed or the 
      . , —— .
(1) Hakd Ashshir; 33
(2) Ibid) 30
(3) Ibid; 73. Ibn Bashik supported this principlei 
al-Umdah: 2/141
(4) Sina’atain; 78. Hi wan al-iia'anij 1/202
like, and It is not fitting to attribute to him ugliness 
of faoe or smallness of stature"•
fw s a fy•; ’ ■'
Al-Jurjani state! that "the most effective satire la that
whloh Is woven on the loom of mockery an! ridicule and 
lies between plain spseah and innuendo; also that of
(1)
whloh the Ideas are easily remembered and not far-fetched".
yiiWfr,
' tt&r^’urc.c:, 3 b m n  j
-— , , —   .
.
the foreign and »u%*utxik« movements tnflaeneedi
ant eft«h pr#v*-‘3.wft l* mm?  departs»s&e o f l i f e ,  fe a ta I
 ■ tneee enmeat^ and a e tlfe ly  participated in  them* I
$&% re m it  t io »  a it  * tu ly
:e: & L m  in it* .ftm ofti, oaatahtr
*j&is wfcwaril feaw of yshXtik mad feltbftrto feeefc I
» * e # f f s m t  $# k« 
ll&lJt ■ $d# 0f *
p*» nniniiMUNMl tfc it' Balm «a« %** vio&mr iskw j&td&Mtft
t i' ■ ' II.
—  « — ■■»-> — — M M —  —  ■■» —  —  ■ ■ — — — — ....—  —  — !— ■■ —  —
(1) Wasatah; 27
'"'vyLji'
4 S*!Hi
• jjijf•*. ^ 1*1
V,:v;; ;>■.«*• . **
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CHAPTER IT * 1
f
Poets and the oontents of poetry. r; i
Poets from Bashshar practised their art udder
vory unusual circumstances* Baghdad, as has been stated,
„ I m
was going through a period of transition* The currents of 
the foreign intellectual and scientific movements influenced
and often prevailed in many departments of life* Poets
I > •* r  *■ ' • ; , 'I
favoured these ourronts and actively participated in them* «
The result of this amalgation appeared distinctly not only
in the language of poetry hut also in its form and contents*
The outward form of the "Kasida" which had hitherto been
generally accepted came to be frequently abandoned.
Balm al-Khasir produced an ode-*of one foot "Muatafilun"*
Ibn Eashik maintained that Balm was the pioneer who produced ]
such form. It runs *-
Vf jf it.
Al-Jawhari onlled this type of poetry "al-iiakta’".
Ihn al—Ilu'tazz produced a stanza whloh marked a praotloal
f %' ’tu 4* *■  ^ r.VWi I  jwr « Vic- ;1 ts. yL ■;-* rl I5! ".'i. d* VI» j /#rA’to' fc gT n V 4 .
step to the emancipation of poetry from unity of rbyme. 
* * * * * ^ o /-> L>* i _£jJJ J  l—JJ W_'
c
(2) 1 tj
o**
j
-
'U,'
» •
  .., H s^ PPPBBPWIIL^ ..^ ..,.. J ■ &O0& *
Abu-Huwas, .in like manner, produced two similar odes.
One of them runs*- „ t,„ ... w
e*
U
C3)
\ j ^ r * . (-? <■/
—
(1) Yakut, Irshad? 4/248. al-Uradah; 1/123
(2) Piwan Ihn al-Mu’tazzj 2/53. Yakut, however, 
attributed this stanza to Ibn suhr who lived in 
Spain In the 6th century;c Irshadj 7/22
(3) Diwan; 346. For the other ode see al-Daniri, 
Hayat al-fiayawan; I/96 > 97
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"Rajaz" wherein every single couplet has a different rhyme 
w&e employed by the majority of the poete. ? <
It oooured several times in Ibn al-Kumi^ hiwan. i
Abu-Huwas employed it particularly in his hunting-poetry.
Ibn al-fthtazz had two "ur juza'V the rirst of which was a 
general survey of the history of the Abbasld dynasty up to 
the time of his anole "al-ku1 tadhid", and the other was 
called tTlampooning the morning drink'1.
:«•' i " ' -V'V - •&*, <■£ z'ti A  rdf* ^ . if, - ' % Kit' r ■ f a ’fc- » V v  ^  * 1' ‘‘V ®.Av.x^ , &... V   ^ . $-■ i , •. ;V '• f
iTIiajazn, moreover, Game to be used in didactic poetry.
Aban al-lahiki was the first to compose in/a long ^urjuza11
■* ■ <2 > tha famous story sailed "iCalila wa-iilmnah". i iils son,
(3J
"Eaadan"# in a like manner, produced an "urjuza" about love, 
fhe rhyme of poetry beoame more complicated in that some 
poets had chosen unusual characters as the rhyming letter. 
Aban, we are told, composed a hundred odes built on
r V • , <4>» -0  c r _> r d  ” •
Al-Suli was very proud of composing a long ode rhymed in 
?* K y P * that it might be recited before the Caliph 
al-Hadhi,r.
(1) Z . D. t. B. XL, 1886 p. 563
(2) Awrak; 1/49
(3) Awrak; 1/57
(4) Liwan Abu-Nuwas (introduction) ; 13
(5) Awrak, "2he years (330 - 333); 10 - 16
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Ibn al-Matbzz applied what wae teohnieallv called 11 Luzum 
(1)
Maia~Yalzain" - introducing complications which are not 
demanded by text books on prosody#
(2)
Ibn al-Euml occasionally used this* technique#
Wffa&hmin" t condemned by all critics who required that each 
line of the ode should stand alone, independent of what comes 
before or what comes after it, was occasionally disregarded. 
One poem by Abul-At&hiya illustrates the interdependence of 
all .the lines j ^  :
t W * * # o o j u  n f  ^  d i ,; o i l P i  T
the in i
-  U . "> 1 / f i h t i t .
• • •
( » » « *  ««*!*, . ; ^ 'i
Ibn al-dumi, in particular regaxdadthc whole "Yasida" as one 
and as being i n c o m p l e t e l o n &  as the idea which he sought 
was in itaelf incomplete, but did not use iadhinin#
(lj It is literallyi "the imposing upon oneself what is not 
indispensable"? Diwan Ibn al-Mu*tazzt 12
(2) al-Marzubani, Mujam al-Shu1ara? 289
£ Mt. v  ' •**> j|. •'> • •••'.jjEJE a*. '*'& . • v | ** »f  jSp 1 X Y JStwK ■ ■ •• - ' flKHf.wi- VJP.
(3) al-Marzubani, al-^uwashshah? 261 j
I
(4) al-Akkad? Ibn al-Eumi; 308
c/j i-» V-J*l t/x. Lt-|-
V®fc* Or- \ I.
?■_ ^  ^  J , ,
«>-*-» Lg,--, VLi l"
J & ......
VA--< j i
U
. u j ^  \ vji . ia  t
li J l j
U
- 122 -‘ ■ jJfoPJptr: ”  .,
Shis procedure was successfully applied by many poets 
outstanding among them Abu-Nuwas and Muti* Ibn Iyas.
The olassioal sequence of the different part of the ode was
-sy - mwwmwm Wr** -IffBqjf 4 li1 U  '&/>
strictly maintained in one subject only, namely in "praise". 
Poets almost invariably opened praise with love. Abu-Tammam, 
al-Buhturi and Ibn al-Uumi, however, occasionally substituted 
for the "Ghazal" oensure and complaint. , . .
Poets paid considerable attention to the opening of their 
odea. In so doing they fulfilled one requirement of the 
later critics who partioularly.emphaei zed the opening and the 
end of the "Kasida". , Al-Buhturi and Abu-fammam excelled.  .. (1) , e?a TOTfc.*
their contemporaries in these two points. They, nevertheless 
showed a complete failure invwhat was technically called 
"Ihuruj" - transition from one eubjeot to another. neither
of them oould achieve satisfactory connection between the
' (2) ■ ' &
varlous parte of the Aaeida, , nor oould they moke their odes
run in one style. A loose connection is only apparent.
Some of the old oritios realized this defeot and bitterly
blamed the poets. xl-Baitlllani mentioned this shortooming
in al-Buhturi and Ibn al-Athir seems to have been struok by
      - Tffjr-llT|||1’y (|.| 
the same. fact. ■ ,     .
(1) 2ahr al—Adab; 3/21. Wasatah} 45. al-Omdah| 1/156
(2) Ijaz; 66. al-ttathal al-Sairj 420
^   ^ __jm LiLtHif ' JttdUlMnlMW? i H W
She usual method of the anoiento viae to use terms like
" '» L> * or * ' j ii* •*-*■ " when they wished to switch from i
_
love to praise. - The employment of sueh terms was indispensable 
to maintain the oontinulty of the odo. In the case of 
Abu-Tammam and al-Buhturi the prelude always stands alone with ’
nothing to link it up with what oomes after it. It oould
 almeoa-lndtiUi
easily be dropped out of the Kasida without affecting its
continuity, a faet whioh renderedit superfluous.
The vital contribution of the Mhwallads as a whole is to be 
found lh subjeete other than panogyrlo? in love, deeoriptlon, 
elegy and satire*' In these subjects the poets did violenoe 
to the requirements of the critlos.
"Bxaggeration", strictly condemned by the orltios with the 
oxoeption of Kudama, appeared abundantly.
"Stating the truth", on the other hand, was no longer held to 
be incumbent. The erotio prelude whioh onoe appeared in all 
themes exoept elegy fell Into disrepute.
Muti* and Walibah sometimes dropped the prelude but Abu-Kuwas ■ 
omitted it frequently. * “ . t *r
(1) a*lam al-Ealami 23. Aghj 12/103 for the prooedure of
H u t  l a 9 "  ' " ..........   '"v " ’ *“ **" w'*’b 1 ^
■ " i!: 'i'5y&. , . %/ 4*^
Xbn Raohik said that "they maintained that: the first to“  ■ • • • .'_w ‘ 3$ • V i ; *9W*9fW^gi, 111' t*. IfSw- . rift;
abandon the desoription of the rained encampments in the J 
opening of his ode was Abu-Nuwae in hie verseir
"Weep not for Laila, be not joyful over Rind.
Drink among the flowers red wine whioh is like r*M*,p
And his saying: ,. . . -3.. :nthe n*J.:.»#d one rr. .ssir,-
"Desoription of the ruined plaoeeiis the <«., 
oharaotaristio of heavy rhetorio* Therefore ,u
U )
diversify your desoription with the daughter of vine 
He attempted to substitute for the traditional prelude
j
praise of wine to whioh he devoted not only his poetry but
- V  J , y  -J y JJ ' jf* ih jjj tfju . q -hj.,t.v>; /-I
also hie life. » She Oaliph imprisoned him because he was 
notorious for his wine poetry and made him promise net to 
mention it again* Abu-Buwas said:.
"lend your poetry to the desoription of the ruined
'i I fNSJP Mit AMAteitl tji * n 1 it A ir. <* ^  • I]
encampments and the deserted dwelling. por faS*®»#§
as , J U l  JOT, SW, 5£t
$
1 3 }
<mm w
•151 h i  im
often has the desoription of wine disgraoed it 
(poetry). 5. 1/14:4
A sharp sword (the oaliph) has summoned me to the
.i/ai4 a
desoription of ruined enoampments. .1
My arms have no power to reject his command. '* 1
Ma.ri.nnf. then i.y aati*<* *•» |
rfdlNfci(1) al-Umdahs 1/155
Nicholson, Literary History; 286. Diwan: 323
Ihf- Oh commander of the faithful, I hear and obey, even-, • m v w s m r r  *5T»>-»r"«fe r aemaaritit<r '}®!a©y' TJs ft)
though you demanded that 1 ride an unoouth steed".- »***“•'
Poets, after Abu-Huwas, followed him in omitting the ,- ...' v virw FiH TS<LI<!NNj. t;Q
prelude and often they ridiouled the ruined encampments,F vWw . '* trHJP ?l»r JS? n# A W y* t? 7iJL*^ xVvi Cil?! *
Ibn al-Buoi saidi v ,
_  pv«iv«ii| w  w w w  fX9 ' i m m m m * #x poeltsy alni
, "I enjoyed myself (leaving) the ruined encampments
v ' -i jTT ”  ' *e,* *w  • * *V  £!< V w v » wi t m *0 5 1 ^ 1 ^ .^
for a pleasant garden whioh is not ruined".^ vaKfr'akwhiS-X
Dik al-Jin saidi
"Shey said "peaoe be unto you ruined place".
JL/said "it is impossible to give peaoe to the 
ruined encampment"". „
Shis emancipation was not achieved completely. It was’ WV7' WwTWw* ” fTfl..3* JTOs nlTIw WHO CflWWvvWyg -vO
merely, a revolt against a praotloe whioh survived in its
-•» %. ^  'V*--«** r» !£,!*■) ,-i-g •»*>*.: '• -•$*«$* ^ rf< ffrtpi ^  di*
entirety until the days of Abu-Suwns.Twrww.^ VTr:"  • pvwwwra* .** a fli Q r£3* **X$£i
— — iw ei "1"—?®jui rfeiiiwo m #
(1) For more examples in lampooning the ruined enoaapmente
' ' 8 eee» Diwan; 'fe20, 241, 215, 316; 317, 31$, 320, 321,
ivi.P.a- ■-. 'w*-,.; 322, 332^333 vf; I, I!
(2) JQlwaa alHha'aai; 1/1Q6
(3) 2ho convention died hard. hashedar opened one of his ;
' elegies with lbvej Agh (K)j 3/234 ::
Ibn al-Rumi opened hie entire.with love and justified 
hie having done so.
"ho you not see that I prefaoed ay satire with "Sasit> 
in order to please the hearing, and then my satire 
oomes after to burn the hearts.
As the thunder storm oomes after the rain and weeping 
oomes after tho laughter of the sword".
Oiwan Ibn al-iiumij 1/135
Poets, as has been mentioned,~continued to employ the 
prelude* Even Abu-lfuwaa opened hie eulogy with love, and
■d| ^  ^  ^ ^ **'•' t;’ ff' '^iSL '^iCl 2 jSft A  Ai Im * ^  ^ i-C
portra^e^ himself as riding the o&rael whioh he reduced to
j m  ajnA hi a (1) 
exhaustion and as crossing the desert to his "Mamduh*.
Before proceeding to state the themes of poetry and the
. >r &&*&&  . i * felAlftM £ M' |fc?v? 1»ift
manner of thfclr setting oat by eminent poets, one remark
1 n < ‘l.W .MML m  #  t *  'L 11 J .  A  f t  is ■*§ 4  .jji -J  A ,  yu V .  •*■■ {Sj o f "  '
is neoessary. It is not among the official poets that
Ijkji'ia. uhi a h»a -ian ixft a a# SSUEfXiltiS ’ill ^ t-0
one Should seek the complete emanOipation of poetry.
Xt.^-. * a mg* L?* 'j j, *♦ j,-; f, , MEIMPi fttfi v'ifi'Vf
?hey, as we will see; obeyed the diotates of public
preference and the desires of their patrons. It should
 M ^  ♦ijt&«* w.• , &  1.M o r d e r  thft.it h e  g i v e  jetj
ho sought among the poets who lived aloof from the oourt
^n*.  . ^  ^ T*iiiii~i flaw.^ iJl!kw>4 . .• heWflV SST e thS
hnd its formal demands; and who devoted their poetry to
;,j* * * Ag- jafthikr-fu uf & u ‘inf wio iT 5U;JkHty ho
the reoording of their own personal experiences*
Thil IlftMfflr Ifia
Unfortunately we possess only a little information about
; *'.J \*>jT , IJ * A W  ., I !
such poets for the historians recorded the official
aft It. "Slife .»•< cjx a-e 4 V*. jft V'tfrV jfttilt  ^'u *C
history and literature. One poet,‘ however, deserves 
mention here, namely, Muhammad Ibn Bashir".
———- M«<
(1) Uafsyat (English version)? 1/393‘. Waeatah? 224.
298. Sayyld Bawfal, Shi’r al-2abia'> 162
127 *
He avoided the accepted method of poetry and eschewed the 
life of the court* He made his own experience the 
subject of his poetry. We find him, for instance, 
satirizing the sheep which ate up his garden and his
«
papers.' When he requested from his neighbour the loan 
of a donkey to oarry out some necessary business and his 
request was refused he composed a "Kacida" in praise of 
his own two legs whioh were capable of carrying him to 
where he wanted to go. A  friend of his promised to give 
him Indian doves and this friend asked another of his
friends to supply these birds in order that he might give
_  , <hkj *,»«■ *  j, ‘.tx. frj .*><* ft h} w ™ 3 r X - <v ijT 4U v S f k
them to the poet.r? .$he friend, however, thanged the 
Indian doves for others of an inferior quality whloh he
gave to Muhammad. She latter oompoeed a long ode
recording this event.,
Ibn Bashir was one example of the genuine revolt against 
traditions and of the olaas of poets who endeavoured to 
depict their own experience for their own satisfaction
rather than for the satisfaction of others
(1) Aghf 12/131. 135. 143.
*  u J k m  V- ■!»< t a d *  Ik. 4 ! -Vi. -lb*-*. J>. *L-\
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i f i;  were An .fsyilU#’ ■*( %,
# 4 t S i  J  t » m  '  '■ * >  ?  S? I  3  t w l r t  4  d c l v *  t D H M  « b  h  4  d f t S t  H  r ' f * *  W h p  :'r
*
Panegyrlo.
h » V v A >  Y
Panegyric survived in Its olassloal form. There were
f t*  x- • • j  ^  a  J  1L ~ A  ' i i  8 S ^ -»  1 / f o  "' f  t - .Y 't? ' f^ A * 1 ^  ^
distinct reasons for Its survival. Poets produced their
*1 [ ^ :^  ^  ' f e i n i ' " v$^ t&A f  a  ^  jr $
praise mainly to earn a livelihood and not to express 
appreciation or esteem for their own sake. In so doing
M  ,!*■■.,: ^    dkji • * ■ * e 'fah ^ta *1 -k t #tfftfcfe-si**•*
they used any medium whioh oould put their patrons under
» 4, j .  7J 4 *  Id  I y *  'ttkV la . )  ty m i -ws /t *• I V  \ *  .£&,
an obligation to them and arouse their generosity* These
patrons were generally the Caliphs, their governors and
others who held influential positions in the state.
The caliphs endeavoured to puhliolse the more commendable
aspects of their lives, and to demonstrate their respeot
for the traditional morals and social standards of the
Arabs. Whether or not the Caliphs were genuine in so
doing, is beside the point. Their object was to ensure
for themselves a good reputation among their subjects.
Thus the Caliphs oeoaslonmUy banned a oertain type of
poetry whioh might antagonise the people. Al-Mahdi 
_  (1) 
prohibited Bashshar from composing love-poetry.
(2)
Al-Ma mun prohibited Abu-Huwas.
(1) Agh (K)| 3/211. Zahr al-Adabj 2/133
(2) Al-ttadahj 1/155
On the other hand, the Caliphs were in favour of a certain 
type of praise - a lUping .whioh was stimulated by further 
reasons to he mentioned hereafter*
A1-Kali related that "poets aame into, the presence of B*. 
al-Mansur and he gave them permission,to recite their 
poetry from behind a curtain. Ihen "Ibn Hannah" oame in 
last of all and he recited to him until he oame to the 
following verses
”2o come to you., oh coi&ii&nder of the faithful* our 
camels had crossed with us many deserts in the n  < 
heart of the waterless waste"* ,?f. ,s,:(u-. _ :■ ,lrJ 
Al-Mansur said "oh boy" - addressing his slave - "raise the
curtains", and he commanded that the poet should be given
■ * ' "* ' ■ " (1) '   ' '
ten thousand dinars* i:,;f j,£.a aiS,. fc,***« >*. &#
r.hile al-liashid was on pilgrimage, a Bedouin of Benu Aaad 
recited poetry in which he praised him. AlHiashid turned 
to the reciter and said, "have 1 not prohibited you from 
composing auoh as this, oh man of Benu Asad"? :a If you 
compose imitate "Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsah"$
» - - -  —     .
(1).,. hail al-Amali$ % 40 ,.vk
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fsr "Benu. Matar in the day of battle are lions having 
, * • cube in the forest of Khiffan, < i- v , ’«sy
;f Shay defend their neighbours until jit is as if their
neighbours have dwellings between the two heavens.
< Shey were heroes; they were nobles in Islam and ' 
there were no noble monioemparable with, their fore- 
pref fathers in Jahiliya. :r- I,® Jaw?-***,- showed
i’hey are the Jaoble) people. If they promise they
fulfil, if they are called they answer, and if they
. give, they give generously. lone, even though they
i r give generously in adversity and dot good .< can : j
(1)
perform the like of their deeds". ,t
She poets were gathered in the Court of "al-dfti'tasi*" in 
order to be received by him and reeite praise* he 
ordered that no-one would be accepted in his presence save 
him who oould recite a Kasida similar to that of "al-Mansur 
al-Hamirl" in praising "al-Mansur". All went awayiexoept
"Muhammad Ibn teahab" who was bold enough to reeite an ode &
(2)
which satisfied the" Caliph, iotl,- i-srb. eetesd '-c the. f a r a
The patrons, as we see, dictated their preferbnoe and
frequently refused to oountenanoe anything else. This
(1) Ikd: 3/127. M w a n  al-Ma»aai; 1/47- 78
(2) Zahr al-Adab; 3/66. Diwan al-Ma'anl; 1/28
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fondness for a certain pattern was stimulated \>y two a  
motives both of whloh hindered any progress in thevpoetry 
of praise* The first was the personal taste of the 
Caliphs who received their education under the philologists 
and grammarians.
Their taste naturally was moulded in accordance with the 
preference of these masters who, as itris known, showed 
great favour for the’classical literature. The other 
motive was merely political#
The Abbasids doubtless needed the adhereneerof the:* poets 
in order to make their virtues known and to popularize 
the idea of their legitimate inheritance of the Caliphate. 
Poets were also useful in that they could justify the 
persecution of their rivals suoh as the kllids and the 
Umayyads. The former reason, therefore, governed the 
form and the latter governed thencontents of the praise. 
Poets throughout this era produced two parallel forms of 
poetry the first of which was formal and the other personal, 
In the former they were strictly subjected to the factors 
whioh hare been mentioned. One example will show 
conscious obedience to the will of the Oaliphs. ,
"Al-Hasan Ibn Rani1 , Sari1 al-Ghawani and Abul-Atahiya” i 
were gathered together in the mosque of "Kufa". It was 
said to Abul-Atahiya, "reoite some poetry", iand he : *
produced these * lines $ or > „ , a X;. , a * - ■ Sufe tati,
132 *
"Oh my mistress whom I would ransom with my soul, 
tell what is my fault, and I will perform whatever
/*' . '>• 5^57> J ' • * 'i. V- ' JJamBJ
* j  1'M^1 ■ (k {linkV i f r •' r  'i V •’ j; , . 1
you desire in your wisdom.
By the eight of God you have tortured me enough and
* *$• ® * ►* ;£•$ t Ti; ;i. i- % & d iy  of.$ 0f  the eminent eneeml&ite of
this is the time for asking protection from tortures
^ f f^;5Np& lit. f£a reign of
Al-Sari’ then reoited:
' ■  ^ ^ u *he patronage of %XHfP&th
"Xou have known my secret and my open thought. Goan
your way, tyranny is not my way.
M-'&w m w w v W w q ;  -mm W^w. ~i* u**!|pew % •BHfttUmj Xy s?T 0 Ugh * him i|&tO
She who, I hoped, would change her way, gave
atocU - jRis Wcein^
satisfaction and obeyed me after having been
 ^ dkffwiigaFwv v $ h.f? th.es li r thereat re eosjpoeed'
disobedient".
nt $&$< §nrr&iMi of will ^atreiMu Kit dlw&ji
Abu-Nuwaa reoitedi
wiriMip;? xive H on aX-d£htawrJtkil, thirty on
"Oh daughter of the Shaikh, give us the morning
%s*# dip* dh in addition x-*»•
drink. for what are you waiting? The water
tlfcdiMI t#Dwre elrsfc H^h[ e*i& ht?1t<5 *&d an^ l ikirtv aci^ 5 ^
flowed in the tree, then make the wine flow in us".
praigi j^r the $ evermore aim other men*
It is said to him, "this is frivilous‘ do reoite something
wmwV iu.$ iiOetvjr % W  Tdluh¥l^ from the hlstertc&r
"serious"*and he produced:
prfiWT ex viol* ■ ■ In nil vivid style h# Ctjpi.tifteit tua&y'
"Whose Is the ruined encampment? Its plaoe is
0 * ts oeoured t. *• tiJRe. ^ >i 3r-.?oivt
empty and obscured. The winds have obliterated
per the tltpefi netweeh the Hawaii
it and caused it to perish". m
tni w #  ? n i ' v H  t%©eXlion« bx some tribe against
The poets had a dear idea of these two forms of poetry.
■i , • '■ '■,■.>.‘•0 m  K.? r; %.
Praise was refered to as serious in order to distinguish
J M n .lliM li'W  • ■ ’ M 1 ' . - j ' 1' ■-•■ «•—»? - «**»• ■ W A t M * I « M M  1 W M M M W 1 n w r o  ii »  » * •  «w
it from the less formal production.
p. j i-: ;. .;*:.. ver>aor*Ji 5 7 1 9 7 • SEoyidopaetia
One poet among many who confined their poetry to the court, 
deserves mentioning here, namely, al-Buhturi.
jLmJk  —  -- i— j—■—  --- ----------------- -
U ) ’| K D  : 3 l ' £ * f
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Al-Buhtarl.
This poet was undoubtedly one of the eminent enoomiaeta of
the era. He first became court-poet in the reign of
*85pi*HM&l# was dlfffcnw4HEw9 th# 
"al-JSutawakkil", when he enjoyed the patronage of %1-Fath
r u V./ > (l)
Ibn Khakan” to whom his "Eamasa" was dedicated.
v a. „ ^ u „ . . „ ,, v *.'% . M, i «•*« *,**•■# <»4» »*••* ,■»% * V | *  (I >«( f 4 #V •4 ft$■ ^ $""%*$k r i&npi » «vMw v*x
His success as court-poet naturally brought him into
. **»?*. •:> - 
contact with all the leading men of the state - She lezirs,
judges, secretaries and the like. He, therefore, composed
r i te iA**** fm  MMR*1 ,.o# in
in one theme, the praise of these patrons. His diwan
contains thirty five odes on al-Mutawakkil, thirty on 
al-Muftazz and fifteen on al-Mu’tamid. In addition to
these there are more than one hundred and thirty odes in
(2 )
praise of the governors and other men.
H# qb h I-’ of  ideas and 
Thus his poetry is extremely valuable from the historical
i t  j  •» j*. 4  .j. *2 AV-fe ■■•'•?' .,-*&» ,(•. 4  . an *«; "% •M ’S V  £■’H  *  i f c £i •'* ’* ’v h  1 fci I t  3Pt J L V
point of view. In his vivid style he depicted many
V-.a • v (3) u;i.:e.r *J
important events which ooonred in his time. The perseSHt
persecution of the Alids, the dispute between the "Mawali
and the Arabs”, and the rebellions of some tribe against
dsil:3l^ wtw *■’
the government, all found a place in his poetry.
(1) Wafayat (English version)* 3/657* Encyclopaedia 
of Islam} . 1 / 7 7 8  .....-...... .... . .... ... ......
( 2 ) Umara' al-Shi'r; 192
(3) Odaba’ al-Arab; 216
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?rai3o, wa are told, reached ita apogee with al-Buhturi - 
an assumption whloh needs clarification if we are te.o 
aooept ituoomplotely. ■ Vihat the oritios meant by it is 
vague. 1st If they threw emphasis on the form. it would be
equally right to olaim any eminent encomiast as an
excellent master. If that emphasis was directed to the,
contents the same objection would apply.
It seems, however, that two faotora had struck the oritios 
and caused them to olaim al-3uhturl as unique. . The first 
was the number of his punegyrioa and the second was the
w #4. W P V "  W P ,  9 8 9 / : - -  -.3 ®  v  - m M E r  •#  I W l *  c W W -  %  ‘ P m  $ *  4i ■' ; *. { '■ * k , 1:51
vividness of hie language. She former of couree oould init: w m  S..W I -#X
no way be a oertaln criteria by which to assess the value'** A W ##«/•#• Jt'AawJBIw! !«• w Wrj!®**.™.® «'S# ’'ill -W-eKvu w Ju «•'* V X’M *WIS -w
of the poet; the latter, however, is perfeotly valid. 
Al-Buhturi employed words.of great vividness and harmony, 
and directed his talent to making his poetry intelligible, 
he, unlike Abu-Sammata, avoided complexity of ideas and 
philosophical and rhetorical ambiguities which would only
e l v  v  J- B  w  H w  gk u'etf w  •» «&*■»'" **&'«,. — <** w 's w * * * , ;r 4* <vv: *,*&}.» a P a  *#,7* ■ JA wi- .••.»’• A U i i  &
have obscured his meaning. This procedure together with 
his strict imitation of the classical pattern attracted hie ■
P l O J T I x  [ V T H ? u l  W % S L  I m  ■ - 1 7  t j l  «  w
patrons and won him high praise among the critioo. .. This 
explains the high esteem and preforenoe for al-Buhturi .
■1 ™ • JK ) ■ - o»w*. •*••*.*•.• t t ™  t# **  v  A ™ <#©> 4 v  M X .' ■; • / m t
shown by the oritios, who called his poetry "the chains of 
„(1)0 lc|i 4 ^ ^ " •" - <"•' ■
    «»—■■■!  I ■ ■— «- ■■   . „
%  if r- *' '*** **& tjt .vAfr 4
(1) Miftah al-Sa'adah; 1/94. Al-Uathal al-Salrj 420
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Al-Amidi was probably alluding to this fact when he
claimed that "his poetry was that oi' the Bedouins and in
aocordanoe with the way of the ancients". He added that
"al-Bnhturi did not deviate from the fundamental
(1)
principles of poetry". vi j V A  ’ -
, . ’'f.V ' . ' •  Ik  « ¥  JF
*destroyed M.e : '
It I.'?' to f J M  . J&w©Ue$.tly
Al-Buhturi opened moat of hie panegyrics with the erotlo
prelude whioh, almost invariably, seems out of place#
One is conscious of the irrelevance of the prelude because
there is nothing in it which connects it with what follows.
This, however, docs not detract from the beauty of the
prelude itself* It sometimes contains either warm love
and genuine grief or vivid images and highly picturesque 
(2) 
phrases#
He often portrays himself as riding a camel or he might 
mention "rain" , a "gazelle11 f a "desert" and other themes 
whioh ooeured in the classical pattern of praise#
"We visit the prinoe of the believers, although
!
there is between him and ua wide stretches of
<3 ).'desert country". . v
(1) al-iiuwazanah; 1 - 2
(2) Diwanj 1/80. 82. Ijazj 66
(3) Ibid; 1/3
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"She disliked my departure (from her) and 1 sail
to her, "he who drove the oamels, directed them
"  , (1)
towards the oaliph”". ^  -
la addition to inventing hie own ideas, he frequently , ^  
plagiarized the ideas of the old masters, a faot whloh 
"destroyed his originality" as al-Askari put it.
It is strange enough to find al-Buhturi frequently dlreoted 
his amatory prelude to hie patron. ■ In a certain ode he 
was not ashamed of reminding "al-yath" of the previous 
days when he used to "kiss him and suek hie spittle".^  .
"from me devout attendaaee and from you rebuff; 
in me there is humility and in you pride. I 
was formerly free (from your love) and you were 
slave (to my lovo); I became the slave and * 
you heoame free*
he you remember how many nights we diverted our- 
selves in its shade while tine was pleasant. , 
Their darkness disappeared for what night can 
be dark to us while you are the moon. ?, leu v
* *  8 P lu l,< 5 r -  u  ,1 M
from you are wiae"*^,; ; of his efeeakai
In another ode the prelude was about the caliph 
"al-Mutawakkil". , m m w  w m  n re irse  m i r n  w  m  im
X % -fak , - _  -rmtr-m- j,
w S 9 *  - £v * 0 wlOf m ^
(1) Diwan; 1/13
(2) Si wan at*®* ani; l/SrtNT^  *$***", you will
(3) Diwan; 1/44
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{.1 } S*t w v5 H.
"Oh you hlamer who arc not satisfied, Bleep 
well for I do not enjoy Bleep*
From your lore I hare suffering whloh destroys 
my sleep and because of your lore I hare a beds 
whloh is rough* My eyelids shed tears whloh 
do not eeaee9 and m y heart grieres without 
cessation*
Oh you of little Justioe, bow many promises 
have been made by yon Uhioh remain unfulfilled. 
Reward me with your present if it is indeed a 
Toward, and oompensate me with yoar lore even 
though it is not genuine. wi l' s'£ .;ustt««1 ac 
I ransom you with my father, oh beautiful 
gazelle with drooping eyelids, who possesses 
my heart. ais# te ih« rfr *>),£.
Tour lore (it is "his lore") tempted me and 1 
began to manifest some ofthis and eonoeal some 
of It from the people, OT‘:' ’ ‘r
X shall not forget him appearing from near at 
hand swaying like a green twig (neither ahaH X 
forget} my eating the apples of his oheeke; 
kissing sometimes and smelling and biting.
Oh you seeker who desires generosity and who 
wears out the old oamels by tiring them . . . . 
come to the oeurt of the "Xaaa”, you will find
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generosity whioh is sufficient for all soakers
(1)
throughout the length and breadth of the world"# 
The modern reader eight think ill of such ideas and might 
dismiss them out of hand as rubbish and disgusting chatter. 
But whether we like it or not, it was indispensable to 
eulogy at the time when the poet lived# ntU 
Al-Buhturi, it is to be emphasized, strictly adhered to 
what al-Jahidh called "adaptation of contents to audience". 
He was successful in realizing the particular morals and 
qualities whioh were applicable to hie various patrons.
The Caliphs were always described ab "the faithful 
guardians of Islam", "the strict adherents of justice" and 
other epithets. The Wezirs were truthful to their lords, 
elegant and Impartial? the soldiers and governors were 
praised for qualities appertaining to the war and 
administration.
(2)
In al-Askari’s opinion "the best praise is that whioh 
contains unfamiliar ideas ??hioh have never been employed 
before". To estimate the values of al~Buhturif0 praise 
in the light of this view would be to underestimate it.
The ideas themselves were certainly familiar to all 
encomiasts* V*hat they constantly endeavoured to do was 
merely to handle these ideas in a way whioh would win
(1) Diwan; 1/13
(2) Diwaa al-Ma'ani; 1/45
admiration. Al-Buhturi, however, was the unsurpassed 
master who achieved in his eulogies unrivalled style.
His produotlons, as well as those of his contemporaries 
were a great faotor in stimulating "Kudama" to classify 
praise in aooordanee with the olass of men, high or low, ' 
Bedounin or eity dwellers ae has been mentioned before.
Al-Buhturi’s greatness lies in the aoouraoy with which he
.
adapted his ideas to the partioular taste of the person to 
whom his eulogy was addressed.
' their-relatlrea«
- > :  " ■:< t 'igir
them ftegsi*!*: them* hwmsrar ,
' :■
AS f#Bsta(d R, .« *  As tenmrt, lampooned
wife;? .ystfcsw $ ■ &
ttlJh. rolht
nar-:-. ■ ggr-.tam-'iiMilsg of hi# tongue and M s
natural .tarn J*r. # sm&* IM ««* nesmlt etnnepir hie,-'"
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•■fell# a % $ * iX f  :; § r” :V**i f ;UMs «--■■*,* . ?
•Se hi« flrtlMwr^* k M ® W h $ w $ M g  14wa**--fc4i ^ w -'
Poets throughout the Ielesic Dtaryyad end early Abbasid era* >|
...,.! ' ’. I
produoed satire abundantly
It is strange to see some of them lampooning their tribes.
(1) r-J
a shameful and disgraceful practice. Al-Ea'1 lampooned
(2) I
his tribe bitterly and "al-sbammakh" peored hi* contempt 
on his elan. Some of the poet3 lampooned their relatives, 
their fathers and their mothers. <5,They even lampooned their
wives and themselves. '? Al-fiutayia,.as is known, lampooned
(3
his mother, hie father and his wife.
■ i L  ^ 4 l l :  , iiili  1  I IT M ,ji
Nearly all the Abbasid poets practised satire and some of 
them produoed nothing else. Few of them, however, 
lampooned their relatives. Abul-Hasan All Ibn Baasam, 
generally known by the surname ;of al-Bassami;. . . . was/ fi \
partioularly noted for the kaenliss of his tongue and his 
natural turn for 'satire? none indeed oould esoape him,
    —      w  ■ —   1 —  '-«—■
iftjf jL v "y1 *t0i> jS J^v Be jF jji! *
(1) Ibn Sallam, labakat; 117
I 2 J .B&W&ii | . iof , .
(2) Ashshirj 177
(3) Diwan al-Ala’ani; 1/39. Kamil} 1/153. Ashshir; 182
{&} **' ahit m . v ® *
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prinoes and wazirs, high or low, hay * oven his own father* 
brothers and other members of his family had to suffer from 
his attack* a*r.x?:.£i ■ : -,r v,,a r •• •■ acrid before*
To his father he addressed the following lines:- 
vary titt *iere you to live the lives of twenty eagles? 
lil; 4i:r,t do you think I could die and let you survive?
SSWO iXSJ If I outlive you a single day, I shall show my
(1) Wafayat (English version)? 2/301* d fawafcjl 2/105* 
Zahr al-Adab? 3/88
. . _ «. * . . / . i i  -  and aoti??, ♦
(2) Diwan al-Ua'anl; 1/144
(3 ) Agh; ' 18/9 ■ ‘ ! m  l -
(4) al-Umdahj, 2/140 ; , , aua A|
(5) Ibid; 1/140
(6) Ma'ahia al-Tansia; 1/81
__________  m m m m m m m  c d
grief by reading the besom of Thy purse", 1 i 
Dik al-Jin lampooned himself while Ibn Abi Uyayna directed j
( 3 )
most of his satire against his cousin.
It was the fashion among the masters of satire to keep
their odes short. This plan was favoured by all poets
except Jarir who3 advised his sons to "make their satire;
(4)
as long as possible". The only poet who followed t h i s ^
method was Ibn al-Rumi who, moreover, employed vulgarity.1
Only a small quantity of al-Buhturi's satire survived.
The reason was that "he collected all of his "Hija,n
(6)
before his death and burnt it". ar, ;
-* 14-2
Before proceeding to illustrate the characteristics of the 
Hlja, i,t is interesting to notice that a few poets direoted 
their eatire against animals. as has been said before, 
the poets who had no contact with the court produced 
very pleasing poetry which shows their spontaneity and a 
high degree of emancipation from the trammels of traditions* 
Two examples might serve to support this fact. , < vii
"Muhammad Ibn Bashir was a miser. He had in frontMof his 
house a garden the size of which was that of four bricks 
which he had taken from his house: and in it he planted a 
pomegranate and a pleasant palm-tree and some vegetables 
around it. A sheep belonging to his neighbour whose name 
was "Hani** got free from its tether, ate the vegatbles and 
chewed the leaves of the palm-tree. She went into hie 
house and found nothing except papers on which were written 
his poetry and some others of his*records". He said ) tbt 
lampooning her: > Irr n . . rf- ■ us
nZ have a garden .blob la oharming, and of i^- 
pleasing verdure, luxuriant and well tended.
Its roots are firm and its land 1. wall watered. 
Its .oil Is plentifully watered and never dry. 
There are email channels fer the water t * flow. 
However you direct the water In them thus it- 
flows, .smry? —-r -II #<**# «r.*i 'irjet
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Keep It safe, oh my Lord, from one thing then 1 
shall not trouble myself about any other kind 
of destruction. ■ he * htev: » oh; ,
Keep it safe from:the sheep of "Manl'" alone on 
the day when there is no fodder in Manl"s house. 
Preserve it from that brown sneezing oreatare on 
whom is bestowed madness in addition to an evil 
life. Her hooves are always tired for her 
masters do not elean them.
You see this In the dry Imprint of evoxy hind­
leg and fore-leg which they leave on the ground.
" iiy
She disturbs the earth when she walks; she 
■ ' oauses the dust to rise in whirls. «
You see no ram making for her. ; Contempt has 
.been thrown at her by every ram. burn ia
■ she is ugly of feature, noons from among all the
v.■'£(;■ people has seen her without swearing that he has
never seen a sheep, and has never previously
known any oreated thing sash as she.
I am astounded at her and at her conformation. *
Z am astonished at the disposition of her parts, 
as to how they are oomblasd together.’;
If they sail out over her (that she Is something 
extradorlnary) they will earn money and breed
CXl Afl&t m X32.
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Bay an alter make her to erell, oauEing her 
increasingly to waste away and beoome emaciated. 
Hay she die, and may her neighbour's ohildren 
corao to drag her into the place where the 
corpsee of diseased animals are thrown. When 
they arrive at this place (may they) cover her 
with brioke and tar. t ihen they say to her
' .v
"thie is the punishment of one who eata up the
garden and the maatoeeripte". 
no not blsne, for even though X see alljof that
' t
done to her, I could not think justice has been
U )
done".!.?:-*: , v-. ■ *rte* have .7 3a dieperesd the 
Abul-Shibl al-Burjural bought a ram for the feast of 
"al-Adhha", he fed It and fattened it. It broke loose 
once and went to a candle of his which he need to burn in 
front of him and a lamp and a jar of oil. o it butted themJwjp >:• . v l y V ' . •»; '
and broke them. - The oil spilled over his clothes, his e
books and his bed. When ho sow that ho slew the ram
before the feast and made this lament; ! r » brake iwt'
n0h eye, weep for the loea of a lamp which was a 
pillar of light and brightness.
’ . • . ... ' rV•. v : • ; . . . . '• I) ■ '
It wan the finest thing of china whan he who 
shapes beauty created it with its pictorial
design. <; i* in &«m-eas be«-»«o of $tfce
- 111 .n 1 > ie» tip\\ :
(1) Aghj 12/131 - 132 \
1-15 -
It Is said that "time caused an accident to 
happen to It by the h o m e  of a creature like a 
gazelle."
It butted it with euoh force that nothing 
remained.but that it should come to the camp of 
the chattered army.
If it has departed, it haa indeed left behind it 
a memory which will remain for all time, * the 
Oh my lamp, if you oould be ransomed, the hands 
of generosity would not be miserly with dinars 
for your sake. *:ingo I  $%;■chased *
Oh my lamp, how often have you dispersed the 
darkness and you cleared away the gloom (of the 
world) with light.
Who can help me when my companion goes to other 
companions in the shadow of darkness. And one 
rises to kiss another and to embrace yet another 
and none knows his neighbour lost '^together im 
in disorder. And my companions broke up into 
oouples in the darkness and naught was heard 
save (the sound of) the rope in the well.
They pray not when they are alone except the 
prayer which is performed without abrutions.
The house is in darkness because of (the dis­
appearance) of your light, as is also the living
& M  I M b  %
P‘%rt 0f h
{ 3l
room, the kitchen, and tkejoven*< and also the 
porch and the [recaption roonu.f w m  who ceefco 
2he oourt-yard since you left is without 
inhahitanoe:.!' >i v Z U n t u  imt I do not
:% h  " ;j.vidMLtt your • fisch will,
art#il;fe the $;£ ..§ad^ .* , >.., * ,.«t4r I
5#sis * »  to its here* Mresl$f
"Stop thinking of it and lampoon the horna of the 
i, one that hutted it and treat of its atory in 
'l*_; detail* fia . $ a #  in ether £>&rt? . •
My story is that among things I purchased a ram 
whose grandfather is a pig*
I did not cease to fatten him with palm kernels, 
hay, luzern grass and the dregs of pressed dates. 
I oooled its drinking water with jars and 
guarded it from every dangerous thing.
He rushed against it (the lamp) with the horns 
of vioiousness whioh are accustomed to and 
famous for hutting. Ho solid mountain from all 
the high mountains which are known is strong 
enough to withstand its onslaught.
How then can a lamp stand against it which is 
more delicate than jewels.
Oh ram, behold you have broken my lamp, taste 
from the knife of death the cup of slaughter*
147
Xyrannously you sought to do evil, and the 
seeking of evil, on the part of him who seeks
ill for his people, is death.
(You are) a devotional offering, hut 1 do not 
think the owner in dividing your flesh will „ 
reoeive the reward of God". . .
Two court poets are to be oonsidered here, namely, ni'bil
al-Ehuza'i who represented the traditional olass of satire
and Xbn al-Kumi who, though he was oonventional in 3ome 
part of his poetry, developed a afew approach in other parts.
P i  5- ~  ,y> " • ; “  ^  V ; .  ♦ ' " i f  ”  fe*. J T T W J  j J  W V  X w * - X 5 ^ ; .  W &  •
r 4 ' ■'
Ac *&• # At J&# ii
x %&§ wl&rf
 ^flr-io* *4*. -Ww T«l <t> i^ 'v
jklthmgh. IlSS if&f
'illM * h:L$ " &X«Xfe* mtuciw&s a!®®
riifc&t -ti? ’% 4‘ ■*# iiifli* tk#-M& k* fe.&*L i
fi '^.^r «;••»% ill Ap§&ifaitt 1&fA
W&i'i‘s&# mhit®*'
ft% g$.'■ i# ih$
i w
—
(1) Agh; 13/27
irawpxTOffc jo
■
&  4  i  &  *i
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iH:^! ^ ■ ;.• > ,• ^  ;,j|f,-. :i" *.'■ '
A A ^ U ' i t U & l t l L  iS & i. £i ^  k'H  i iM  ari .  • # $ ,  lijhria- #.«S3Ki »> e  j t l  4,
Di^bil al-Khuza>i
1 ■'1 ■1 "'”....~f &4 $p$
* (1)
pr%$rwf* f ;i s $ X i $ k $  r$*li4*&fthrjr •
f c .L l  •' • ^ . J  J f c | l £ '  K'-'t'. '* *  A t i  £• O ® - f t § * £ • -  y  &  |3. f c J  W *  hi H £* <& | V  A», «  «• * *  *» . - . t |  a  . . „ 4  k » ^
"Di* bil was an eminent and natural poet of an evil tongue.
i. i - L W i ; » f c > , A ^ « m  a #  h «  a  . .■ I
Hone of the Oaliphs nor the ministers nor their children
J l f  : ffi: W^L  iftiftffcii $A ..'*$ 2k A ’tt'jfflk lit V  & k>- ft «p .*hlHI W-* «* M. jlJ i S* *1 4 IWiKi. V-IT I
nor even well known men, whether they favoured him with
f e y % M jk it* UAffl flteh % f,‘ •■■^r flit fo&rffll £lte& ;
their hountle8 or whether they did not, were safe from him.
Jj^  •■ ■-■ '^-^ 81 ljj£> >i :;ijk ^  ^  ■ **»' ,j^ : jfo .^ ' V. yl* Itfijffi' 4k jh* gcwdk, i »*'f I]
(Dhere was between him and "al-Kumait Ibn 2aidw and *Abu
W a l l e t  - m m ; -  w A%^Sl aL L m  - !m &  -2 U I ISiHfa&id A n  h i  ■-• ^Mw.vk’s t t  # .* *? * r  k|
Sa'id al-Makhzumi" a mutual rivalry in lampooning one
9<wf£f,U). ';&!« an«i*r«nt eanret 'hi* flie/v-' •’•.***»•( "a** ;. ’
another".
"His tongue never ceased to be a source of fear to (other
imdjiiibjede wihs need ha reiHenlii m mj&sI. eiiftitmf Ii ^ m jfirwiimitii>riij ~
people) and he was fearful of the effeot of his satire
upon the Caliphs. He spent all of his life in fleeing
• . ;... 'iw' u.'.'.' x/srX&* siiSJi n m  wonId vktnuvs having 
and hiding". I
Although al-Rashid rewarded him generously, he lampooned 
him bitterly after his death. Al-Ma’mun was also the
victim of a disgusting satire, though he had granted him
(4) ,
protection. It was not an accident that al-Ma’mun
protected the poet and tolerantly heard his satire• She
i * i  w e - s  f t i a n . h ’ t  n > j j  s t S i f '  l i l d d t  “ v . a .  v . ,  * t  tti 'W'r tii xi y .  a  n < |  f  |  r  , * u  , »  lilt. a .  ^  • .  1
reason was that Ql’bil was considered to be the defender of 
the Allds. He was an earnest Shl’ite and supported his
(1) Yakut - irshad? 4/194. Ibn 'Asakir; 5/234. Agh;18/ZC' 
Vafayat (English version); 1/5 07. ha’ ah id al-Iansis;l£02 ■
(2) Agh; 18/29
(3) Agh; 18/57
(4) Zahr al-Adabj 1/133
sect la all hi a poetry. m , , x #■„« *, , , , *
Al-Easri said "he was an encomiast ef the family of AllFU vi ' >-'• * & & V V' WlT- - •' *y ,ji "‘If* . -‘S-jgp • »WT •* ? "  * * • ^ W~4W,~ .
and was fanatical in their support and extravagant in theiz 
praise". 'ihe Caliphs realized how influential Di’bil was 
among the Shl'ites and consequently made ae serious attempt 
to puaieh him. fil'hll was, from the early days of his at] 
life, a wicked and adventurous man. "He used to live hy 
brigandage in hie youth and to practise burglary against
j % 4|
people. Be onoe killed a money-changer thinking that his 
wallet was with him, but he found in his pookst only a
(2)
pomegranate., i'his accident caused his flight from Kufa". 
Another aneodote shows how friendly was he with the
brigands who used to trust him and to enjoy his company.
"Bi'bil used to go away and remain absent for many years , 
wandering round the world. . ahen he would return having
■ ■ 7; .f
made great prolit and being Tory rich* JChe brigands and
"3v.^TT ''$'*■■■1
vagabonds used to meet him and drink with him and do himTUZt  Sv Ti- ■’■•m-i w #-m -v
^®T0U3?"*,eyh i;r whit fe M s  wi«S ;ttr-a<s'i ■,
A friend onoe said to him. "Woe unto you, you have- ; i \ 
lampooned the Caliphs, the ministers and the governors and 
antagonized all the people. j* You spend all of your time 
in flight and in fear. thy do you not give this up and |
-  .in  i ............................... . —  ................ «■
W 3L g dky isf # W 4fv 4-*, V-Tuf w* *'v * « t •>“ ' V • if Wto-T '"-n\ ■ '* ’’ '
(t) Zahr al-Adab; 1/133. Baudat al-Jannat; 277 ■'
(2) Agh; 18/35 I
(3), Agh; 18/36
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turn this evil away fro® yearself." He salA, ", . . .  1
hare thought over what you say and 1 have found that there
le no profit In the majority of people unless you give then
cause to fear you. Ho attention will he paid to a poet
even though he he excellent If his evil (tongue) is not
feared. Those who are wary In dealing with you on aooount
of their honour are more than those who like you heoauee
you have honoured them. She reproaches of men are more
(1)
than their noble deeds"*
Xt Is Indeed etr&nge to see the poet busying himself
composing satire and storing It until he found fitting
opponents against whom to dlreot It. one of his friends
said that "Di’bll used to recite much of his satire to me
and I used to ask him, "about whom Is this"? v He replied, i
"no one person has deserved It as yet and It has no owner".
Then if he took exeeptlon to a man he applied that poem to I
 (2)
him and mentioned his name in it".
Indeed there Is no evidence which manifests his wickedness
JTdsT /  •)( y: '& 'Vv n 'V & l-v . i' tfV uk. ■; * • .  -I .... •* W . }■. , -•) y •
•/> _ \ v v \ v  y>.#.<»■■ .'jf t’-irv' : *&■'' > >-,/ ■ k. 'X * • ix “y  Tjfc-\ij 1 ‘ r
and evilness better than his words "for fifty years past I 
have gone about with my oroes on my shoulder, but oould
find none to crucify me on lt"S
Thus, Pl'bll's poetry elearly reboots his evil and spiteful j 
spirit. Tulgarity and obscenity characterize his satire '
M M .
(1) Agh; 18/31
(2) Agh; 18/33
(3) Wafayat (Bngllsh version); 1/507. ^ h ;  18/34
throughout - a fact which makes him comparable to the
&  t  '**•■& *' Jfr #  , , jtft ^  |#1J  ‘ ' k  Is • • ’ "A  * i  4 *. Y ^
outstanding Umayyad satirists* His favourite image was
££ •* inM ''i : e ■ 1 v ,?■ m- it
that of an obscene and shameleee man. He lampooned
v H r j  T0 %“ r e - e l .  w  t f e l l . * l | | k d  M ^ t u n r  *  < l i t  • I
wAhmad Ibn Abi Du* ad19 in these linesi
'Ms .t|.i dflTt *Cl t-Sk b*iti pe^t&Sf h'A'v? JL $£»• ' I
"He whose father Is Du*ad . . . has stories to
not dl^graD-f p $ M  JL %&JLd & he 411
his name# His mother masturbated and his
JfiRft jmbl k i
father indulged in homosexuality, would that I
know from whence he came"?
I
When "Ahmad Ibn Abi Xhalid" was a prime minister in the
Hsbedy ys/ g i 'Ahsi&t ;^Kk fiiiA*.  •.■, *v M
reign of al-Mamun ni’bil saidi
"On oooaelon when Abu-Khalid gorged himself to
helplessness, the repletion of his belly became
tight for hi8 progeny and he evacuated them one
niJt Htt, rft* fin * *4? to ft * '«  M  j -  to j> ■ , . %  !1 . jgs^ JLfL Jfldfc. iwra-Wfc- wftiLLd I
after the other* He filled the earth with his
jjl'4'% Ifa 4 ms tiS »’ ?i 9
excrement (which were) black beetles which did
(2)
not resemble their father"•
3 'tit* i* via 5 5 re w i
A friend of his oane back from pilgrimage and promised to
give him a pair of slippere. He delayed in doing so and
91*1)11 wrote to hint
r^ltLX% wdl' &. *i &■ • '• &&.4 */*$* *2 Vb ft-iVlfi Sk'"I j. tftrfllte *1 •ft wjft- tjv^ m
nXou promise me a pair of slippers then you failed
i f c e i i i ' i n  s i t h e s t  d i i s e ^ t  t  ^  t i k i ■? f t w i i M A if r d h t t i  . .. J
to give them to me, as if you desired insult and
abuse from me* If you do not give me a J-u -
tm la**.H i» hp <•> 4 • i- i*Jb. Aai'-t3 A r-flt-H'Vici «-•«» * *4 j..  ^ *. . >■
a slipper - be that thing of which the letter
t ?v- (3 )
after the ^ is a ^  - bastard*
«..<, ■-------- - -------------------- >r-~ -j
(1) Agh; 18/41 ( \
(2) Agh; 18/40 J
(3) Sarikh Baghdad; 8/385 1
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ilJLe way of insulting his op^onento appealed, to the sob who
OX the ^ ^  !f| ’"'3T '■ -r.,^
used bo read his poetry avidly. Abu Said al-*akhsu&i ones?
'V V r; *t« ‘v ' 7L,
of hie contemporaries paifi."! oowpoaed; good *o«txy and it
© HI.* ’dll jjfflip J-.-*- V. * iP- t i r.!M.: ., ■;* * "  . IP..' y ;i . . •'•
was not reoited, . vi’bil composed bad,.i>o»tryvane It m i ; ,
AXHRftf e • m  % ipjpi * *?' vi ’" "' "■ 7■:f ■ ^ ^■ •
reoited. Be dfsgraood ae with his bad poetry but I do 
not disgraoe him with «y good poetry, I said about fcirai 
"bilken robee are not apparel of braves, ao* *
ie bei.no preeent on the field of battle like 
attendance at the assembly". ,,IN? C-vHiiiX ($£#*>*»#*
Nobody paid attention to then* lines in this country m - Wa l  v:f^ .• t. t>.1 «Jfclirf*V2JS f, m K w .  w r
except men of poetry* lie oaid about met
Sit^ JhSF ':
"Oh father of xaid, oh pannier, you whono-oi®ter
' \V & !.£«&  Tt t  '.., M , *  X U T T . . .  » y
and wife are aduitreoaes. i£;y«u -tare Vo nee
hie dreceot ijn hie ^effect you would
lungine hira to be a s m a l l .bridge"*9v* i
Abu uaid added, "by God, t^sse linen have be n reoited by
(1)
*^>>s«a way-farera and wicked people"»oaiTiv ’tjm i  erv njv « w « l
in H ?  n«.v*F*«rtW6a*d <*• lihl*l*«9y'.of tk#
Alid elaitts, nor the unlawful nsture of* the AbbasiduU teOf his satire. T B ® ~  TXRTB,-T v w ».r » a i ®  -----
aaliph&Ve, % he puurcd hie contogpt on aW-sshid, al-hii'inun 
and al-> u’Vasia without direot aiiuoian to this.question,
.. . m  m  » »"" <' rirrtl T fn -T - J""- ■»■-«■“■*"m m ,'. . .
In his very best ode which was dirooted to "All Ibn huoa 
"al-»idha"", he only portrayed, the deplorable oouoition
WVf ^ rVs .*f¥ *k Yil?
(1) Agh; 18/51* Ibn al-wu'tasz, i'abukat Ashehu'ara; 140
(2) Yakut, Irshad; 4/194 - 195
of the Aliis, their misfortunes and the ill treatment which 
they received from the Abbasids. But he was not courageous
enough to make publio their superior claim to the Caliphate.
Al-Mutasin among the Caliphs rooeived the most biting satire.
>'» x m  wryjwmmF J. mi U y f:Y IJ-.
, ' s : '• '- :^L ’■ ‘ Y * • Y'' 'J 1 .j: '
"She kings of the Abbasias are mentioned as
seven in books and we hare no mention of an
eighth one. Shuo it was with the aLeepers in
the oave, who were seven noble men when they
(1)
were counted, the eighth being a dog".
When Dl’bil heard of al-ttutaslm1s death and the accession 
of al-Wathik he said:
"Praise be to Sod, there is no need for patience, 
nor a show of grief, nor is there any need for 
consolation when wioked people die.
, - - A Caliph hae died and none has grieved at his
# > • * * * *  e W ‘ r' ”  A  S t  1 *  J .  J . - J * i f ™ 'P | s  A  U A  -v  t t  i»  v  £
. passing, another has oome in his plaoe and no(2)
one is Joyful,at his ooming". „
Di'bil who escaped from the Abbasids was murdered because 
of his satire. These lines, it was said, caused him to
^  ijii \ v\\, . a
be killed by "Malik Ibn Sawk"against whom they were direoted.
(1) Ashshir; 540
(2) Agh; 18/41. For the lampoon against other Caliphs 
see; Wafayat (English version); 1/508. Ashshir; 540,,
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"X enquired after you, oh Beni Malik, in the 
S e m x  part8 of the earth and in the hear*
No one knew of your family at all until I ashed 
after the sons of prostitutes* ‘fhen they said
"pass the house on your right hand and the
',a * ^ > * 1  ^  tf- - (1)sooond house is theirs"*
r *' v  ~  v  . .* «v : y  -v. wr * * * * #  r  ^  ■* L > V * ^  ' *
Ibn al-Bumi
and nef utt&oh at ............. .... . ta  it®  o#jo/4.to“|
Aft tihis #} HtT I*?***/! hn ;®I|*>. «#*.•« aft Hiiur#)* *s # If k*a aoma* svnAM
| m t
JL *: i n* f liLev  ^t # ‘* ^jf, ^ stft
ibn al-Bumi was also distinguised for the bitterness of
his attacks on his enemies. It is a fact that these two
k© scx r w i l a  scorned confciiluted t; *iii nail rn«c > 
poets wdre past master of lampoon. Abul-Ala* coupled
them together in a verse i'5 '
They are alike in that they employed vulgarity and 
obscenity. But Ibn al-Rtuui employed it in a lesser degree..
(1) Agh; 18/60
(2) al-Omdah; 1/114. Mu*Jam al-shu'ara; 289
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2hus, two types of satire are present In his poetry the 
first of which Is comparable with that of SI’toil while the 
other has peonliarltles of its own., It Is this latter
0 1 ,  i  v i i  5 1  I f  « a  w '> - .  » * " w * J- ,. wRStifSi'mk tyCl m'fyt i ,  *
whloh will receive attention here.
w W i. V  »* V jltffll > " »  J f  a> -.& tjuJ *4* V *  v- © V *  « V  *'.4 <W W  •& ^  ' .' ; . '  ‘V  i -  •>. w I f /
Arabic literature had never before seen a satirist on the
soale of Ibn al-Suoi, nor had satire ever received so
fevwBfa. pVsSSSBVaTreR^Qrerejui^earaiee so j/to m k j s the
great a development. As a master of saroastio mookory
J ^ P w s  * p F X V ' .  <W ' /|fv ■$
he was unsurpassed; his manner wan entirely his own*
u  I p i i i l i i  I s  - W H t  1 * 0 w  ‘f  •$ • •  f i $ l -  . ,  ■,- ■ f. • . .
"He was excessively superstitious about bad omens and be
tr • iinpn t", wh'bf$ %$■; i' v itji.
used to justify this by saying that "the prophet liked
Mi- a I/**;e tex*.*h.jpr mieR p™ &*•$ wiv ffi • ~ ’
good omens and disliked bad ones* „ Do you think that he
eiirxe*,iujr«-w >■ < , m  m T m  m  X* I v •;}■>$•
used to attach significance to something as a good omen
(1)
and not attach an evil significance to its opposite"?
UamMi you npoepp wu-w*. njatt&a . ah. rvfXj*v *•• ■'
On the other hand, he was very sensitive, "if he oame upon
(2)
a certain idea he was influenced by it deeply”. fhese 
factors in addition to his discontent with the people whom
‘jtsjuniKjr .yjwpr'we iSi^s &.#*1?f,v» y^ v (*•«<!• >»wwji r*i ai»n
he so greatly scorned oontributed to his satirioal
Without humour satire is lnveotive; without literary form 
it is mere clownish jeering. But Ibn al-Rumi possessed 
both humour and a high literary ability whloh made his
satire effective. His humour, however, was that of an
'9Np<c m m -  &
artist rather than of a clown. In this point he oould be
compared with the modern school of caricature*
(1) 2ahr al-Adab; 2/192
(2) Min Hadith al-Shir Wal-Hathr; 238
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Caricature although It originated in drawing has come
nowadays to be associated with literature. It is, however
considered as a branch of satire and the word is equally
used to express either a pictorial or a descriptive
representation in which, while a general likeness is
retained, peculiarities are exaggerated so as to make the
person or thing ridiculous* £his technique, therefore,
depends on finding peculiarities together with an
exaggeration of them* i Ibn al-Bumi was so alert in
depicting such peculiarities that he became a master of
caricature* Here are a few examples?
"I never thought that man could be a ruminant 
— —  “ ' (2)
until you became that animal in reality”*
■#,*W '■  ^ V ./' t K j p  ' * 1 iff t '■'? • i .'?( ' V / > '! ^  1 • • '
"Tour nose always refleots your head in its 
great size, ,-u Because your nose is like that, 
the elephant in oomparieion with you has a flat
nose*c.g!. m *  *
If you were to sit by the road and I do not
think you will sit thus, people would say,
peace be unto the two of you. Xou would reply
(3)
while your nose would be dmab'V K  ^
(1) hncyolppaedia Britannica (Satire. Caricature) 
Chamber's Bnoyolopae&ia; (Caricature)
(2) DiwanJ. 378 W
(3) Diwan; 91
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"If a beard grows long and wide on your faoe, 
indeed the feeding-bags are associated with 
donkeys. God hang a feeding-bag on your two 
cheeks hat It its without barley. If its ‘ft
destiny were in my hands how it would fly away
(1)
In the blowing wind".
%!&#»'• if in tiisir iKfe&s# r.
■ "If you meet a bearded man whose beard®cowers
hie ohest by reason of its volume. ' Grasp at
n  v it at its roots with your left hand and pat the
trazor on his throat, you fear God into
killing him or if you fear violent resistance,
inv e l ' * . Jump on his ohin plucking oat its hairs - hair
(2)
by hair". f of the
individuals lfun.poo.aed rather than with their moral
"Isa is a miser to himself although he will not 
v live for ever nor is he immortal. So miserly 
is he that were he able, he would breath
(3)
through one nostril".
I# Ulte $ torque it popular * It
"I’ime iaoreaaed n*y unhappiness in Baghdad,; and 
the traveller might he unhappy or fortunate*
. .....I remained in it in spite of disliking it. like
< * > ,
an impotent man being embraced by an old woman".
(1) Ibid) 71
(2) Ibidj 287
Pjwan; H i __________ill
"Tour faae, Ob Amr, is long and there lc length 
in the faoee of dogs. She dog is faithful in
dieoharglng its obligations and you are
, -:t\:..,j, $eei dishonest*: c v; -a love, i,
In oomparison with his high standard you are 
r low. He might guard flocks but you neither
. ..  ^ Zl (1)
guard them nor fight in their defence".
1 ruminant man", "a nose as big as the head", "beard like
a feeding-bag", "breathing through one nostril" and the
like are new expressions in satire. They fulfil Ibn 
al-Rumi’s purpose, namely, to make the hearer laugh no 
matter whether he be a friend or an enemy to the person 
involved. These expressions, however, are connected with 
the description of the stature and the physique of the 
individuals lampooned rather than with their moral 
qualities;, this,is exactly the procedureyo t tthe, , , H„ 
caricaturists. , , .r.J^- V ^  -W * *'*’■' 't •  ^  V.;J.  ^ ■W-Vf W *>• ■*' WP'W ^ Vv v f i
Ibn al-Bumi, unfortunately, stands alone in sueh a method. 
Moreover, he did not reaeh a sufficiently high degree of 
perfection in this technique to make it popular. It 
lapsed when he died, and is seldom to be found.in lator 
satire.
(1) Mwanj 15
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•1 ■'• *’ * ^ 'tor"...■'?r:<H*T#^$t®^jrlr# Abi J^bi* ^ rA ® r &  «aV-AMlM n -itlASR
stressing' this#. tto^iafte^- M m  A:'; . -l ^y -
Poets, besides opening panegyric with love, produoed many- 
independent odes on this theme*
Bashshar, Abul-Atahiya, Abu-Nuwas and Ibn al-Ahnaf are 
outstanding among the poets of this era.  ^ ^
It is oonvenient to study two poets only beoause they * 
represented different schools and devised new approaches, 
namely, al-Abbas Ibn al-Ahnaf and Abu-Nuwas. Ihe former 
for women's love and the latter in oonneotion with :fo- 
infatuation for young boys. ^
portirayoft ’hljsuoe A ’Wirt hi a poetry, wan a profligate.
Aiv • ’ Al-^bbas Ibn al—Ahnaf« .i >.*•?$
!W!I W
•> Ijwa. bits#i"
*Al-Abbas was an elegant and natural love poet . . . .  He
nWOi w' &0 him b4eilifli”'if $•>.$ a'
had a good technique. Hi poetio style was of great
4  J a  S 3  t *  ■ f f i  i f r r n d f r '  *'-r V  f ' i  ' : j R  4  ’? -P J  i i  « * * £
brilliance and his ideas were fresh and pleasant. He
domain j d (&.& n  :i, 'f= * f^cA hi'S
newer abandoned "Ghazal” for eulogy or satire. nor did he. *
associate with them In his poetry”. r <
1 <% •«*».ehis'iit ot is? jgfchiiW v&l oi • ”*j£  iiha. 'CL?fU
Al-Mubarrid said, *he was one of the elegant poets but he
of. f^'iyA 1 .*f.fhc hwWtiBinittwi f j&Ia’ht# the Ptwt
was not a libertine. He was a love poet but was no
(2 )
profligate".
     ■■ ■■ —„■ ,. i.. .. .. . .  ——«■»«
(1) Agh (Z)} 8/352
(2) Agh (K){ 8/353
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Al-45Ubarrld was probably alluding exclusively to the 
difference between "Umar Ibn Abi Habl’a" and "al-Abbas" in 
stressing that the latter was "so*profligate”• , r; , ,
Umar recorded the devices by which he used to engineer * 
meetings between himself and women of hie acquaintances and 
also the technique which he used in seducing them* Many 
women appeared to have attracted him and nearly all of them j 
ultimately became infatuated with him* vHe very often 
mentioned the messenger and the profitable results of her
m , ■ j* I
negotiations with his mistress - results auoh as a meeting 
successfully brought about^or a promise to arrange for 
meeting him at the earliest convenience. i'hus, Umar as he 
portrayed himBelf throughout hia poetry, was a profligate. 
His main motive for seeking women was to satisfy his 
physical demand. Onoe he got his desire the story was 
finished. critics bitterly orltioised his method and 
particularly condemned him for portraying himself as a L 
champion who never suffered or found it difficult to get a
, _  (1J
woman, because women always suooumbed to> his charms.
With al-Abbas we faoe a completely different case.
His various poema show a comprehensive picture of the cause 
of love* "In the beginning and at first sight, the poet 
is overwhelmed by passion. He starts wooing, at first
(i) al-Umdah; 2/99 ; j:
Kamil | 1/333 ----- ------- ~~—
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diffidently, then more boldly. We then follow his 
association (personal and by correspondence) with his lady­
love. Prom his exultation and complaints we gather that 
there has been a climax* Soon there is a relapse, there 
are misunderstandings, physical distance intervenes.
Pinally he realizes that his beloved is no longer 
interested in him. All he can do is to complain, to hope, 
to endure, to resign himself, and to proclaim his 
unchanging loyalty again and again”.
This procedure recurs almost invariably in his odes and 
particularly in his correspondence.
i * /} k v*",:
V f  ""'"'fir
Eis sweet-heart was one known as "pawz" a name which occurs 
very frequently in his poetry. He sometimes called her 
"Dhalum". . ,„r-1 ,r, < ; ■ •
His odes were short, seldom more than twenty lines. fhis
I ■ jj
shortness seems to be due to the fact that most of his odes 
have been written to serve as messages to his friend "Pawz" 
or as replies to her letters. e ^
He was excellent in portraying the messenger and the way of 
delivering his correspondence. In more than forty odes, 
he mentioned different aspects of his correspondence, his 
fear of the watchers and the like. Here are a few examples * 
to illustrate the theme of his letters.
Cl) Islamica; Vol* II# 1926
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"How long shall I oomplain of love while you are 
ungenerous In giving m e  an answer.
If you do not answer me about what I desire, 
then at least inform me that you have received
CD
ray letter".
;hetrri<ni. i*iiW§n &f**t ■ 1
r (  ^"I: wrote to-Shalum and she did not reply to me.
a l>ar a she said, nI have no answer for him". irtr
■ :• .j '’-. '-: *-• when m y  soul despaired and the slanderers were
careless, I received a letter from her. A
-i "l;-•’*' 1 - letter came to me while the watchers were around
me, if a bird passed over me they became ■ ■
(2)
SUSpioiOUS". • f Vfc-C i 1
wJT wrne m m .  aepwrnmW*' xv aw 
"1 wrote ny letter (to her) and I was not able to 
form its letters (properly) because of the 
riclenoe of my weeping and the extent of ay 
sighing. - ‘
i
I wrote and erased what I had written with m y  
tears which flowed on the paper like water.
Oh Pawz, if you oould see me you would not 
recognize me because of the extent of my
(3)
emaoiatlon because of you and my pallor". 1
-  -  ■   -    -   ------------------
V.. fj & All it* lit % Hif vfi‘ A w A. v; it A 1
(1) siwan; 18
(2) Ibid; 17 \ j
(3) Siwan; $
ti> u  I
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> * < ' nj ttseg t0 blame you during the time when my
* &  'k'i tft 1 .,, J»5 |A € W* * J& '•!&■%■ ■}$ jtj‘%  «<*'. .«fc jM '» • * dAj Ai % 1'Mfl S & fcn. «!, . ^ *
nights with you were sweet to the taste and you
listen to ray blaming.
v » it- * U *■ ’ ' I’.L ■ .A  •' »r -U ~ *• •' i 4* ' 'mm?'* U * V . ^&£' ' V ^  jP'v j *. **«, -j- Xu gt>* '* ’ '4’- A 78 ..g» 1$, * k^: %. 1^ 1 Wsjfc’'-! '^ irt
In the days when a girl wearing ear-rings with
' "Xuhl" in her eyes, and her hands dyed with
(1)
"Hinna" carried our messages between us”.
Wt '■&
He frequently mentioned the watchers and their malicious 
behaviour in diffusing slanders and seeking faults for 
exaggeration. They deprived him of his enjoyment with
j If 1 *ft •'•' si Hj'j) ■’- £|S. tftp**' j® \ jk ai’|< *i fat* , */ •. ■ V- .niw ?'■ #*
his beloved. Ihe only occasion on which he was able, even 
briefly, to look at her, was when the slanderers were busy,
* 4 !£$h ^ W  ! m Itawr V# fa *£ -’W'tft tir-JR fj -f &* wfcdl i m 4 ^8‘4’
"On the day of the funeral, had you been present 
to see me, my eyes were delighted by the sight 
of her and seldom it is that ny eyes are 
delighted. 1 ..>'?'■• V"^ z:..u
u  - : v.*- ,K -•i  -d, '■ <} i  t V  L jU ll'3 r l.S A h lt ih te  ’l l  ,f>
I went out, and I know nothing of this, would
that I was the bier and she were among those
,, , (2) who followed".
T £$ 3 1.41)jfc' '• ’j , , •(. ■'
"Long have I stood at the door of the house in 
hope, ae if I were a nail in the door of the 
house*
Long did I stand there, although I did not hope
to sec her come forth. Xet I was gazing
(3)
towards the door".
.1} i*ia, 23
2 ) Ibid; 9 9
3) Diwan; 64
Hit language all thro,ugh is very simple and intelligible.
Prof. Hell maintained that "the style af al-Abbas, hie
simple vocabulary and certain awkward phrases show that his
(1)
native language was not Arabic but Persian.
fhe disoejrning reader is unlikely to agree with thisM * W  ^ - X; • / * *• W ' •' • * I
s. J v. * JJ'aJ ■ . ' r i  , . u ~ . ' f  . ; k  • p .?  • J j i t *  ‘ • 2£.:i n , %■ ■ "  f t ■ t v i i i x i & ■ .
opinion. 'lhat is meant by "awkward phrases" is vague and 
in no way acceptable. i'he poet was uorn in Baghdad ana-.At W  v^->V:-fit-.' w -J ■#' •' *Wf,«P y# - ■ - ‘
settled down in "Khurasan” after which he came back to
(2)
Baghdad where he was a comrade of the Caliph "al-Kashid".
His language whether in Baghdad or Khurasan was Arabic, 
and aooording to the Arab authorites it was eloquent.
It was highly admired, by "al-Kindi", and Ibrahim al-Mawsili.
She latter although strict and fond of the old language,
(3)
sang many of his odes. -:.>vijr
Iwo factors seemed to have governed hie poetry and , -
consequently to have made simplicity inevitable. She first 
was his subject matter and the seoond his correspondence.lit' A j rf ' - % ■ '**• ’ r>£ ' - '• * - '■ : * * . - *«™ ’ * 7
(1) Islamioa II, 1926 .. ,
' >'■ '*<J'» v  “ » 'V '? 1 1 • r . j’f) s #•' < » -i .A- * W
(2) Agh (K); 8/372. Huart; Arabic literature; 7 0 - 7 1
Al~Abbas confined his? poetry to lore and never went beyond 
it* It was, therefore, natural to expect simplicity, 
clarity and passion - the distinctive characteristics of
i  jf ' 7 . ■ Fttifr 9* if * 2  Y\  *$*'*&* % ’*■?’ '■& \  ••he’V  d t  3 - j S r ®  \  ? T rSfri 31*" * f / fry ifl ( 8 * 1  tfy 4f
love*
Hie poetry, on the other hand, was his medium of
wife p>  ^p ja 4 ■ .• *-V *f\• WVufai *t %»• '4f%E1WBVi.t nW ft <5* •‘VKfcfc.WS#V?r ,  ^I y^wmW W * w •»* ■;• ^ ’4?^ , ,i : ^# •4#W tt a wivkV# m?W'K
correspondence with his friend - a procedure which oould 
in no way be achieved without simplicity and brevity*
These two factors alone contributed to his language and
in them one should seek the reasons for simplicity rather
than in anything else*
,/£; HftcH.mM^  i s^jLg, iX %**§%'
The following verses may serve ae an example of his 
- m ,  (1) 
pathetic style.
"Desist, eelf-tormentor! ifhus only oan Thy woes
•MlI mse «t * »«*«*«. *h*ir
be healed. Thy eyes have exhausted their tears
in weeping; try then to find others shedding
oopious drops, and with them reoruit the last
*•%, *.4'ft •WwgaS!'1! 4 vv!l' •■’KW &i WW Mfi) a &*. Jfr «#» -1-,-vr r I'rti /r. ytjayi uo'fi'" $
of Thine. But who would lead Thee his eyes
that Thou mayeat weep with them? eyes
tttoie mn* era, -■" ': *^‘1 1lrtibli?iT i(Itff “•fcHWn again t.
ever lent that their tears might he shed"?
BTivti ftfisrtHfcwrw iAniili it1 it* s\ li-fw /if•***- n • *. • » •/)•  ^ ■*, T , ' •' *• L |^ pf * •>"/*>'•.• 'V •■• *.; «*» *5“ S'w w. . %”'«»•* *. rj ■:■» •,»* »
Wuif , jui %tgbt §i|% tbj tep#
X  bui*^ '.• hi.^P '^i^st*Xcr^/#r vh ^ %$k
i r, ' 4 .  : \  if*-/ •^ !. ''^r'L%’•/•' *>• ,:*r'.. "V;^E» ' ^  \
(1) Wafayat (English version); 2/7
Abn-Huwa s.
W *  m 3  ■ -.....■- -
Xt was not Abu-Huwas alone who led la Baghdad a life of 
inmorality auoh as had newer previously been known.
Be was but one of a large group. Tufa", in turn, was for
^ %\ v TflBfH? -',y.< A .• -nT'-Xf: 'Mi’ w»- i r Jw»K‘-'v. PlftW ■»" '••' *"-■ #J *■ 5»' W w **3 ^  4,*»• A•
sons tines a good shelter for libertines and non of doubtful
■ M t w v  IHBBttAw* 0* ~Sm v m  ■sWal*.1 w»» we Wf'WBJMf w  - "
morals. Outstanding among then were the three Hammads,
plfcPwv ^ ppPr1 4 ■ M*m twEJp W W m w * ^ L M I$fr 0 lm'
namely t Bammad Ajrad, Hamraad the reelter and Bamaad
!* a«ba M^Ji.isS.6v. V; m w  Wl# "  »y .
al-Zabrlkan. Among the group at Baghdad al-Huaain Xbn
EftigiK^P W % dUS? ofRPPw^ i JEHR&wllPWtmk Hfpgi w •$*• jp^' * ' www i* »
al-Dhahhak, al-Padhl al-Bakkashi, and Xsma'll al-Iaratlsl
f e w ® * * -  41- W  < C»* « $ ( ' *1% ’«  w  W & f e * » v  M ; r  V
were eminent.
eiKer Purees, be?or»< naming to « utoieion.
These poets were immoral and profligate in that their loves 
and passions were of a transitory nature. Their interest 
in women was purely physical and their love-poeras, while 
often of considerable warmth, were purely materialistic.
7 w -t? $ .S$rSrttf iw? T. liX v v* f F.-JkSSl k  ^v*r !? ,v ^ v:', ‘*4 "* a& *
Their real Interest was in young boys - a preference whloh
sfw W l M  $ *ir; - IHNI •*'IBImw II flit’ M m M  &.$'■*■
they made obTtous. , . - -.. .
f? yfyS1 vX» f •j’i sNIwi-w ' * » J '^ISr w  ww*W*p ™'A- w Aww * vtW>»ilwRiE?,'w wp
These men were, psyohologloally speaking, rebels against
i d  **3». V Iw r WiB” ' $ #»3rP w W5H“  sfei' *4k •&.Sy*•*«?V
the morals of the community. They, however, found a 
satisfactory refuge in leading a life of extreme
eooentriolty. They were, one might say, the counter type
■ftpIp ®H% % n $  & m **.$wNi w^ SSOel^ pSMB^ v& T\W wlw If Xst *.
of Abul-Atahiys and bis followers who found refuge in 
sufilsn - another extreme.
Xt is to be stressed before going any further that one
(1) Aghf 13/73. 12/105
“►*167 «•
should treat with some suspiolon, what haw heea said about
Baghdad la the days of these peetw. • Shey cannot be 
regarded as typical ef the morals of Baghdad society. Zt 
would give a false Idea if we were to estimate the moral 
standards of the community by them.
These persona suooessfully recorded their own experiences 
and the results of their morale. Xf we are willing to 
base our judgements on the literary records of certain 
isolated Individuals, wo would have to accept what they 
have told us about Baghdad during this period.
Otherwise, however, one would wish to study evldeaoe |
from other souroee, before coming to a decision.
fs) *
. i *
Abu-Muwae, despite the faot that many anecdotes and even 
odes were falsely attributed to him, was a profligate. * 
Besides wine, pederasty played tho main part in his life*
His poetry forms a very dear picture of the low standard
of his morals. He was the first poet who mentioned
(1) v  !
masturbation in his poetry. He, however, was the pioneer
who popularised poetry about young boys. The anelents
wept on the ruined enoampments but he who rldlouled this
manner, found it worthy to weep on wine and young boys.
- i   ....... l i nn ii ......... ...... ............................................... i - - - - - - .....        j
(1) Akhbar Abi Ruwas; 110
m
■* f  *
w— 168 «•
*sl"(Oiveme win*) from the hands of an attractive 
boy whose figure le pleasant, as if he were a 
virgin te the eye.
1 have wept for him as a nan seeps over
(1)
separation and rained encampments". v ' „'. . .■*
Abu-Nuwae was infatuated with boys just as other cion were 
infatuated with young glrle. then he saw a handeone youth, 
he ohassd him, planning to meet him in order that theyyaight 
drink together and that his story night start afresh.*. fa *l v^TT1: • 7r‘Txx!)v
It was not without an attempt te justify himself by grossly j 
misinterpreting a Koranic verse that Abu-buwae indulged in 
sash an evil.
/r/’iT. ^ r w  ~ TF™ '■ ™ ' ■ Vv*V-V. A / ? 4 * t r W ' - . V J . , \  ' ■fcijrl&f'k v, ' V. *» j V ? ,v: <  ^> 1
“‘fhe Book of &od enjoins this upon usi
t ■ (3)
preferenoe for boys over girls".
Ho was so profligate that hie people made him marry a young
girl but he dlvoreed her on the first night end went out to 
his boye. He addressed hie brldei . ,,4 ;•« *.■»
O PW I
"Be not distraught, oh woman of the garment, but
support your dlvoroe and depart.
Be;, calm for, how many chaste and beautiful women
like you have been of those whom I have hot
(4)....  ^  '
desired".
NWena* w ow iw .wwwaia.*. ■»«—»«■ <
(1) Diwani a** - 236
(2) Akhuert 138 - 14o. ttlwan; 2u6 . 217 * 260.
(3) 107 
(4; Akhbar; 107
** 15 3 —
Abul-Atahiya advised him so jlTt up this vay and to seek ft
. . I n j f  VliXffi p  V ' A  -Wtrffl-tv mtjf1 4<\&.*k k ' W m M
m o t e  fitting nay, and he wrote to him; . ‘
V J v»^* ®:, .'!. *.'* ' ■ ’« r. * ' & ’■ .. M  '■ %•":•• .. .v *• x ' *
"Would you think, oh At&hi, that I will lien 
these diversions.
I P f Z i .  P P  I P p S p i  # •# . A ' W m W » >  i t  |-f<5 f  IK  "iuVfca V ''?.**•
lould you think that I will injure ay reputation
^ y t j p  - / ■  w  > . « ! «  -  ......
1 i#Qrt
wSfrat*« tft'iti . "lAMltlf'’A SfAaNk s»..t2, & f
Ho practised what he proaohad and hypooriay at any rate■:,,.,TT”  .7. -v. .^?5,v,.,v> « P
oannot he laid to his charge. Usually he felt and avowed 
that pleasure was the supreme businaac of hia life, andI ♦ r< •, w • i. a n ^ W W ^ # iME-. t-'u "■ • -v .%■*■ #,■ I-’juI 'inM*
that religious ooruples could not he periaittod to stand in
the way. s.®, s A t f t r A t e i w w t ' ' ^ f j h B i s  sihaerity
»2h« aoet enjoyable diversions.are those which
— —  
are not followed in public".R t M m f k + J  vv I#P'w? w  lp®Ff “JTrr¥fI NtXIn pFMwwi Tjr
ITvttftg pay i, mw# t& 't * ‘Wjrtfftm m m  t&a t^tg&Oiuv M.& JJwc# 3wt 
"OiY? mo tko otps of oajo^moat that I may not; $ * &A/O- *£'J $#T: V T ',
hear the oryiag of the Mu'addin. Give me the",:.« f. . '*&;■•'»"■■■ ■' ■ ■ ■■■■-■ ■, “  j. * *<t '■> arts oO .’9|.K«r" 1TTJT w*4-
wine to drink in publia . . . . . ”.
v JIpIIP «FP‘AT^3Bi f  J  'PwrS'1 Vv
"Drink, may I be your ranooa, in public for the
(51
mother of drinking in eooiet is a whore1.
(1) ikhbar: 144
(2) Hioholoon, Literary History; 29$
(3) Diwan; 263
U j  ibid | 34u,
Ljwan: 34$
■w
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"Do not partake of enjoyment secretly bat ooae
“ to It like a borse without a halter". *
SSust* aero si**** in Ibtit boy* gather*-
"'fell me the name of him whoa X love and cease
mg&
4 mM
this hinting. Shore Is no good In enjoyment If
(2)
It ie oeoret". ' ‘ ' ' '*vl
-Nuwae, we are told, loved " I n n a "  a slave girl of
H; Ti a w  JiAa»i X-S^Sl'Br^iS f  ib'laiA 1.1 i. it &  y*^ T W£ l2 tMk1
"al ahdal ^ahhab" and neglected no way of winning her
V^ A  * 4  frjfc ■ i A  •'■'(■' ■J $ 4 '  1 ' W  *} -# • *** kr^ ' *••• vt ./«} . ^ ’ ’i  -til
affection. Klo attempt, however, caste to naught. His 
earnest attempts su.oh as going to "ttekka,* to perform the
Ayti *.■■# !^4 • «r* 1 i -t .*> :; 1 •yj'ijiafe *•«• fftv!> 'tygfc&A dr-fri "•
pilgrimage at the same time that she had gone, and many
%* *1 ' Vfr tfin mi ' -4tk »•» Ai. i”,| aft jfoj? ,. - ,.«• 'I >At» M* »£#£* «t •U.k.^-,. ,. /Vijh iKIL ^ u '■JVwJ / '.'I
odee which were addressed to her suggested his sincerity 
and genuineness. Ho other woman, though he addressed 
himself to many, seems to have affeoted him profoundly.
„
Young boys, however, worried^him throughout hie life and 
oooupied most of his poetry.
Hie paeeion and grief for boys refleot his complete dlvoroe 
from the world of femininity.
phevw- . ■ ■^flfrvdwgiieieiwhjWjiemf*-
He hast however, given ua ftoae ourioita aooouuto of the life
which was led by the libertine© of Baghdad*
; 5|4 ■ ■
(1) Ibid? 553
(2) Waeatahf 117
(3) Biwant 342
(1)
host of the "boys" were Persians. I'hey sometimes dressed
exactly like women and even used make-up and n s d  perfume. 
Shore were places in "al-Karkh" -where these boys gathered 
together in order to solicit. TTomen always seem to lead
these hoys and to manage'‘them. k-sr.
A'great deal could be said about auoh an inclination which 
existed not only in Aba-huwae but also in others. • Zt h 
oannot be overlooked or negleoted for its literary value 
is high in that it produced a literary form and expressed 
genuine passion. ' ’--v-k vkk -<v
Critics, as we will s«e, oooaeianally tackled this subject 
but assessed it morally rather than aesthetioally.
(2)
( 3 )
jte te e t*  xx mm tSh* hope t f  W f m»
: k ■ • V-
■ ' '
th e  »#$ h is  seek »<&« Ii»eh«(|iar *&» fsw&ed,
is  fo « f prm iss e f *tfkfe5ffe,::i t e  j^bAAe”
®there-*? .. :>-le  enJUL «!*himrb ip  he#«>:,»& he me jbp'
(1) Biwan? 353
(2) ■ I b i d ? 351- ,.;,. . t-,.
(3) i)iwan» 273 ,
Ittit
t m %  a t o m *  tfceijp pafcreMk
Aghi I M / I T ®
. ... ■ ,v
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«aw ptnhW' imrnm mm- p* «*» »* »•«*?■ »■,;
***•* '■•,! It ilegy. vi#./
f*&c ;w  tf-nanfe**
vi.<* ■'f^tertSy■■'ittil % 1 ■?"'>* '*1
tew elegies were composed, for two reasons. 2he dead
wwfw"'! IpW w% wwfMiW W w  ' Wb'ww* 1%'vfl '*•»
would not reward and their successors who were also their
T m s S g v S ^  •■&!£ntfVSGnt w:f-'vi.w' w i * w t  w^r w .crjrti. »»
enemies, did not like to hear the praise of those they had
**#> > M y*w WmTFmMmm 9 g wwmfc yQfyfy «v«W  ** y   ^' ' * r * 1 .;
murdered*
• IlS^ S ■* Si ’ ‘fat flEtspJlP*'
Al-iOmraimi was told "your praise of Beau Maanaur 1m  far
Vr*SWd iSfyKifi'f&jfi *>■'.*■ 3 tlj^piSw 0rs3^  ^- *9 i'V" Sp^S*** 1?#~ waPw ww'l
better than your elegy". iia said, "at one tiae tfe used
’ ’ s i » s i ' f S O S P  &  ■, W M I r * K  w f lw  ^ w w *  * * » •  « i b  w * w *
to oompose in hope of reward, but now we oompose to 
discharge an obligation and there la a vast difference
hwti'htwV w ■-#» *■ ■’y v.,- :«>,vS!Bffl'i,,--.
between the two".. . , , ,. . i;s ,,.
f f K B R K S f f m -S.n«i*ut0r, IwNHNIPwo« : * ••■*• ■ -
Indeed, it was the hope of getting reward whioh was the
m *  w w  m  Aiifi srsiffwre,
maia motive for praise. the more money the poet received
M ®  | i w c P I 9 K S y 4  w B O i w r t M i e s *  v j g P a W  l* «  « * » t » a w t  P w w a *
the mor his seat wae aroused. Baahshar was asked, "why
SwalSd a# If »«sf* whbpwss* n i f i w - w r  -..nr*i.
is your praise of "Ukbah Xbn Muslim" better than any of the
f t .'j.«•*'ft T  W ‘- X i- •$ 'W? SIJmIT-* #• ® V  W W W *  vlt^r^tnAW Ss-'W
others"? Me said, "that is beoauee he gives me more than
i •**(*) ■>*!**• ’ : I'tiO " - ■■k-”  “ ifl m ! '4 W r
the others". Shis material motive explains the absenoe
of elegy.
Blagy o«n divided Into two parte, that which wae writtenE. '(•* ,. /I jXt, Jjp•ww^ jjr W'
about the relatives of the poets on the one hand, and on
the other, tho formal ones about their patrons.
.» •
(1> Aahshir; 543. Agh? lb/170
I h I iVk&J ^  .;• -.,, _ ■• -1;
(2) Aghj 3/194
nearly all poets taokled the two types hat none of them 
were outstanding In the latter* ■ •
Bashshar lamented the death of several patrons, of a number 
of his family and his son. She elegy eonoerning his eon
... « M |  « • *  « «  **• ~  'l— 1 -  «•
Imagery and intensity of grief. Ve have two elegies about
hi8 two brothers, eaoh of them containing description of
love and wine - a very unusual praotioe in elegy.
from among his patrons, "Abu-Ja'far Amr Ibn HafS" who was
(3) _  ..... „ (4)
known "Hlsarlmard", reoeived the most moving elegy. ”
Blegles about other patrons, although few In number,
demonstrated Bashshar*s syohophancy.
Abn-lfuwas lamented al-Rashid, al-Amin and several Barmaklds.
His lamentation over al-Amin, who seems to have affeeted
„ (5)
him profoundly, shows deep grief and dlstlnot passion. 
Strange ae It seems, Abu-Iuwas lamented his master "Hhalaf
al-Ahmar" while the latter was alive. He read the ode and
,, ... ,. (6 ) , 
approved it greatly. His elegy on "Abol Baida* al-«abahi"
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
Khalidlyan; § 7  i , Agh % 3/161 
Agh; 3/131 ’ 1 4'>VS
A Persian word meahs (a thousand men). 
Bayan? 1/162. 2/167
Diwanj 129 
Ibldf 132 r7
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' V  I t
- his raw! was characterized by awkward words. Indeed, 
all of Abu-Htiwas' elegies excluding that on al-Amin are 
alike. ■ This Is probably due to his desire to demonstrate 
hie comprehensive knowledge and capability in language 
rather than a desire to record hie grief.
Pew elegies exist la ibn aX-Rtuai* s diwan. some of then 
are well constructed and of high sentiment. Shat which
7*7 _      ; (2 )
he wrote for hie eon was extremely admired by the critioo.
V
One cannot escape the conclusion that "Ibn al«4>umlB had 1
V \ :
imitated Bashshar's elegy written to record a similar loss? 
both sons were named "Ktthecasad". *.
V .
Abu-Taman who excelled in his praise for the Abbawido, 
could not oohceal his hypocritical attitude. He praised 
al-Ma'raun, and produced the bio at elegant and excellent 
panegyric on ai~Mu'taeim but he did not lament them. He 
recorded the murder of rl-Mu'tasim only in u few lines in
(3)
an ode which was addressed to si-1 athik on his aooeeslon.
Some scholars maintained that the poet wae a Shi'ite, and
that for this reason he wee not concerned about the
Abbasida and that he did hot find them worthy of elegy.
His motive for praising thee wae like that of the other
<♦)
poete - a pecuniary one* #■«>'/ r-' m  ; w ?
(1> Umar*’ al-ahirj 86
(2) diwan Ibn al-Eumi
(3) Oiwan Abu-Samiaamj 275
(4) Bdaba' al-Arab; 104
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Be that as It may. his lamentatioac over hie b»other-in-
'.N *- TV 'FPw'W1 w v' “ ’?&> ”  - f w  W
lav "al-'Eusi" wore unique, f Profound grief and genuine
affeotion were enriehod by o'spreaBive diotion.
Here are several linos of ona ode*. f.r tH-
V  f t  «r s.1 I,i*5  i :> j E t ' f ' u T S T  » ' >«e“ W . w  «F ™ * s P  ' *•>.1'
"Verily the ealamity la a great one, and the
y t w W ' W  .stl* f £»-*a '•■• Sr 'ljWv M v * * s  «t *< *" •* «,#1 ‘ <" ~ m
mishap is heavy; thero is no exouse for the
-.eye whloh docs not shod tear a. < ,>-3.STS. V h; W V ™< v; Tt'*.^ FVVrf “  Se-fi Wr* ■ ••* wow ® i, •" " SI
ill desires have died after the de^th of 
Muhammad, and those who were ready to travel 
became unable to travol, . ; ■ ■ #1X1
He was the ,oole fortune of the unfortunate and
I
the treasure of hie who has no treasure.;,H5 v i m 1 * T
A hero died among the thrusts and blows, a death 
whloh stands in the plaoe of victory, though he 
did not attain the victory.
, # • , He did not die until the blade of hie sword died
from the blows, and the spears were ead for him, 
Bonn Habtyan in the day of hla: death are like; 
the stars without the noon.
2hey are consoled for one who has passed,
Dignity is in need of consolation for him, and 
fortitude^ generosity, and poetry should weep 
for him",
(1) hiwan; 368
Atu-*aaaaa's forac.1 elcgiee, although of a hypeoritioal 
nature, wifis' considered perfect in the judgement of the 
oflticfc. He made oath of this sadness engendered by a 
contemplation of the personal belonging* and effeots of the
Ifc'fil&fct ltd* M mcM/S ■** Ui m A mm -dVnfcA  - *■
deceased, ana personified genefosity aa being without a 
patron. 1 Here'are a foe examples
51 "The sword after your death burned (with grief)
a l -Mute *$iLkiJLand Wdpt? and hereditary glory wept bitterly. 
(lit. burned with thirst). 
m m  m  TTit#J5 M ^ l f t l e  lint age and lntelligenoe w U l
J ' disappear and the helmets will remain smooth
and usnotehed.
•' He is a lion, if any other lion risea in his
~:tli stead to attach the onoay, then it ie but a o--- 
woulci it caward and a weakling"* ■ ‘»e iefedfc tha
The deceased, moreover, wad always portrayed as "a lion",
,.. . x a  ) i
"a brother af generouity" , and the l i k e *  V v: - - ;
”1 said (to him; while tears of sorrow and joy j 
' ' * were flowing, and their flowing scored my two
oheeksi w jure you not a long time dead, oh
l'x brother of generosity"? lo said to me. "he has
not died whose generosity has not died".3
(1 ) n l-tJ a til}  2/119
(2) Dlwanj 376
(3) Ibid? 387
Al-Buhturi caused a dispute aaong the orltios. . some of 
them maintained that ha was an extreme flatterer while the 
others found him truthful. i'ho reader of his elegies is 
likely to agree with the former school.
Although he prodaoed more than twenty odes in praise of 
"al-Fath Ibn Khakan”, he did not record his murder.
On the other hand, he did not lament any oallph, except 
al-iiutawakkil, although he witnessed the death of many*
His lamentation over "al-iiutawakkil" was appreciated by 
some criticswho claimed it to be his masterpiece. One 
cannot escape the conclusionl that the ode was esteeaed 
beyond Its real merit.
Al-Buhturi tells usiln the Kasida that he is trying to >
defend hie master «hen his murderers attack him but ’how 
oould it be possible for an unarmed man t o ‘defeat the
w  I urn «r « « 4  m  ■ »  iu«-, t». w m o m k  
attaokere would hare seen how 1 would hare fought them”. ■ 
Shis was not true. » »hat al-Buhturi tells us is merely
-mirT
boasting and exaggeration. Ha, we know, escaped from the
Zurka who murdered the caliph and his brave ttiesir "al-Path
(2)
Ibn Khakaa" only: because he hid himself in the oloset. '
..... .
(1) Biwant 28. Zahr ai-Adab; 1/261 ■ ; i
(2) Zahr al-Adabt 1/261 ,■ -n
It is Inters sting to point eat that "Xaiid al-»u.hallabi" 
has recorded the same event. His ode, in its imagery and 
treatment of sabjeot is similar to that of al-Buhturi. It, 
however, was neglected by the oritios and. seldom mentioned.
It starts with the linear ;  ,..v* - v :vl
"I'hers is no grief that I cun see which is 
greater than that which I suffer. la there a 
lees equal to what m y eyee have lost.. i 
Had my sword and my brain been present to help 
him, 1 would have exhausted my energy (In his 
defence) bat behold there was none to fight on 
his behalf.
. i 1^ 1'
; Hie death came while the eyes (of his guardians)
> slept, would that his death had. eome to him $.jty
while spears were being broken in battle. i
‘ > Would that his enemies had attaoked him openly
while war was fighting and heroes were struggling
He fell murdered beneath the crown of state; hi
(1.kingship did not defend him when his term expired 
!Phe poet was courageous in blaming the ibbasids who trusted 
their enemies and neglected their people. f. It was during 
the culmination of the power of the 'iurkepln Baghdad that 
the poet composed his ode. He ahoold hove known how riskj 
and dangerous it was to decry the Surko or deprecate them,
(1) Kamil; 2/311. Zahr al-Adab; 1/263
It9 *■-
but unlike al-Buhturl, be disregarded the consequences of*  wAjf-Wi asw * * ' K- i v v j l
sueh an aetrtem. pirtsionSjaMr-ljj'' bh*p«M e».
"fhe martyr of the Abbasids became a warning to
everyone of dignity and pride (in his head).
* then you have trusted people who have no loyalty
you are lost and you Look those on whop to rely.
! lad you bestowed your favour on honourable men,
those of known worth would have defended you.
» * : > They are men of your stock and pedigree, of your
dignity, religion, kinship and love”.w ^  ■ '.■* * % » m '*•* Jit,; ; J.I a I*,-. ?;*
'
I'hoso who maintained al-Buhturi' o genuineness put forward 
an excuse for hie attitude towards his patrons after their” »wir;?,', ^ 1^ 4* crsr 0 am«.; .CTJ&vff TMSr*?'.
death. Most of his patrons, they alleged, were involved 
in serious pelitioal rivalries. She poet praised them so■■ f ;-’■-mw. j. . t ... T**z. iT,» j.i
long as they were in power in order to get reward. It 
would have been silly of him to associate,himself with any. n rw r' •• V ' • • ‘ ...vTT^T- .. Tv c; , , “ vJf • n-vi A o „/
political movement whioh might have led to the murder of 
any one of his patrons* one would have expeoted him in 
reoording their death to have mentioned the manoeuvres of
their opponents who succeeded to the throne. Had he done
2.
so, however, he himself would certainly have been put to 
death. On the other hand, these soholars maintained that
his elegies over the leaders and soldiers who were aloof 
from politiOB, were magnificent particularly those on 
"Abu-Sa*id al-Shaghri" and his son* ^  f ? r
His elegies In this respect were better than his praise 
and the poet himself mad this faot clear. He was asked 
onoe why his elegies over "Abu-Sa'id" were better than his 
praise and he replied, "in order to prove loyalty, elegy
c*^ « ..
should surpass praise". * -«■ w it '^s;lr •
2heee lines from his elegy on Abu-sa'id are outstandings 
"Oh occupant of the grave, dwelling in a plaoe 
where there is no room in its two compartments 
for a companion.
Zt is a grave above whioh the tawny spears have 
been broken for grief, and the banners have been 
rent* 'v:Ui
It Is full of generosity, and the passing of 
: ' 1 rainless clouds dees it no harm.
Unto you, oh ally of generosity and unto
4s ,
generosity - two noble deceased - a greeting 
■ and peace* *
   '««   — ■■     —
(1) Agh; 18/170
*• 1 8 1
: Xoc were death ante the enemy,, and 1 did not 
•: * fear that death should oeae to death. iWl._ 
If'f . I never thought that disaster would overtop your
-  -  -  *  I f f  -  —  *“““  -
M r  was rwrested from yon”. it,j; hi- i w , .  i , : v.l»rf,
Jte m e  a teodsrato Ski* tti .attnl )Mttbe*'<df «legist
on al>»g**ain« 4HI ®  beat elc^y^-Vtaa mftv mlB’Sw^fs wtnrfl“. 
Among the poets who recorded the death of their relatives 
"Ta'kub Ibn al-Rabl'" was eminent. So lev ad a slave girl 
and tried in every way known to him to win her.
^  V  '■ w -  W* -• W a t f V lOF^ 'U. - •’• 31-I 5' ,-C.? a l  4  •■;.
Unfortunately, she lived only a few months after he gained 
her affeetion. Her death affeoted him so deeply that he 
lamented her In many odes and out himself off from every
enjoyment of life. , ^ *r-a aar“ * “
Al-kabnrrid recorded four elegies to demonstrate the poet's— p-— >. . . ■ - * w ■
grief, and the extremity of hie emotion. Al-ilubarrid also 
extended his praise to several other poets among them 
"Ibrahim Zbn al-iiahdi" who lamented his son, Muhammad Ibn 
Abdul Malik al-Zayyat, who wept for the death of his wife 
and "Zbn Munadlr” who wrote an elegy on his friend „ 
"al-3!hakafif» >>£=< 1/.;. .§*,> tswvk:-# M i m m Z *  t« *«;$
.... in..... .■'— .■in.....    in.... . ........... .
(1) pi wan; 2/57 . s.-r*
IBSSSH^d*' ' ....  -1 1 .xM f-.., 11 ' 1 i.ij] c nMav4
CaoUr 2/263 - 286. Agh; 17/19. al-Utadahj 2/86
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Slk al-Jin from among the Informal elegists deserves
mention here. Ibn Saahlk found him oomparable to Abti-
Huwas. The latter excelled In wine poetry while the
(1)
former exoellod in elegy.
Dik was a Syrian, and lived all of hie life In ”filaen.
Be was a moderate Phi’ite and produced a number of elegies f 
on al-Husain. Bis heat elegy was over his wife "Ward". 
"Sard" was a Christian slave girl who lived with the poet 
for a long time. Be was so affeoted by her oharms that 
he asked her to eabraoe Islam in order to uarzy^her* The
>
girl did eo and they enjoyed a happy married life. k  
oousln of »ik was. aroused by hie dislike for "ward" and 
sought all means to disrupt the happiness of the couple.
On one oooaslon "Dik" left 'Eims" for a short visit to one 
of hie patrons and his oousln took the opportunity of 
spreading many slanders against "Ward". »>ho was accused o
i
of haring loved her slave boy, and of having committed 
adultery with another man. i/ik’ a oousln managed to ~ 
insinuate these slanders into the ear sf Blk, Who departed 
from hla patron and returned home at onoe. The air was 
full of slanders and l)ik did not trouble himself to seek 
confirmation. As soon as he arrived at the house, his 
sword played the last act in the tragedy.
   i
(1) al-Umdah; 1/194
• 183 •
A long time after this cad event Dik dieoevered that the 
whole affair wae a fabrication on the part of hie oouain.
So great wae hie grief that he devoted the rest of hie life
(1)
to lamenting her death.
_•< ^  i j  f  T t I S%3jF'18r 4wt£'’l ) U  *  tr V- V* s' ©  In 0 3 1  ' I/S
"Oh you who dwell in the pit, in the gratwvf*
h p  to■ M  «mBW W H n a » M a  MjatM . _ ^  *4 — 4 a x n A MMHtlj tildef5ff m .jHsa few® end OOAtew
depth. Oh you departed from your friends at 11
the end of life span. Answer me if you are
<d* 4* (f-- r \  ■ynV S < V •» J, i t
able to answer and swear by our love, have you
/ .-•••'•«»*. J » » * M  * * 4 h  1; f t i  W S  j;. "fa 1  t.t 'jfl iii'ii. VW ' . ' * . vk.*  tt&t ‘'' >'/'
been constant after me.
^  ^  <k  u. ... <* . . .  _  a . ..  w . , . , .
a ^ * 4 4  4** * W  M U i A U M I  III* U S S  J9OT j>|
Where have you dwelt after dwelling in my heart
#< i f  to  ” fi-Sfe-ii to 1 to  SM ll 1 11 t  V  £• . v ,  W-, • ' ' f , i ’ i. . ^  v- *  , ’L  - ’ • • -  • — * '' "  *  .
(1H my Ifcllyi w  *1^® and ay liver? )*
en
Kt.a insiwtMlfte upon the &***■"
" Indeed by God, if you could see my grief wh  1
the era cry in the darkness, then indeed you would know
ft &» V  w> n t t u i  I*#that my grave is soon to be dug.
■At ’HLSfciftvai ite-eWgivn gat® are that nei
She wlokod man blamed me for erylng, as if I
. , , a i-Tyr lf,i„ *, k <a n 4^4 f.r. j|4 , ! » * ! ' MjfiLlSf X w
•' aloue were afflioted by love. He said, "you
who .did t>
vi .hiaJti l&'M 1 j ihdP $ & $ $ £ $ % $ * •  $ :tof l X 5*. w 4.4
have killed her ruthlessly and wiokedly, and
®frH|j|ffr wy® . .
you ery for her hopelessly. (You are) like the
y>:*} 4* Wk1* *•(’ 4 w v'i totoSk V'jiA-Tfi ii"5 3»',^L* •*•*•*'V*1 VV w* 4* 5*44-' 4*A v.-
hunter of birds who oried for them while 
slaughtering them without pity''*
wv..,- , u . a .  .ntitaW 4/» 4Kr.aaetiat* the for® ex aae
M e . ,.,,-"" ....  ,   . —  in ...................................... . ......... .
(1) Agh i 12/142. al-ltodnh| 1/119.
Wafayat (English vereion)t! 1/408 r-
(2) Agh; 12/145
Xiut §4
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&■. .*,?« •: k  WMtfel
.. v, .* stuaaary* .•>. . ar'it?*,; , *»:$
■
She language of poetry, as we have seen, was studied by men
i m p .  / ■■* •' ••■*'•* Vs«,1. 9'. nirll ■.: Ill
of rigid and conventional ideas. She form and contents of
‘••* ™ P ' '  «««v »•-• • • •'■• E^arwy Sn»» «T.*. »* .!■«*-(i W f  j|
poetry, however, was the province of oritios whose attitude
TfW- Vw™ i v[m
was more liberal.IV' SMBrPMik 1wlRP|pmp*#(KB -lamvKgpW •« BorUr; *j®rwS8 Ss fw-W
So progressive was this attitude that they not onlyv -A Jm t-.i ■ ». -v HR Jnm9vk . i il
recognised merit in the Muwallads but also set out new ui
• v., 4pSWf» ■ ma+w •*• ^ v?*kP4^ i ft&i,'HSi&^pSHwjfcjel f l
literary canons which were largely independent of tradition.
'■ ‘£f • ■.’w&ii'i*h' ^ 5 5 ' ; ' ^'V1* ^ .wX ' mow#®-8 ? » X w w r w p ^ ?. i:jj
nevertheless, despite this large measure of freedom whloh• •• T TlPrr IPl l i l i l l  f i l l  (Will W ¥ 11 t  j) p
the critics allowed the poets, insistence upon the unity
' Q&--Q iSs|EP«rl5®8sPHt *» r '**wt f 4*.‘® y 10''!?' L"* it*; vlplff
. of rhyme and metre oontinued to be oommon.
- V ~  : ' r , <  y :  V;
Some of them even went sc far as to deolare that non-
IT3i,' , s ■ ^  sv *. • is » m  (i)
conformity to this prinolple was a grave fault.
IPl#*\ W m $1* &#fl-" f rt ■■&#$* ’ . ffl
naturally, the vast majority of the poets conformed. Those
w W S  B ■ ' W % w W - - w w ® *>£i £M*V m &
who did not, suoh as Abu-Kuwas in a "Khumasiya" and Ibn
: ■' ■ I
al-iiutazz in a certain stanza, represented a particularly
■r’- 4’*'-0®' w8 SI&Mf .*.
advanoed element, who, however, were not successful in
,
•their efforts entirely to emancipate the form of the ode.
<sHHRPPPnllpRr «MTIVI w P R U w  W W H g  th#
"Xadhain", however, appeared abundantly and in some odes
.*  - l ‘<* ■ " > S  i. .........■" ' j i
the sense runs from one line to another.WS P W  1?IM ITS^TwT, WMW&WZ' WM w.?; IS
■ .I.—.... ..... ..
(1) IJaz; 94
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"Digression":from on* subject to another whioh still - m  
remains a primary requirement among the orIt1os, wae 
largely disregarded by the poets'and survived only in the 
formal eulogy. . he f,r«*n , uatvd hi&i
"Exaggeration” and "strict adheronoe to the truth”, both
ofwhioh oaused great controversy among the orltioa, were
no longer oonsldered to be shortcomings*
It wae an old aoonsatlon that poets never expressed the
truth* Old oritioe snoh as &1-Asaai and ibn al-Arabi
who were followed by a W a h i d h  and his dlsolple al-i-ubarrid
condemned poets for employing exaggeration and disregarding
the truth. Kudama, on the other hand,voonsldered the
whole argnaent to be absolute nonsense, and deolared that
the poet should not be bound by any suoh rule*
Indeed ,1 many poets before Kudama, suoh as Bashshar, : •,!
Abu-Xuwas and Abu-T&mmaa exaggerated freely.
There is no doubt that Kudama* s view was In faet an
Inevitable development. Els authority in this natter was
such that many eminent oritios accepted his ideas
completely. One cannot agree with "Von Grunebaus" in
his assumption that "Kudama" was not popular among the
(1)
Arab scholars. If we mean by popularity "well-liked 
among a certain class", Kudama was indeed popular• i
-
(1) J. A. 0. S. II; 1941
Host of the sales whioh he formulated are to be found In 
al-iskarlVs and Xbn Bashlk's works* ® » . . : , a
“  “  “ ” rl,lng lnaM4 * *
Kudama,' although he often quoted hlm*o< ? y m',.% •)?■ thi-t 
critics before Kudama, as far as the eontente of poetry are 
oonoerned, did not make their requirements absolutely clear, 
fheir rules, although few in number, were general and often 
.they had no adequate terminology. kith Kudama a olear 
realization of several requirements came into exiatenoe. 
Poetry was classified Into four main kinds, namelyt lore, 
panegyrio, satire and elegy* t ie:.? ps> •:*>»«» skis
All oritles, even Kudama, had very oenfuaed conception 
• about description. I’hey failed to cone to any oonoluaion 
or to formulate any specific rule.? iv.v 
Panegyrio in the opinion of all or1ties was eo essential 
that they considered other subjects as subsidnaries. The
reason for this preference was that eritioo studied the
'
formal poetry whether addressed to the Caliphs or
influential■ men.■* >ri ff,;* i«sl ife nlmd an that 
-Xn so doing they neglected mart} odes which dealt with 
individual experiences#. ■& ■■
(1> Compare particularly, Sina* ataiBf 99 — 100 with 
Hakd ishshlri 33.- 34 .h, j tCiKirs ■;, ® 5 ' ......
Panegyric which was at first merely"appreciation for 
outstanding deeds, same to he a means of gaining a 
livelihood. it had in former times been oonsldered
disgraceful to seek rewards through poetry andon this1 
very ground al-Kabigha and zuhair were reproached. '*<■■
Al-Aeha, moreover, wae considered the greatest beggar ever
known. ‘ flod tha feyseafclij#' ‘-uMMy »hfc xgfc
AS time passed poets, after the manner of these pioneers, 
found in their poetry a profitable trade. They oould not 
subject their career to the rales and dictates Of the 
erlties, which wonld have hindered their purpose. ’ fhlo 
became evident before the rise of the eminent encomiasts 
of the Abbasid era.te •*»-***•
"Al-Hajjaj" once said to "alHSueawir Ibn abdol-Malik",
"it is surprising that you etill compose poetry even ' 
though you are vexy old". Al-Mucawir said, "I compose
in order to gain a livelihood. ; If you undertake to 
. * (2) 
support me, I will cease composing".
All the later encomiasts had the same aim as that of - 
Musawir. It did not matter whether those who reeeived 
praise were wicked or good so long as they oould afford 
to beetow rewards.
(1) Bayan; 1/36.al-Umdah; 1/49
(2) Zkdt 3/119
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•It wap the r e quire neat e of the patrons which governed the 
forw of praise* She prooadure wae consequently almost 
lnvariablo, that Is to say "hidha” opened with a lore-SmKSiB m ** *-*v WW -4- *[* **• 5W ' j ^ ^  "X W ^
prelude whioh was followed by praise. j, al-Buhturi, who 
was the most perfeot master, was subjected entirely to the 
preference of his patrons.
Al-Jahidh justified the poets for seeking money through 
poetry. Kudama stressed «bat he ealled "the moral 
, qualities" in the light of whioh all poets should oompose 
their praise. Shis was probably a revolt against the 
praetioe of al-Buhturi and his masters who excessively 
praised the physical together with the moral qualities. 
While Kudama* a tenets prevailed in oritloal circles and 
strongly influenoed later oritlos suoh as al-asKari and 
al-aaidi, they failed to exert any considerable influence
on the poets. r / .: ,;i> f t - ." . : •ooi.Ttjqiwr.ut;-/
Al-AsK&rl while he partly adhered to Kudama's views, was 
also influenoed by the poets themselves. he declared 
that "the best praise is that wherein one says that so and 
so is more generous or better than so and so".
(1) hiwan al-Ma'anl; 1/43
Satire wae always the oounterpart of praise. Critics ' 
failed oompletely, whether early or later, to ezort any 
influence oa the poets. According to religious morals 
they required that satire should he chaste and should 
avoid vulgarity. ,?J ?"''v tr' ,?*r:
What the poets throughout the Abbaaid era produced was an 
absolute contradiction to this rule. Di’bll wae 
outstanding among those who used obscenity to an extent 
whioh has never been known before.
‘ /  J’ .1 ' ,s-. •■PCf'f'i A.. V  -iv ‘idN : ■: i’j .. >' V* 1 <*Vp '*• 'f ib  i T 'Jf'i w  . *•. , r y»v
Zbn al-Ruol produced many similar odes. He, however, was 
the pioneer who excelled in producing other forms of 
satire, strikingly similar to 'tide modern caricature* 
in the latter fora, Ibn al-Humi depended mainly on the 
physical features of men at whom his satire was directed. 
Kudama made it clear that this type of satire was a fault. 
Abu-Hil&l and Ibn Raahik followed Kudama and consequently
» ^  Jt- Kga W^tv'Wu.A-A Oftme jr.. r 1 jy «*As A  . e V ’ft
condemned Ibn al-ftumi and many other satirists.
Al-Jurjani from among the critics distinguished two kinds
V  V  « «  - jP > y » k  J h d l f l k k t c  A a . » i i ' , k ;  .*• - - y i - w i  • ,<»*•• f d ’f e j f c a t  1 -a .f l i A'n ,'JW f .  -« I  q g j 4  g *  %» £k  s k  bn.
of satire, one of whioh conformed to the characteristics
j^ifcB-jUDtefc'-v '4 t cuta v M g  s tv * v -'-hi- .» y tf’.'u ifcl'-A W f i l t t eitdh rtt£ it i i-,
of Ibn al-Rurai* s carloature. in addition he appreciated 
this form and thought highly of it. One may, therefore, 
assume that he was influenoed by Ibn al-Ruoi. '
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"IChe bent satire Is that whioh follows the method of jibing 
and aockery and whioh falls between what is definite and 
what is in tbs fora of innuendo * .  . . « and that, the 
meaning of whioh is anally understood, and whioh ie easily 
remembered and makes lbs way swiftly be the heart* ‘- :k .
It \
As for insult and obseenlty they are merely abuse and there
i. .J.r  « -  S M M W S
metre and the rhythm"* f:, ■ 4 .,
Love-poetry reaehed lte eulmiaabion with al-Abbas. It is 
surprising that after al-Abbaa lore deolined and the poets 
developed a new sorb of lovo-poetry about young boys*
Al-Abbas was oonsldered an ideal in the judgements of all 
oritloe. they unanimously admired his style* imagery 
and siapUeity. xhn only adverse oritloism 1 have found 
is this. Al-Abbas said addressing his mistress 1 
t "If you hill me,,you will not esoape the
(i vengeance of the heroes of my people who are
■•i.i.dJlHHP Hanifa n n d ljl1’ . tbetit v-iativ-Vf!
%
Ibn Kotayba commented that, "the poet,was mistaken in 
threatening the woman with the vengeance of his people.
If he were killed for love, it was a oustoa in suoh a ease 
among the poets to leave the slain man unavenged".
/  » V li;, ,• i j j  1M*- P '* 'V  * '■ • ' . t_ • . _e■ mwmmmmmwmmmmwmmmm,™ -w e e - ...........— ........— ■■«— »■■..........................................................-
(1) wasatah; 17. al-Umdah; 2/136
(2) Ashohirj 525. Al-ttuwaahahahi 291
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Abu-Huwas was highly appreciated by.l-Jahldh. 1
» « .  « u . u * . « .  » . r .r, * .  P - W
ob religious grounds. Al-Ju.rjani la a long statement 
portrayed the defects and immoralities of Abu-Kuwas, hat
he did not condemn him. u On the contrary ho oallod him
(2)
"the master and the‘leader*, m - spol,« ;■* Uc u . - A  t 
Critics after the manner ef Kudama made no differenoe 
between elegy and praise. She former is a praise of the 
dead and the latter of the living. Shey,’however, 
stressed particularly the ideas which appertained to the 
formal elegy.
in so doing ibn Rashlk committed a serious fault when he 
emphasized that "it is difficult to lament women and 
children heoause of the lack of material"• Had the :
critics studied the Muwallads carefully they would indeed 
hare avoided such a mistake.
Formal elegy was in no way genuine or suooessful with 
many Muwallads. Shat which they produced about relatives 
and intimate patrons proves that Ibn Rashlk was wrong.
(1) see; Piwan Abu-Huwas (introduction p. 10) for the 
opinions of Abu-imr al-shaibani.
(2) aaeatahj 50
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Oik al-Jin and Yakub Ibn al-Rabi* in imagery and genuine 
passion were far batter than any of the formal eleglsto.
In fine, the Muwallads consciously developed two kinds of 
poetry, naaely; the formal and the informal.
Oritios were deeply influenced by the formal pro&uotiene 
and most of their rules were an eoho of the Muwallade
*- ; ' V  ' ! V '", T  * ‘ 7 " ' -
.,,, • ■ • . •••. . y j  ... :-y
rather than of the old masters,
The informal poetry oo developed that it broke away to 
a large extent from traditions. This was the first and 
perhaps the laat attempt to emancipate poetry from the 
shackles of the oritios and to allow it to follow what 
passion and individual preference dictated.
teiJMRS '«??■;> Iff if.,::: 15-333 t h e  19
line between'yeotfy %/i. to %«jr i:<l A* the-i*
#1b& f-.ai .‘I© Ip,n>m9t v e rt* s-ianSJutaeouiriiy« 
en», H.miy re.x; VlVift WtttdMIt th#
gill net' «***. •> tui;-"' v j.).... - a3 words*-.p.!-; c..*j.. ■
'f-fcc-..f®fi> of bbtis'jr*? so alseoet entirely to
eosi‘.-;: d nudh 3^-5 ■ rial ih.-thld field but.
S’i Iff ewdM.wMHtrtf- 'feo th* of ta»i« rw*t0 Sf**h to
.fill jfcwtaiia lat*tMB*4Att*h Of v e rt*  and
(I) &*«f j#h& isrvwmej m « i  .and m i e n  of foe try aai.JfcMlft 
2 7  .. s i , JPtotie earsujta®! §
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osbng the At tabs In pssftim Ismf 1* dhow to ■rtsat sxtsrt ■ ■•
th« ;.;3- ■•» later prdsedlst*
, c i up i b b v.
•ysid'si.sei W, • -  yx ; ».
SSfcg «<£>! m aid w ttli' bh« .b* w n  from the early days
p«x-the,itlife, ■•attjp, lilt* all primitives,
Critios and Prosody.
smar
*KyUw** signifies originally *n toa^  verse* besides the 
It is believed that the feet of worse originally developed
C  •'' * *  '■r- T J V .v .* i w  w  • - ft,'- • * -(f v .  # 4w  .. • .. w  * «v i ^  ”  V ?jln. V • * ’ v * .
:rv .. . ■, ; . / , %  V :n:.:.,,v v
from the rhythms of rausio and dance whioh made up the
' • ■ - m  ~ T T  . .« jt. , ^ T7 4 . W
paetlmee, adorned the feasts and oonatituted the main , 
element in the religion of the aneients.
Sociologists have found many data oonoerning this subject, 
among the savage tribes of the present times who draw no 
line between poetry and singing, that is to say it is their 
eastern to sing and to improvise veree simultaneously*
Xhey can, however, hardly represent[the words without the 
tune nor render the tuns without the words.* Iftl dPrfiU ^‘1 T ^ *1 4 W:M ip V
ihe feet of their verse conform almost entirely to the
: ■
simple tunes ef their songs.
(i) : * . ■" *
Proeodiats supplied much useful material in thla field but 
It is convenient to the aeheme of this research to 
illustrate in details the inter-relation of verso and aong
(1) Seei John Brownej Rise and Union of Poetry and Musio 
27 * 28. Pound} Poetio origins; 9
among the Arabs in particular and to show to what extent
W-dlUrii jjsyf' {$*Jl 'w&& «Wt>SSi|M?'fc# ' IMStBi
the song governed the verse and how later prosodlete
**■ ' Jf ' y^SkJS’-'i|l' j9Nft#"SH£ tfeP If tJSNP*!
systematized the roles of prosody.
Song and music with the Arabs were from the early days
S & a  " K a f t r * ** m m l  J » l  e e -» f^ iM « s .  b #  t h e  e w e e e i d r i v e ; - ;  o f  t j w t  
part and parcel of their life. 'ihey, like all primitives,
SauwjeLr £&A «K*g| ■statvS.'M ■ t \u »  wtsv**, the gleaner an# 
oelebrated their tribal feasts and solemnities in the same
sh* '■■■:.'ki -!" **»*!. I*--' ■■•'■ it*?
manner by danoe, song and verse.
"China'” signifies originally "a song verse" besides the
particular meaning whioh is "raising the voloe and
M>- ’ijttvu.;.- h V'Q ml jEUSMt&l - (11
continuing to sing without interruption". "Huda,n also
n ~ ^  ?'!»# '• 'i- i. j§* v*> 1^  f'-’ {& J SVi ? • ’^’|4 j-;:
suggests "China*" and the verb "Hada" signifies in one
waaafrW-nr >%M«%riQL *®«A» u  $1 sense "to oompose poetry"•
Thus, the Arab oonoeived a distinct connection between
|%H 'ftilijff1Mifj \ + M M M  JMfrS iMCSf ^
"China*" and poetry both of whioh were interchangeable•
jLdJf { Nj S i l k t j C f l f  l & S l h W * . ■ * * > * ■  ■
They have in addition to these two oonoeptlone "Ika*"
- - ■niiit at nrl mrrl n r iih# nrimibiv*
whioh means "rhythm" or measure. a’he verb signifies to
. ■ *, (2) 
mark the rhythm of the song distinctly.
It is not improbable that the "Huda*" was known to the
Arabs before the advent of song, that in fact Huda* was
* . r • • ■ (^ 3^
the Initial tune from whioh they developed their eong.
*2,.v4 4^ Hi* niitL j^l ttn w w ^ U l ^
(1) Liaan; 18/183. 19/376
(2) : m S J F  ~8^ gA. Lieanj 10/290
(3) MuruJ; 8/92
It in natural to»expoet the Bedouins to use tunes to relieve 
the tedium of travel and the monotony of the desert, and 
consequently these tunes e w e  to bo aooomp&nied by verse*
She former oailed "Huda1" and the latter "thina1".
She "Huda1" was not confined to the camel driver of the
T V
deoert. She water carrier, the weaver, the gleaner and 
even the woman of the tents sang at work just as they do
Al-itao’uwi avers that the firot development of "Huda*" was 
made through the "Buka'" or funeral lamentation of the 
women. out of this arose the "Hawh" or elegy and the
.r tmmypm a» mm mm mmm m
occasions of joy. $ ■,. j- •; -jc. . -is,4,
Ibn Khaldun believes that poetry preoe&ed singing,^an idea 
which is oontradiotod by the natural existence and 
development of singing among the primitive tribes of the 
prevent day. «> {r .t,, ,r-:, cola*-- it- s.* c. J
* In the earliest times the Arabs possessed poetry in whioh 
they oomposed words la equal parts having a proportion 
between them in the number of their letters whioh wore 
vowslied and quiescent. this proportion whioh is to bo 
seen in the verces and in the vowelled and quiesoent letter
(1) Encyclopaedia of Islam (aupp.)j bl - 1938
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is bat a Tory snail part of the whole subject of the , 
proportion of the voiee, ae it is set out in the books on 
muslo. They, however, knew nothing other than thlo one 
aepeot of it because they had at that time no knowledge 
of science and did not know any craft. she way of the 
Bedouins was the fullest extent of their knowledge* 
Subsequently, the cameleers sang the "Huda1 * to their
oamela and the youths sang in their leaeure time eaeh
™  (1) 
repeating the tune of tee other. , n,,
I bn Bashik maintained that songs and poetry were born
together. "ill apeeoh wae proae but the Arabs needed to
« 131
sing the nobility of their oharaoter, the excellence of 
their birth and to speak of their great days, their• w‘ 'W w 7* • " 'w e  ft* s m s a jg.wsw,• #< t v» w irAvw “ t*1 ,,!>
inaooeseible encampments and their brave heroes and ,, 
generous leaders ........  they invented metres whioh
they made the frame work for words* -ban their speech
(2)
fitted into the frame work they sailed it poetry". 
Historians tried to fix the date of the beginning of poetry
I ^  \
rnmmmm.rn.mm , —.i. - ■■■■..— . -  »■  „  , .,m ,lle e . l. e w e w w w e w l
(1) Al-tfukaddimahj. 427
(2) al-Qadahr 1/5
Jt/' & h
FJ
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One of them suggests that with ■Sizar" poetry was horn
and the story goes that "when he fell down fro* his oamel
he shouted, "sayada - tayada" - Oh .ay hand a formula
(1)
whioh hears the simplest form of verse.
The story is unlikely to be authentic, but it shows clearly 
the oo-oxistance of poetry and song. «.>>*
The "Ghina,« of the Arabs is generally of three kinds,
namelyi "Nash", "Sinad", and "Hazaj". "Bash" is the
^  ~  ^  .  (2 ) song of the riders and the singing girls. Ibrahim of ,
Maweil said, "it is oailed elegy from whioh all sorts of
"Huda’" developed. •' ■
(3)
"Sinad" 0on£ of a slow measure and "Hasal" is quick,
all of it. Dr. farmer holds the opinion that the song 
called "Nash" may have been eonneoted originally with the
(5) , ;
Cult. The Bedouin view of life, however, is an in&ioation 
that suoh a connection is unlikely. "love, wine, gambling, 
hunting, the pleasure of song and romanoe . . . . .  these
things he knew to be good. Beyond them he saw only the
(6)
grave". It is with these diversions that the"Basb" should
— UN ■« I.  ■IIU IHii . M . lll I II. Ml I I     I............................................................................. I..IIII- ■ II. .1 I I .
(1) Muruj? 8/92. Al-ttustatraf* j 2/133 .. <^ | ’
(2) Lioan; 2/858
(3) Alusij Bulugh al-Arab; 1/409
(♦) al-Omdahj 2/241 i «  % m a h
(5) A History of Arabio luaio; 8
(6) Bioholoonj literary History of the Arabs; 136. 
Musi; 1/409
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be connected tie It ie also natural to suppose that the 
Huda' Is connected with the riding of the camels. . she 
Arabs of the Jahiliya did not usually ahon any great i,,,: *■.;»-fWiWt-' "'‘“ sv fv Jnw-.. w. ■"ifr‘0* rff ne * 'r«f >» '* *  ”  ' "*lk ~  s»wsw#
interest in religion. ,
It in a fair assumption that through song which was ., 
frequently accompanied by a olnasy instrument and in the 
"Huda'" of the camel driverr, Arable verse came into
■ fly :■» , w ■ X J - ■* v? > i'ij5 ,i , s? v* • * :  ■ atTv  *  ww-
existence. Poets composed for a long time, and a great 
deal of poetry was produced in this manner. Unfortunately, 
we have lost the productions of tho early days which wouldr s S v - *" ‘r f). * -n Jlw’ W. & -:TV ***• T»y?wiT -»
show the evolution of metres. ”e arc suddenly faced by 
the mature and highly developed pooac of the Uahiliya 
whioh are thought to have been ooaipoaed during the 150 \ 
years before the KI b b Io u of Muhammad. .
During this time the Arabs song improved to an amazing 
extant because of their connection with the civilized 
centres....  ...... .. .
"It was from nl-Hira that tho HiJaz was borrowed about the
close of the 6th century, the artistic song in the plaoe
of the "Hash" and also the wooden bellied lute oalled "Ud"
(1)
in the plaoe of tho shin-bellied called "Mizhar".
She emancipation of verse from music even in this era was 
not complete. She "Uhair" was doubtless often as much
(1) Kttrujt 8/94, sited by Dr. Farmer: a history of 
Arablo Musis; 5 2
a musician an a poet, although it would oaom that he oomo-
times'engaged a raueician to chant his verso for him, In
... (1> 
tho game way aa he would e m p l o y  a realter to rooito them*
3rookolisann believoD that "all3the pooas were mount to he
chanted to a Dimple musical aoooapimlaent and only this
chant could 4o full Justioc to tho subtle structure of the
. (2) !.iJ,
poetic language". Alfeama, one of the old poets,; wan a ■
singer. Al-;.’ sha was called the "cymbal of the Arabs*
(3)
because ha used to eing his pdetry. ’ He, however, 1 >
(4 )
employed two girls to sing for him the Wash. ^
The idea of singing the verse persisted even during the
days of Irtlca when we hear that al-iiaraiai ami al-Hulay' a
(5)
were singers and poets. some poets, however, studied the
themes and tunas of singing la order to compose poetry
’which might be sung. - Xbn Sdalna was well known to have
(6)
followed such » practice.
(1) Parmer; A History of Arabio M u s i c ; 9 ■ J >
(2) Encyclopaedia of Islam; :?l/409 '4'
(3) Agh; ■ 8/78 - v ^
(4) Ibid}1 8/79 r ’ : at.
(5) Zaidan; Tariteh Adsb al-Iughah al-Arabiyah; 1/59 
(8) Agh (K); 2/237. Ikd; 4/96
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Some poets ceased to make the rhythms of song govern their 
poetry. They relied on the sense of hearing and the 
patterns of the old poems, a practice Phioh became ’ 
customary at a later date, Al-Bakillani made it clear 
that some of the Arabs used to teaoh their children to^ 
compose poetry in imitation of the old metres suoh as the
I D
2awil metre a t  " K i t a  Wabfci.'' He Aenounoed this method
on the ground that it wee illogical. ' One oannot agree 
with al-Bakillahi in his criticism because suoh a method 
seems perfectly logical, particularly in the ease of the 
ancient Araba, for the teaching of composition. ■ Many 
singers used, in like fashion, to mark the time of their .
sonfr. Others ^referred the uce of tho hand-drun or flute
(2) (3) tk
to keep them true to the time. Ibn SuralJ, the *
accomplished’aingcr," used a staff in his singing and so
(♦) .. . ., 
did his disciple al-Gharidfc. ■'f’-nu •
"Ikhwan al-Safa" produced, the oldest, and indeed the most
valuable, ccmparieion between prosody and song. Shelr
* ' ■ •> J
thesis was based on the vowelled and quiescent syllables; ‘ 
of prosody, and on the stressed and’•unstressed accents of 
songs. It is apposite to quote their full statement.
(1) IJas? 100   - -
(2) Land (J.B.)j surliest development of Arabio susic Zl, 
156. Iraneaotionsof the 19th International congress 
Orientalists.
(3) Agh; 1/97
(4) Ibid; 2/129
"Song is composed of melodies, and tho melodies are w ■■■■e 
composed of equal notes, and notes are built on the beats 
and the rhythm. The origin of them all is movement and 
pause.
In like manner poetry is composed of equal parte and the 
parts are composed of feet and the feet are oomposed of 
"Sabab, Watad and Fasila" - chords, bars and stays.
The origin of them all is vowels and oonsonants.
Prosody is the measure of poetry by which we are able to
reoognize the perfect and imperfect, There are eight
feet in Arabie poetry, namely: Pa'ulun. Fa’ilun,
Mafa'ilun, Muotaf' ilun, Hutafa'ilun, Pa’ilatun, ilaf* ulatun, 
Maf'ulat. '-Hgil? .»*ff
These eight are composed of three rootc which are: Sabab,
Watad and Fasila. The "Sabab" consists of two letters, 
one of whioh has a vowel and the second the Jazm as whenv
you say — «*> (
The "Watad" consists of three letters, two of whioh have
j
vowels and the third has the Jazm as when you eay
The "Fasila" consists of four letters, three of which have
vowels and one has Jazm a s  The origin of
these three is vowels and oonsohants.
(1) There are practically two kind* of uabab, aatad, and 
Fasila. ilrhwan refer here to one of eaeh, whioh is 
technically called: light sabab, undivided Watad, and
minor Fasila. < Other parts are:
(a) Eeavy Sahah: • St
lb) Divided -atadi — o_>C 1 ■ .
So} Major Fasila:
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Ac for the rules* governing song and melody they aleo oonslst 
of three basic factors which axe "oabab, ftatad and Faoila". 
The •’Sabab” is one stressed beat followed by an unstressed
• T?
as when one eagre — _:  Vand repeats it oontlnoally.
The "Eatad" consists of two stressed beats followed by an 
unstressed as w  repeated. The "i'aaila" is three, 
stressed beats followed by an unstressed one as when you ,
o
ier . These are the origins and the rules in
(IT K
all songs and melodies whioh have been composed".
¥
This oooparieion of poetry with singing shows olearly the
influence of the laws of singing on the whole system of
al-Khalll who was himself regarded as a good authority on
melodies and singing. ; Yakut mentioned two books, among
hie works on the subject, namelyt "The Book of Rhythms"
and "The Book of Melodies". He added that "his knowledge
(2) I
of melodies gave birth to his knowledge of prosody". , 
historians, anxiousto find reasons-for everything tell 
many stories about the way in whioh al-xhalil cane to
•' ‘ ‘ , ' ' . -V
systematize his prosody. One of the etories, though o f
\
mmmmmmrnmmmmmmm m m m  -  ~ » u  - i      —  —    . » ■ ■ n i  ■ —  i m  —    I" ■-» ■»- -
^   ^ w t ■ • W • *"• w vn Wjm\ WKmm \
(l)„ Xkhwan al-^afaj 307 - 3y»8» al-»*aahrikf, 111, 1900
(2J Irshadj 4/181. fihristj 64. Raudhati 273 |
' wafayot; 1/172 IS ■ ■"* Y
Al-Jahidh repro&oheo al-Khalil for being vain. he
wrote books on grammar and proeody and considered 
himself an expert la theology and the composition of > 
melodies. Thus, he wrote two books on these subjeota 
. . -  books in whioh one cannot be proud., and whioh have 
no importance.ni.Hayawanj 1/150
*<S
*T
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doubtful authenticity, shows that through the sound of the 
fuller's mallet the idea of prosody,occurred to al-ihalil.
He thought the sound pleasing and the fall upon the doth 
harmonious, and said, "this ecund shall surely lead to 
some thing", The: story is doubtless fiotiticuaibut it ie 
a useful illustration of the point at issue, ,.%■ . ;
Al-Khalil's knowledge of melodiea aided his work especially 
in distinguishing long and short syllables, on whioh he 
built his method. He, however, adopted many teohnioal; 
terms which prevailed among the.singers oueh as* inSinad’1*, 
"Hasb", "fhakil', "Khafif" and "Kamal". As a grammarian, 
however, he adopted the paradigm "Pa'ala" from his own »« 
field and made it toe basic formula of soansion - dividing 
the word into syllables to form the appropriate feet of 
the metre.
Grammarians, it should be emphasized, did not, on any 
oooasion, mention the contribution of musio to prosody. 
Al-Khalil based his work on certain parts sailed Arkan - 
supports. These consist of roots ('Usui) whioh are three* 
habab,. Watad, and fasila. .The fundamental feet of the
metres are the eight mentioned in Ikhwan al-Safa'a
(1)
statement. By repeating any of these eight feet, and 
also by combining several of them, al-Khalil systematized 
fifteen metres, and one was subsequently added by al-Xkhfash ,
(1) Ikd; 3/88
All the sixteen metres were used by the ancient poets*
' f  'X: ' ‘ 'I'
"Jfothlng is accepted from any poetry of perfeot measures
except that whioh conforms to these-metres”.
(2)
He found many variations - Zihafat - in the old poetry to 
whioh he gave teohnloal names in accordance with the place 
of the variation in the foot. "Zihafat", however, were 
accepted as legitimate and were considered metres In > 
themselves.
We speak of the "Bahr al-Hasaj" as opposed to the "HaJar" 
or "Hamal" etc., bat we also call eaoh of the various kinds j
of "HaeaJ" a "Bahr". Hetimd in the nature# of most 'I
Al-Khalil permitted the posts to employ certain variations 
on the grounds that they were used by the anciento on the 
one hand and they facilitate the art of the poet on the 
ether* j
mmm e»—— w w r e w iWMwew e«— —» ^  ■ —— wa rn ——-■—w  -  —— i «.
(1) Al-Mhzhir; 1/195 V  ' ; * i- ; t  '
(2) Fer the1 "Zihafat*1 see: Skat •'
(a) Al-Ondahf 1/91 J ^  n; - W  oh |T4v 4 U «
(b) Ashshir: 29.- 31. 145 f '"0* V;:-a U a
(o) Liber Mafatih al-Ulum; 87. 90. §6 u w; >
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It was in the later days, these licenoes came to be
(l) i
condemned.  ^ v , ;
w / i *  ■’ - ‘ w l -  « * *  t “ " v  «*> v J . f  »  U t i f  5 u < U 8 l * e r  C> X  . . ' . i t ’ b»i£
(1) While Al-nskarl was strict about the use of licences, 
he, under the influence of Kudama, maintained that 
prosody does not require to be studied beoaus© its 
rules come naturally to the,bard# Sere is the whole"”*p po s # f  g # xEiBpt 3.w
statement of Xudama* * t t ,
# ■ y * ■ ■ Jf A- t /i Ai tA.v v.v v fj '-** & &kUxi*G. v QVjk.
"The two sciences of metre and rhyme, though peculiar 
to poetry, do not require to be studied because of the * 
faot that thoy are to be found in the natures of most 
people without the necessity of study, This is
indicated by the fact that all the best poetry which
vfc™ ” • *w ' *" ■ cFf** w , 1*1 - \a3'A % l t * jj a } ,
is used as a criterion belongs to those people who
m  - tw'«•*'-?«'«• ,t *Mfgifiwep ' tupl *&W&x&X« ajre the
composed before the compiling of books on prosody and
'iT' •">' ■ - " ^ ^ 1 -  v *iTt•..• I T *  q o jfivt Pvwsn®e tiici'Sf
rhythms. frere it in faot necessary to invoke these
'
licenoes, all such poetry, or certainly the major part 
, of it, would become absurd. The next thing that we
see is the general oontentmont whioh prevailed among
v'’'*w / « , ' a ^ f r jrawT to uoeist tndxx
the people, from this science, from the time of its
.
authors until the present day. Indeed, those who 
have knowlodge of this soience and those who are 
ignorant of it depend alike on nothing in their poetry, 
should they wish to compose it, other than their tatter.
Hakd Ashshir; 2 - 3
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_  ^   ^ j | .  t | .. . f. % v . a  _  . i., •►**>»v k v ^ .  *» jk-* -A  * k  A  \S  v ;
"It ie desirable that the use df licences should be avoided 
even though it is permitted by the mastere of Arabic 
language/ for indeed it is bad and makes speech ugly and^v* 
detracts from its beauty. The ancients only used it 
because they were unaware of its Ugliness and beoause they 
were pioneers, for the first beginnings are always faulty.
f  ’ ml *rj| "J^y.  ^ *V ^ 4jjf^ Cl 'j; ^ ^   ^ »—*t *tpf* _)*» T*l' t '1^.
Nor was there any criticism of their poetry. Had it been
!?"•*■»£ ifrlk* .jA' .i>, 5?., »,y* v.-fV^ ■ r» *4. * <* VdL*! ifeltii
'subject to oriticism, and had its faults been eliminated 
in the same way that contemporary poets are oritioized,
and their composition purged of ail faults, these"licenoes
(1 ) ,|| 
would hare been avoided"*
Grammarians after al-£halil continued to write books on 
Prosody* Al-Akhfash, al-Jirmi, ai-Liazini, al-Zajjaj,
^  j wiAi luiuA .*• u .a, a- * uJ. S:V ■ '»^  A n{^'*5fv *  ^ " * *$’
al-Mubarrid, al-Farisi, al-Dhabbi and Niftawaihi, are the
(2)
eminent masters among many others. We do not possess their 
works to find their contributions, but one who is aware of 
their method of teaohing may well imagine the nature of
• ■ 4 w p *■*•. •■• A ,Tr t - *" *: ili'Vtfji di>!i:’15$*' '$' 6tlvW j^jss^, .jj *% jv. . .,nN  ^ ’ey* w-
their books* 9ttiey doubtless either explained or abridged
ft 1 Turn A  ar t I
the whole system of nl-IChaliX in order to assist their 
students. Some of them, nevertheless, systematized new 
rules* Al-Afchfash, as has been stated, set out a new
A j, A m mi.  ^^ . Wi (A & V 40E ^
metre." He, in addition, roccnsidered the variations and
(1) Sina>atain; 112
(2) fihriat; 81. 85. 91. 94. 97. 102. 
Irshad; 1/315. 2/76
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   _  (1)
p a t forw ard  many p o in ts  overlooked toy a l- K h a l i l .  ••»••*» ae
She poet Atoul-Atotoas a l-H a s h i' (2 9 3 /9 0 4 ) re v is e d  th e  whole
system o f prosody tout tola re v is io n  toad no s lg n ifio a n o e  In
< * T
th a t I t  d id  not oome to  be p o p u lar.
Al-gawhari (3 8 6 /9 9 7 ) was th e  on ly  a u th o r ity  regarded as a  
second d is c o v e re r o f m etres . Xton R ashlk p o in ted  out th a t  
"men a f t e r  a l -K h a l i l  d if fe r e d  in  t h e ir  a b i l i t y  to p ro d u o e  
new Id eas  u n t i l  th e  tim e o f a l-J a w h a rl who exp la in ed  the  
f in d in g s  o f a l-K h a l i l  and s e t them o u t o le a r ly  and b r ie f ly .
* •  o r * “  “ *  • " * ’  
r e fe r  to  h is  m ethods", v ’
I t  is  more oonvenlent to  quote th e  f u l l  statem ent o f
al-Um dah because I t  is  the main souree o f in fo rm a tio n .
"She f i r s t  resp eo t in  whioh a l-J a w h a ri d if fe re d  from
a l- K h a l l l  was th a t  th e  la t t e r  made th e  fe e t  to  whioh
p o e try  must conform e ig h t, o f whioh tw o . nam ely: fa 'u lu n ,
7 a 'i lu n ,  consisted  each o f f iv e  le t t e r s ,  and s ix , nam ely:
U a fa 'l lu n , P a 'H a ta n , M u sta f’ i lu n ,  K u fa 'la tu n , M u ta fa 'ilu n ,
Uaf'ulat, whioh oonslsted of seven letters. Al-Jawhari
omitted the measure "Haf'ulat" and put forward evidence
( 1 )  A l-P u s u lf 1 /135
(2) M u ru jj 7 /8 7 . Shadarat al-Bahab; 2 /2 1 4
( 3 )  al-Um daht 1 /8 8 . X atim aj 4 /2 8 9 * A l-M u z h irj ,1 /4 9  
Irs h a d i 2 /266  -  273. Kuzhat a l-A llb b a ' ;  418
/
that it is a modified fora of "Maetaf’ilaft? « . . beoauee 
lie maintained that "wereit a genuine measure, we could 
compose a metre froar.it alone as we compose metres from 
5 the rest of the .feet. Al-ihaiil reckoned the types of 
’metres to he fifteen and confined them to five circles v 
hut al-J'a®hari pat them under twelve headings - 
al-Stttadarak included - sevemof them are: of single feet ’s 
and five are composite. Be said "the first of them is 
"MutakaribH, then "Hazaj", ana "law1 1 " comes between them 
and Is composed of them. Other metres similarly classified. 
Moreover, he dropped out four matrea, namely: "Sari*", ,
"Munsarih", ‘Mujtathth", and "MUktadhab", on the grounds 
that they are similar to certain metres in their feet. * 
8 ari',‘for instance, is similar to Basit; iMttJtathth iB 
I another form of Ehafif j Munsarih and Maktadhab are tw 
derived from Rajaz.
SI I mmmg, rnmm — — — —■ s—■
,■ (1 ) al-Umdah} I/ 8 9 - :>1 ■■■■>' s :>»!&: r I
lipids 1
«m i* t »iii met m il ■
employed in-% fstdHSh and a .fifth. SMe
Strlotly speaking, al-Jawhari'a revision was the first 
reaction against the system of al-Khalil whioh took practical 
form. y. His device was so simple that every student can 
master all:the fundamental principles, and oan apply them 
without difficulty. Unfortunately, this system, although 
referred to with respect, was not popular.
Parallel to the movement of the grammarians who regarded the 
finding of al-Khalil as faultlesswe find another sohool 
consisting of a few exponents who opposed al-Khalil and who 
exposed the defect of his prosody. c he -r v . .-n
The first authority who repudiated the whole syBtem was
"Barzakhaal— Arudhi". *He devoted himself to prosody, on 
whioh he wrote three books, in one of them he endeavoured
to prove that the whole system was a fiction. * »•
It Is a pity that we have lost all of his books, for none
of the authorities who mentioned him give his procedure or
arguments*' «'-«> ■ ' *'*■: <■■" - ’»*>*’> -H,■ d it'-. ■ f- .;.-r6 i
(2)
Al-Mas’udi held that poets employed metres other than thoseef 
al-Khalil. "Madid" whioh oonsiste of three sorts of "Arudh"' 
and four sorts of "Dharb" as set out originally, was 
employed in a fourth "Arudh" and a fifth "Dharb". 2he 
formerSis like• #
(1)
She latter is ,:
(1) Pihristi 107. Irshad; 8/367
(2 ) %ruj| 7 / 8 7
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"Abul Ala* al-Ma'arrl" allaged that "all pre-Islamic poetry, 
from whioh al-Khalil developed his system, was composed In 
a very few metres, namelyi Tawil, Basit, Wafir, and Kamil", 
Then he said "as for the short metres they were employed 
to a great extent only in the post-Islamio era, and 
occasionally by the poets of al-fiira. Al-Khalil set out
metres whioh in aotuality never existed andf on the other
*':* i ' • i ; :*/ vfT' i:y- •» ' ; • >*s i, 1 •’ ••' , . *
hand, neglected many odes whioh oould have furnished him
with new metres,,-; *, >ij •; h.:-: <,
The metres of "Mujtathth" and "Mn&harl*" were never used,
"Madid", however, whioh was Included in the first oirole
(2)
was employed by one pre-Ielamic poet.
Many poems of the Jahileea do not conform to the recognized
metres - poems euoh as that whioh is attributed to
(?) (4)
"Adi Ibn Said", two others by al-Murakkish and "Sulami Ibn
Babl'a". if-.
.
Persians who, as well as the Eurks, adopted Arabic prosody 
found no room in their poetry for the favourite metres of 
the Arabs. "2awil", "Madid", and "Kamil" did not appeal
•- \l'iP Sk W Wp w[WBw' lPMR'- wwiwii W' vw* Wwj WJ* wWfcwl'fl-
' •  .. \ ‘ •
(1) Al-Pusult 1/212 harlb" - the rare
(2) Shat was Jtnrafa in his ode
\ 4.X J o Y I  jkXLiI U M
(3) Al-Pusul? 1/131
(4) Sina*atain; 4
(5) Tibrizi, Sharh;Al-fiamasafcj 3/83
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to them. Shay employed, however, new ehort metres whioh
(1) (2)
never existed In Arabic poetry euoh as "Karib", "Mushakil",
(3) '
and "Jadid". She existence of these metres provides a 
olear evidence that that system which was first developed 
by al-Khalil oould be modified and developed. Zt Is 
neither oomplete nor folly adequate* No doobt, it is an 
excellent survey of the styles of the ancient poetry, but 
can never be regarded solely as the basis on which poets
throughout all centuries should oonfine their work.
(1) This metre has been oalled "near" because it is modern. 
Some say that it wss sailed so because it comes near
the HazaJ and Hudhari'. Its formula 1st
MaTa*ilu, Mafa1 ilu, Fa’ilatun (Twice).
(2) The word "Mushakil" means "similar", and the metre was 
thus called beoause it resembles the"Karlb". Its 
formula 1st ft£- *M"*7 *><•' ■' -'o ' s’ m:..
Pa’ilatu, Mafa’ilu, Mafa’ilu (Twice).
(3) This metre has been oallbd "Jadid" or "the new metre" ’ 
beoause it is one of the modern metres) for whioh 
reason it has also been oalled "Charlb" - the rare 
metre -. Its formula 1st 1 • j’*’ : irt.
ag wt Fa’ilatun, pa’ilatun, Mafa’ilun (Twice).
212 -
tht. AbhReids a*-. e n t e n s ? ■ HP. otftgUS®K.'«,c.
< ./•■'+t .V.Y - . ■• ;■ ■ ■ » * * * 'M1 ‘ » r’' ’ ' H / - '
CHAPTJ3E VI.
X/;: tho #4&fcliljr& Afftfe* / to
the^T fh %& .# $#' • f f 13lM3t>Hh-5,1i 1$0$ t&etKllSi ^
the Poet8 and pr080dy. •• - -  ■'« »
>  .■ , "■? -»pfY '* .’
f;: ;■:. .Yv f|$■ • rij
Prosody was formulated In the early Abbasid era. From 
that time forward, there waB no successful attempt to '*' 
break away, or form new metres.
Critics regarded any attempt towards developing new metres 
as an absolute corruption of the conventions.
Zhis attitude hindered the possibility of any new 1 ’
contribution to prosody. One may find a few odes which 
have odd metres. She authorities who quoted them intended 
merely to show their peculiarities. * But It is possible 
to regard these odes as new contributions to the metrical 
stock rather than merely as disgraceful innovations. 11 " ’■ 
Had the oritios exaroised a sore tolerant attitude they 
would have succeeded in developing a new approach in the 
study of metre.;
It was neither praotloal nor logioal to dismiss out of hand
\
everything whioh did not oonform to the established system.
It seems natural to expeot the emergenoe of new metres undci
\
-- 'lit"
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the Abbasids as an outcome of the Influence of singing on
poetry... , • r> T:'? ■'.&*; aisv i\ i r(, jvi a
Zn the Jahlllya and Islam the Arabs adapted their song to 
their poetry. Xhue, they found the long metres fitting to 
the popular melodies. She short metres were scarcely used 
at all. Swo metres appealed particularly, namely* lawil '
and Baslt. She former was oalled "Rakub" - the ridden -
(1)
beoause it was so frequently used.1 . i n .
Metres each as "iludharl*, Muktadhab and Mujtathth" were
(2)
never employed. Al-Khalil,failing to find any pattern for 
these metres in the old poetry, was compelled to compose his 
own examples. vehs*- ■
After al-Khalil1n era the long metres began gradually to
(AT
lose popularity, and the short ones came into great 
prominence. It seems that 3lnging was undergoing a ' 
similar transition. Shero was a new school in singing 
which actively endeavoured to popularize the light tunes —  
and to assimilate the Arab songs to those of the Jyzantines.
(1) Al-Fusul; 212
(2) Ibid; 132
:-:14
Hukharik, the eminent singer, said " my master who taught 
me singing had a Byzantine slave who used to sing tunes 
of pleasant melodies in Greek. My master said to me,
". . . . »«take^these Byzantine tunes and turn them into
Arabic songs'"?. - '*j' . j * t »  fat-:- .. ■* •>*>■»■«• •- ,v 
"The first to oorrupt olasslcal singing was "Ibrahi]fl Ibn
al-Mahdi". . He set a precedent for the people, whioh
(2)
gave them oourage to make further alterations".
This movement appealed to many other singers suoh as
f 3 )
"Shariya",’Mukharik" and "Alluya". It was, however, the
IW hi k
souroe of a continuous dispute with the traditional school
i&hich was led fcy ,*Ishak al~*iawstlin# 2he outcome of this
**” 4 *• jjjp‘®ia.ww *j*a.»n«hr {*? **o
dispute was that the advocates of the new modes succeeded
(4)
in popularizing the "Khafif" - light tunes.
Thus "Thakil" - serious - whioh was the favourite metre of
: v ; T' "' m ■ ‘ w»« . i«*«S -metre «
"lia'bad" was no longer universally popular. 
 — — —  --------- :-----------------------
’ VS!
t &>.v th* I*?
<r
(2) Agh; 9/35
(3) Agh; 9/34
(4) I adopted here the translation of Dr. farmer for
.t> i ■„■•■"Thakil" ?and "I£hafif,;. n , ,■ ■. .. , *. *
HaeaJ and Makhuri, light melodies, were in great demand. 
"Hakam al-Vadi" scoured high fame in "Hazaty* and abandoned 
other styles. It was not an aeoident that "Hakam" made 
"Hazaj" hie profession. : She reason was that the publio 
paid generously for hearing it. Here is a very interesting 
story to show to what extent "HazaJ" was in demand and how 
profitable it was. ' rssei \ a ?-v i<:.
"Hakam al-t’adi, being upbraided by his son for pandering 
to the taste of the public in this way with Hazaj rhythm, 
answered him, "my son, for thirty years have I sung in the 
Thakil rhythmic modes and hardly gained1’a living, yet in the 
three years of singing in the Ha«aj I have earned more money 
that thou hast seen in they l^fe"n^ J, - ■ i : pes-f
Under the influenoe of the Hyzantine and Persian songs, ! 
new movement found general acceptance. The long metres 
naturally did not fit the modern melodies. 1
"The distinctive oharaoteristio of the Arabs* song", as 
al-Jahidh put it, "was that they divided their melodies in 
aooordanoe with the poetic metres. The Persians, on the 
other hand, stretohed and contracted the words until they 
conformed to the rhythms of the tunes. They made their
. : ! i * ’.S , , • ; * ' • • V ' , " > «
metrical oompoaitlcm oonform to something whioh is not
’ • { ' ,
(1) In Agh« "for sixty years" . . .
(2) Agh (K)j 6/284, oited by jar. Parmer5 A. history of 
Arabic Music.
metrical*. ,»• a . ' ■ w  a*' "pavtry
'thenew.school, therefore,:dealt mostly with alien tunes 
, ' ■ .1-/^ Q  j
wherein the poetry conformed - to the aelodies. >
<Poets were oompelled by this development to compose in
conformity with the new tunes. * i consequently, the short
metres made their appearamse.
1 It is probable that al-Khalil had foreseen this eventuality 
and, for this reason, he permitted to the poets the^free 
use of variations - Zihafat - . i’he general use of these 
variations.would have been adequate to meet the requirement 
of the singers. dome of the long metres oould be turned 
into short ones if oertain alterations ooourred. -*
i’he metre “Hamal", for instance, whioh is in its perfect 
fora "Fa’ilatun" oould "be transformed into a quiok metre* 
merely by shortening the first long vowels Other long 
metres oould be thus manipulated and made to fit the new 
requirement*
The Muwallads, although they employed these variations to 
excess, were not satisfied* They endeavoured, after the 
manner of the singers, to popularize something whioh was 
■altogether new* - ........... — —  - —  • ~~ —
(1) Bayan;1/?-^
Ibn Sot alba said about Abul-Atahlya that "poetry was so 
easy to him that he often composed poetry In whioh he 
departed from the accepted metres of the Arabs”*
One cannot agree with this opinion* It was not the ease 
of composition which impelled Abul-Atahiya to develop new 
metres, but rather the inevitable necessity of adapting 
his poetry to the preference of his generation* 
i'his applies, moreover, to the generality of the poets of 
this era* ;; ” *
It is not proposed to study the poets who popularized 
merely the short metres, but wo must rather turn to two 
poeta who developed modes whioh were altogether new, they 
are Abul-Atahiya and Bazin al-Arudhi*
• ' •••'•' '• « TOsl "• •' V, \ VTh®
r;r fi i! ft; ^  ff ftt $ f: *> i'jArj ■’* ’ »# iklA >•. ■nr ** ,v!» i.-, w •■£
- I'!  & 1 '• V- v, •'*! t i g . L  } < ? it •«, . « & >  . 'i-i \j *% ' •
I
hi *4 fe r ty  in  ijp *, th ir ty  in
'*^ &Ty&r%k* intft. f i W ’ %n ^Snr^ ‘%''
Atel^Al'V 'inM that #$,& fce thfe
.
V * -  ■ ,  . , .i& & Ll a J K t *  j W i I m I i  »  A A k i -  1  * 1  ,— - -  ——— —— —— . — ——— —— -. mm -  » — ■ —  ,
(1) Ashshir} 497
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of - t&H&eidUU ■ cri&i e& wha 
Abul~Atahiya.
. '  - j  , t  •
4 . w"f. ;‘t>x .‘ -V.-.IaV IWVi< ' 5 ,JZ • |::VT V' Utf '-V. Vi* *ah|v •«*!
Shis poet was prone to depart from the aooepted metres,
» /' ; ' ; v ;
Abul-FaraJ said, "Abul-Atahlya employed elegant metres 
whioli had never been known to the ancients".
r -  i v V  yJ 1 H  *  f 'v *; .. v^  /k- I, rt^ f .- <kS5^  i L  L i  *• s-rpT  ^ * lewi V*^  ^Jj**  ^ V^  ^
Ibn Xotalba, al-#as#adi, and al-Marzubani made similar
~ ^2) ■ : 'f v' ■ ,,r j. .> Ja> " t " ; '■ 3  -i ;
statements,
ff g ^ w . a ,  **;.*} «*„ ffl.B* {  ^  151 M AJi j *  .$ » + l n  f t * .  4* £ *0> A W  , V  «. . . . . . .  ,
It seems that he was not natisified with the traditional
%khjl % m e t r e *  n e i t h e r  w a s  i t  s e in ' t i  c d ie d  fow •/* 1 - w v-»% 4,1 *>>■> v 
prosody. neither did he oonsider himself bound to
. e i h e  r  m e e d l s '  * 
oonform to ite rales. He was so confident in his
Bjetrioal power that he olaimed himself to he “greater than
; . 0 &  ht. ,:• ; •••&*?. .y& JstVt.f i?;. i , tt *;■ ,
prosody" and adapted himself to tho new movement,
fhus most of his poetry has light metres. iffltere are in
his "DiwaaM about forty odes in "Khafif’, thirty in
fhii? nitre, however. beewttl eMMMue in i*t#r eenturies maA 
"Munsarih" and twenty five in "Sari1",
i
Abul-Ala* said that "al-Mudhari* matre was aofknown to the
?* •■ * ■ -,< *; , f j . ;  ,r V  ^  I  |  y . -  £  JS „  ^  'j y :  , v  ,  *• j ( t i r  *  | S ?r, ^ 4 ' V | - ;  f ■' V j w j w
A r a b s  It was used by Abul-Atahlya in his ode i-
the verse eoassiete ef lahlew-.
«» > 5  ^
C3^jjLyg^yiA^3 o \ , . \ ... . Lo \
vlth & fuller, «fl fe-jafd tlto SSWB4. #1 tsb, hnsssr^ v(l r ’tys.:^
(1) Afih; 3/126
(2) Ashshir; 497. MaraJ; 7/87. al-Muwashshahj 262
/ V t . If *7 f ftV ;:i‘ vt' (' " *.' j
(3) Aghj 3/131
12 i JLtihM&Ti 4
(4) al-Fusnlj 1/131
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la addition, be composed odes of peouliar metres, if judged 
by the system of al-Khalil. Critios who oondemned suoh a 
practice ae mere corruption, neglected to furnish adequate 
examples of his work.
A  examples only have come down to us whioh show clearly 
his contribution to prosody*
Al-Mas*ticli quoted - /,
v ( s f  IjaMilji
v—I-? Cf/3 VlV -> U '-r» i-’J I JX „« U
•  .  • +  '  *
"Some men said," he added, "that the Arabs never employed 
this metre, neither was it sientioned by al-Ehalil or any 
ether proeodist".
i'hece two lines run "Pa*lun" repeated four times,; and there 
is no doubt that this is an invention of the poet.
Moreover, it seems that up to the days of al-ttas'udl they 
were never need.
ffhis metre, however, beoame common in later centuries and 
was considered to be a modification of the metre 
"Mutadarhk". It was..'called "striking the Vakue" because 
the verse consists of long syllables, ^©aud * ; ■
Ibn Kotaiba said that "Abul-Atahlya was sitting one day
with a fuller and heard the sould of the hammer, He
■ ' (2 )    ...
imitated that in his poetry". .
(1) MuruJ; 7/87
(2) Ashshir; 497
Only these two lines wore quoted:
The metre is ’Fa1ilun, Mafa^lun" and it is obvious that 
it is new* , ( , , .
There is another interesting point in Ibn jtotaiba's story# 
It is similar to the story whioh was told about al-Khalil 
when he deoided to systematise his rules*
However, it seems that Abul-Atahiya developed his metr« 
from "Rajaz" whioh is «Mustaf1llun'S
Presumably, he had in mind^Mutafilun" and dropped out the 
second letter of the measure in the first word only.
"Mutaf*ilun" becomes "pa’ilun^ followed by "Mata1ilunrt#
If we add the dropped letter we would have the imaginary
Apart from the two examples, above mentioned, we possess
nothing outstanding* Indeed, they reflect a minor side 
of a serious movement whioh might have brought a revolution 
in prosody.
metrei
\ . • ** ” ’ ^
the uatiwaal ■yt&cMea iff the .|Mtefejt:-
Eazin the ttetrieian.
v " a * I  - . M i ' *  r< v  „ - •» * , i . . — -
- 3 - C a  ,*. * ri^“ ■* i; - * ' # \ 1 v • i - *,• .£ • 1 ^•.f,-. t ^  t*‘ ; :f? * v, a .' i ,'y. *; '■ 4;':‘fj>--;' .'• ; j •' :•.f;
Two metrician^, we are told, opposed al-Khalii. ;J The first 
was "Barzakh" who has been praviously mentioned, and the 
other was "Bazin". Unfortunately, /both of them were
* i* ' 1 •
neglected by-the historians. We know nothing of the I
\  ‘ *•» * • •• * \ \ • iii *’■' , V *  ' ’■ \  *  1 * 6  ... ,'i ‘‘s| v 5 .
former and very little of the latter •*. j  -
Eazin was the pupil of "Abdullah", the metrician, son of 
Barun, eon of al-Samayda’ of Basra.
Abdullah studied under al-Khalil until he became an
• 'V\ • V' . J: . 'htkMf: ,7 1 • ; •v >•'. \( , yr:v ^  U jfji ' | ■
Informed authority on prosody. He was, in addition to 
this, a good poet who dedicated his poetry to Al-8alaiaan,
( D
son of All of Basra. ! > >.,. u .x-. ‘"'s 1 £,/l
It seams that ho waa not content with the system of ,
al-Khalil. Consequently, he produced poetry of peouliar
metres. Bazin followed hie master and produced similar 
(2)
poetry. £> ,r, r;,:. ^  .^* e ,m
Abul-faraJ thought well of his method, but he did not quote
• i* • '* v  * ■ ■ ■ * 0  j -
any example from hie poetry.
(1) Agh; 6/11
(2) Irshad? 4/209
(3) Aghj 6/11
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Only Yakut quoted an ode of thirteen verses to demonstrate
(1)
the unusual praotioe of the poet« Here is the o&e:
V i1 <ury^
—  ^ >2» <j> SA\ ^  I
V?
y j '  U_J W- Aii o
v-JL-^- ■- o-* V* -i
■* >
—d - X * \-Jdl
^  i f d  -?
_^5_riC^ (5^ J> o * Cr L
J  v . ^ . *  V  L  — , 1 j r *  ^ i  n e*l J O  |
. . * ' f -\i « ■'■
v— A>A \ CTtl—* \j J
U ^ 3  Ov3u l/^_3 j
3 ifcA jJ I yj J^[
v— *__>x Wi I i
-13 W L d J  Vj— ^J.\ (1
U V-c J  \ X^-C- I CJ^  ^
i L» ^  uJ ^  3J
Abul Ala1 in one of his letters condemned Bazin and
referred particularly to this ode*
(2)
an*
(1) Irshad; 6/16
(2) Rasa'll Abul-Ala' (snglish version); 84
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She ode runs, "Pa'ilun, Mufa*ilatun, Pa’ilat", and seven 
variations ooour. She variant.is underlinedi >v
(a)it. Line t w »  sailed 41 3:-:\s j*yeevM>s we* - net permit*, s*
Pa'ilun, MUfa'i:utuapu#»*ilat, •»■ Mutfa*linn.
Mnfa'ilatun, Pa’ilat.
■" i  \  J  J  * *  I t  ^  A 1 *  ,J+*Ar •")v . » T V  v v # »
(b) Line threet
Mnstaf'llnn. Mufa' Hat on, Fa’ Hat, + pa'ilun,
Satin use Mufa' ilatun, Pa'ilat.
(o) Line siri urittio®.* oa» be iuef.S’ted ea the
Pa'ilun, Mnfa'ilatun, pa'Hat, + Pa'lion,
Mufa ilatun, tof nl«
(d) line sevent
soberas. It would appear to be entirely aaw, and as ret 
Pa'ilun, Mnfa'ilatun, Pa*Hat, + Pa*ilun,
u»elr;,:.ir>ed. If further rt-. ah Kufa'ilatun, Pa'ul.
(e,f)llne eleveni ’ so, tic: on* s*v h* v; » t :
Pa'ilun, Mnfa'ilatun, Pa'ilat, + Mufa'ilun.
Mufa1 ilatun, Pa'ul,
(g) line thirteen!
ifWftill* ■
Pa'linn, Mufa'ilatun, Pa'ilat, + Pa'ilun,
Mufa’ilun. Pa’ilat.
It seems that the metre whioh Basin had in mind vast
Mnstaf'llnn, Mnfa'ilatun, Pa'ilat, ilaataf'ilun,
Apart frc snft Mnfa'ilatun, pa'ilat.
ithe appearanoe of "Mufa'ilun" in line eleven and line
thirteen as well as "Mnstaf'llnn" In libs three, suggests
that this is so. What Rosin presumably did was this-.hedropped
ar 224 -
out a light oord, "Sabab Khafif" from "Mustaf'ilun" and the 
remainder "laf'ilun" formed the meaoure "Pa'ilun".
It should he recalled that this process was not permitted 
by al-Khalil.• She poet was allowed to drop out the (—
( 1— *) ( - ^ o —  ) of ( - )  tut not the whole light oord 
( o —  ).
Bazin used sueh lioenoe for the first time.
i'he rest of his variations oan be justified on the grounds
of licences permitted by al-Khalil. ,,?^  _
Shis metre ie not to be found anywhere in the aooepted
ffiaf&Hlun, ?r^ulan,Tlg pa'Ulln.
soheme. It would appear to be entirely new, and as yet
•.tif wrila* v*/ *t! t niSt, iiaarniWU
unclassified. If further researoh can establish beyond
doubt, that this is so, then one may be in a position to
is ole a? that, h the e ? the tmirfi. lime*
olaim that the total number of distinot metres known to
jfc'*bn in fs'tj?i;i; ’mS’t w b w i v uta^ j| vlv,i!»■$
the Arab poets was seventeen, and not, as formerly held
sixteen*
Apart from Abul-Atahiya and Bazin1 a contributions we have 
nothing else of value*
There are some peculiarities in a few odes, but they oan be 
explained aooording to the traditional system*
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Abu-Nuw&s, for instance, was condemned by al-Jurjani for 
(1)
these lines:
Ihey run: ilafa1 ilun, Pa*ulun,(l) Kaf&'llfen, Eaf*ulun.
Mafa’ilun, Palulun#(2) Mafa’ilun, Pa’ulun.
Mustaf1 Ilun, Pa* ilatun, (3 ) Mustaf'ilun, Haf'ulun. 
Mafa'ilun, Pa,ulun,(4) Mafa'ilun, Maf'ulun.
It is oleax that, with the exception of the third line, 
they run in one metre whioh is "Hazaj". The third is out 
of place and it was probably added to these lines by 
mistake#
In the Diwan of "Muslim Ibn al-walid", there are two odes 
whioh are called "Muwalla&ah". They are:
s
and
(3 ) j> V«»aJ c^i \ Aj |jj
(1) Wasatah; 57
(2) Diwan1 154
(5 ) Diwan; 183
!|
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•Hie first is "Rajaz" and the second is "Sari' "5 and there 
is nothing unusual ahout them.
The Kuwallads, in addition to what we hare already 
mentioned, employed what was technically called "Ighram". 
It is prose whioh oan he divided into verses. iche rhyme
. I  L \  0| 4.,' 4 i  \  i | ^  ^ •* f *
might be situated in the middle of a owrd, thus 
necessitating the reading of the following half of the 
word as the opening syllable of the next line*
Here is one example Whioh Abul-Ala* called "typically 
Muwallad".
Vxs x y  U  \' O' <!>-* s jK> L I
. 4 * \ i y  ^  Vj \ ] - s jy Q
(
When it is divided into verse it runsi
J> — Ty*" Vj 4 -----   - - —M7 \ -J
J
(1 j Al-Fusul; 447* Ibn al-^Imad mentioned a similar
example to Abul al-Ala’ himself.
See* Shadarat; 5/111 - 112.
Finally, it is otrsuige to read in "Al-Fusul" that 
"the Hutakarih" metre which is "Fa'alun" could be 
transferred into another metre, Ihle line is given as
U )
a patterns
li Vi jL c - (poJ^\X ^
She metre of this line is "iVilun" repeated four times 
which Is the "Matadarak"# It Is not a foam o f 1 * * 
"Al-Mutakarib" as Abul-AXa1 maintained but an independent
metre, .
% s r # j, * & toe £*e v3- s * ■
M .-twtatty i»stf*)f!is#i;j,oa
ikie ■sfeb’Scdt Ij-sMt, h i*w»?tT« %*®h fu r hi
AftW! s« *« t«  *» lr  * mti&P*T* of a great votes of
pi suae* fsl1 p®:«©ir-^te; fv««. tralltioa**
•JtHOifci&l w «  extremely strict &n
Met sic and singing played an effective part in the evolution 
of prosody* Al-H£halil based his rules mostly on the 
commonly accepted notes and tunes of 3inging* Thus, he 
adopted a number of technical terms which belonged properly 
to singing* ration- ijvvi *;••• .>& . & <* .
His system, although accepted by the grammarians, was 
opposed in other quarters. Some metrioians and poets 
declared that it was artificial. Scanty information on 
this subject has, however, been furnished. What has oome 
down to us is only a small part of a great volume of 
opinion aimed at emancipating poetry from traditions*
The grammarians after al-Khalil were extremely strict in 
examining poetry. They went beyond him by regarding 
certain licences as shameful. This attitude was probably 
a reaction against the Muwallads who employed licences to 
excess*
The grammarians, however, failed to stop the progress of 
the new movement*' —  ■— .. .. . - - — .... ......
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Parallel to the development of singing whioh was “brought 
about by assimilating alien melodies, a great development 
took place in poetry* The light metres appealed to the 
majority of the poets and singers*
in addition to this, new metres appeared. Abul-Atahiya
r‘>t
developed a light form from "Bajaz" and another metre 
which was considered to bo a modification of al-Mutadarak. 
"Bazin" used a new metre whioh runs;
"Pa*ilun, Mnfa'ilatun, Fa1ilat".'
-w, * a  ■% . .. ,« % V v ‘v  f > y ■' •'* •' •; >ty-i *
As far as rhyme is oonoerned, the Muwaliade made no 
one example of blank verse.
Al~Amin asked Abu~Huwas onoe, "can you compose poetry 
without rhyme"? "Yes", Abu-Nuwas eaid, and he improvised
CD
these linest
HA &' Wvrs* wuiHaHeiHd in 0 st &1>11 tthiiuf 
e j V L  ^  3  LH —J> cyJ ^ I f l J  ,5
^3 pL>V-L\ 
y^
<jr~* \  o  V-i. \
Ihe ode has no significance for it Is absurd and refleots 
clearly the friviloue nature of the oooasion upon whioh 
it was composed*
* Jr
< llDlj rf •— >-> Lii
• \ • °* •••• *-■- ^ j 1*1*1M A 0iA 1*
l> fa - y  *  >  I  *  V  ;• 4 ,  -  . ,  )  i ; ,  ; V , .  .
(1) al-Utadah; 1/212
Conclusions.
Philologists and grammarians studied literature as a 
means towards elucidating the Koran. In so doing
they established a contention whioh continued until
l
the days of al-Parazdak. Before his time no serious 
attempt was made to break away from the tradition
W  ii- m  •% 4 A  *4
thus established. \ o " : -
Bashshar made the first efforts to emancipate the 
language.. It was the flourishing civilization in 
Baghdad and the consequent changes which took plaoe 
in the life of the Arabs which gave the first impetus 
to this movement.
Bashshar and his followers succeeded in establishing 
their new literary forms and critics were eventually 
compelled to reoognize the new trends and to admit
i‘ i;■
the validity of the modern poetry.
As a consequence of this, the philologists of the*!
J :
classioal era became the objects of severe oritioism#
Mi
The Muwallads were responsible for a fundamental j |  
alteration in the form of the Kasida and in its i ^ \  
subject matter. Panegyric alone survived in its | 
original form.
Soring the course of this development the oritios 
evolved certain roles the observation of whioh they 
regarded as essential to poetry.
They were, however, onable to Impose these roles in 
their entirety opon the poets. This was particularly 
the case in satire. f*...;Mad 1 3 J '■/&• ;&
Poetry and song had a common origin. Their inter-
V fft* 4 f & ® 'L. .. ..ty
relation was still apparent in the Islamic era when
V  J r  ySi fHr *  J B B E J r ^  J b m it m J w . f fV *
certain poets practised both singing and composition. 
Al-KhaliV■ knowledge of song was a powerful factor 
in influencing his systematizationtof prosody."
His system, however, remained inoomplete. historians
furnished bat few details of those who opposed his
(ft) tftwtnr 
system. ...
Mew trends in music particularly those of Byzantine
origin had considerable influenoe upon the iiuwallad'a
Poets allowed themselves freedom. some said
ezoesslve freedom in handling metres.
j n  T  - - - -------------------  — - |
0o& w t m t A %%&■**f l & T O
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(a) Al-Mathal al-Sa’ir - Bulak 1282/1865
1 1 -Vs.. ( '<■ . ■ V> S ':
Ibn al-Anbari (Abdul Hahman b. Muhammad).
(a) Huzhat al-Alibba’, Cairo 1294/1877
Ibn Abd Babbihi (Ahmad b. Muhammad).
(a) Al-Ikd al-Parid - Bulak 1293/1876
'• IkWlSS' w
I (oont.)
Al-Ibshihi (KUhammad b. Ahmad).
(a) Al-Mustatraf - Cairo 1304/1886
Al-Isbahani (Abul-FaraJ).
(a) Kitab al-Aghani - Bulak,1869
Kitab al-Aghani (K) - Bar al-Kutub edition
Cairot 1927 - 1938
■ .
Ikhwan al-Safa,-. „..
(a) Bie Philoeophie der Araber
edited Vl. jf. Bietrioi - lelpzig 1886
(a) Al ■ttBdah ** Sgyft 13*3/19C7
Ibn Jinni (Uthoan b. Abdallah).
I v * . (a) Al-Khaea’is - Cairo 1331/1933
. .» tm.alHteugl * edited' tv Kamil Saiiami(:
Ibn Khaldun (Abdul Bahman).
< (a) ( Al-Mukaddimah - Beirut 1900
(*) Subaket »^ •«ehft,ra, g edited by Sail Leiden fej' 
Ibn Khalllkan
(a) Wafayat al-A'yan
(a) . translated from Arable by Be slane
f* *»v .„*■ v .at, ' --< * Paris
■ ai«s£fea*s,4Si ** ifaisrft 
Ibn Kotalba (Abdallah b. Muslim).
(a) Al-Ohi'r Wal-shu‘ra' - edited by J. Be Goeje
Leiden 1904...i..',:s5'"  ■. ■ ■ “ uii:
' t d M e M  iflf
Ibn Handhur (Muhammad b. al-Muharram).
(a) Liean al-Arab - Bulak 1301/1884
(b) Akhbar Abl Huwas, edited by Muhammad Abd 
Al-Basul Ibrahim - Cairo 1343 /l924
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Ibn Al-Mtt’tazz (Abdallah).
i
(a) Diwan Ibn al-ttu'tazz - Egypt 1891
(b) Sabakat al-4.hu’ ra’, edited by A. Ikbal
London 1939
(e) Kitab al-Badi’, edited by Kratehkovsky 
i ^ n l l  ,i London 1935
_ .fe a v . if ' ,y »; Aj I  \ -. ryV ■ . ■ «J. • \
PPp: .(w ’■ Ai*“V'aef l'i iffea’r sl-iraSt **,Baghdad Iffe, „ 
Ibn Al-Hadim
..y f (a) y Al-Fihrlat r  Egypt 1348/1929
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Ibn Rashik (Abu All Al-flaean).
(a) Al-Umdah - Egypt 1325/1907
Ibn al-ftumi
(a) Diwan Ibn al-Rumi - edited by Kamil Kailani(R>Dj
AlHKali j b«-
Ibn Sallam (Aj-jumahi). ' 1926
(a) labakat al-Shu’ra’, edited by J. Bell Leiden
■ ‘1» ; ?i:. ;\Al 1916
(a) 11 IBtrtiTirr Jimtl Shir Kmmeimr-
Ibn Sharaf al-Kayrawanl
(a) A’lam al-Kalam - edited by Abdul Azlz 
lute-- Pm?**?■#• . al-mhanaai - Cairo 1926
l a ) Hdki el-ldii-*** - ■Coset^vtia 'W8/138S
Ibn al-Ilktaka •' w* W  Otoes-im C i
(a) Al-Fakhri - translated by J. whitting
-sH (.'■>*.; London 1947
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Al-Jahidh (Atar b. Bahr).
(a) Al-Bayan Wal-7abiyln - edited by Muhib al-cin 
Al-Khatib - Cairo 1332/1934
(b) Kitab al-Hayawan - edited ty A. S. M. Harun
Cairo 1356/1938
Jamil Bald
(a) Al-Wasf pi Shi'r al-Irak - Baghdad 1948
f»3 »|^«acf3P®8, (K»wi sr i i m k * . TeilanI
Al-Jurjanl (All Ibn Abdul Aziz), ,
(a) Al-Wasafcah - Saida 1331/1913
i jaAkAH-i b*a^rki'-_3»^ P^w
(a) the lettert af .ibnl-Ala* - traHfllatJl by
iSargs" ■ nth 18I
}\ .1 X . 1, .£,.?«.-*• K 1.** .■. : '
Al-Kali (Isna'il b. al-Kasim), ^  fif 3 f
(a)j Al-Kmall - Cairo 1926
oA>i~
Al-Khalidiyan 1 s;- f, kiewkcfc
(a) Al-Mttkhtar Min Shir Bashshar V  ^
ah Cairo 1 ■' 3*-"A I
Kudama Ibn Ja’ far
(a) Rakd al-6hi*r - Constantinople 1302/1885
(b) Hakd al-Hathr - edited by Saha Husain Cairo 1933
&»fs (Adam),
Al-Kutubl (Ibn Shakir). 8 ^
(a) Pawat al-Wafayat - Bulak 1283/1860
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(a). Arabio - Sngliah Lexicon - London 1872
Al-Ha'arrl (Abul Al-Ala').
(a) Risalat al-Ghofran- edited by Kamil Kailani
Cairo 1925
(b) Al-Fusul Wal-Ohayat - edited by Mohammad 
Hasan Zanati - Cairo 1938
(0 ) She letters of Abul Ala* - translated by
Margolionth 1896
Al-Makdisi (Ania). or t o - * fr.b3 -
(a) Umar a' al-::hi’r al-Arabi - Beirut 1936 ;
Al-Marzubani (Mohamad b. Imran).
(a) Mo'jam al-Shu'ara - edited by I . Krenkos
Cairo 1354/1936
(b) Al-ttuwaehehah - Cairo 1343/1924
Al-Mas'udi (All b. al-uosain).
(a) Les Prairies d’Or - Paris 1861 - 77
Me|z (Adam).
(a) The Renaissance of Islam - translated by 
Khuda Bokhsh and Margo11oath - London 1937
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Al-Mttbarrid (Muhammad h. Yazld).
(a) Al-Kaail - ?!gypt 1355/19*7 ’ %
Muslim Ibn al-Walid
(a) slvan Muslim Zbn al-Walia - edited by De Qoeje
lugdani - Batavorum 1875
ttusawl (Muhammad b. Baklr Zain al-Abidin).
(a) Kaudhat al-jannat -*flhran 1306/1888 ,2,
B
EloholBon
(a) A literary History of the Arabs -
f * Cambridge 1930
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(a) Poetle Origins ; iel J t
"f' JL: ^  1 • •; '* '■ |V/
M  _  „ . ,t 2 r
Sayyid Hawfal .
(a) Shir al-Iabiah - Cairo 1945
Shikho (Lewis)
(a) 3hu'ra' al-Hasranlyah - Beirut 1890
Al-Suli (Abu Bakr).
(a) Kitab al-Awrak - edited by H. Duane, Egypt 1934
(b) Akhbar Abi Tammam - Cairo 1336/1937
Al-Suyuti (Jalal al-Din).
(a) Al-Muzhlr - edited by Jad al-Mawla, Egypt (H.D.)
(b) Al-Itkan Pi Ulum al-Kor'an - Cairo 1318/1900
Al-Tabari (Muhammad b. Jarir).
(a) Jaml' al-Bayan - Bulak 1323/1905
(b) Tarikh al-Rueul V!al-Muluk - edited by De Coeje
Lug. Bat. 1881-1882
Al-Tha'alibi (Abdul Malik b. Muhammad).
(a) Khae al-Khae - Tunis 1293/1876
(b) Yatimat al-Dahr - Damasoue 1866/67
Taha Husain
(a) Hadith al-Arbi'a'- Cairo 1925
(b) Min Hadith al-Shi'r Sal-Nathr - Cairo 1936
Tibrizl
(a) Sharh Diwan Abi Tammam (MS.) in pu'ad
University - Cairo
(b) Sharh aimamaeah — Bulak 1296/1879
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'Takut al-Hamawi
(a)i Irshad al-Arih - edited fcy kargollQttth 1907-1927
V  ’ ;• ■’/ . / ;  . -*f 'r - ’v. ’ • •(
Zadah (lash Xuhri).
(a) Miftah al-Sa’adah - Haydar Ahad (fl.D.)
j I g Y  hf Id*
Zaidan (Jurji).
(a) Xarikh Adah Allughan Al-Arahiyah - Cairo 1914
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